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SCENE OF TRAGEDY —
Shown above is the spot on
East Trigg near Glenn st..
where Mrs. Irma Lee Townes,
U, (inset) expectant mother,
of 540 E. Trigg lost her life
last Friday, March 6, in an
attempt to push her 4-year-old
son, Peter, from the path of
an on-rushing car. Mrs.
Townes was struck and drag-
ged from approximately the
point, shown by the X on the
right, to the spot (X) on left,
a distance of about 160 feet.
Mrs. Townes died Saturday. In
John Gaston hospital, after
suffering multiple cuts, frac-
tures and internal Injuries.
Peter, also struck by the same
car, lies in a coma-like state
in John Gaston, in critical
condition.
Expectant Mother Dies
Trying To Save Boy, 4
e
It remains to be seen whether Mrs. Irma Lee Townes,aiRs expectant mother and parent of 4-year-old Peter
Wownes, gave her life in vain in an attempt to push the
boy from the path of a car near their home on East Trigg,
Friday, March 6.
The child had darted onto E.
Trigg near Glenn st. and t h e
mother, in an effort to save him,
was struck by the car and
dragged approximately 160 feet,
suffering severe head injuries,
multiple cuts and several frac-
tures. She died in John Gaston
hospital last Saturday morning.
Thus, two lives were lost in her
death, one an unborn child.
Peter, also struck by the same
ear, lies in a coma-like state in
John Gaston. His condition was
reported as critical.
Mrs. Townes, one of a family
of 11 children, was taking Peter
for a visit to one of her sisters,
Mrs. Bonnie Clark, of 520 E. Ol-
ive.
HIGH SCHOOL CHARMER —
Pretty Miss Cecil Ann Palm,
eif 2495 Hopwood ave., cont.olip bhies beauty and brains to
make up her delightful person
ality. A senior, and a good
student at Manassas. the 16
year-old beauty is a majorette
le the school hand "Pamp-
as she is affertionately
called by her friends, has held
i the title of Kiss Tri-State De.
Mrs. Clark said that most of
the family, Including Mrs. Townes
were from Senatobia, Miss. and
Mrs. Townes had lived at 540 E.
Trigg with their mother, grand-
mother and other relatives f o r
about two or three weeks.
A devoted church worker, Mrs.
Townes had been treking back
and forth to her church in Mis-
sissippi each week in order to at-
tend church there. She had re-
cently joined the Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church, of 1315 Kennedy.
Rev. C. M. Lee, the pastor, was
said to have described, her as
"one of their most ardent church
workers."
The accident, which happened
between S and 5:30 p. m., seem-
fender and also was a former
"Calendar Girl." Her well-pro•
portioned physical endowments
have earned her the "Miss
Body Beautify)" title in a class
contest during her junior year.
"Pumpkin" Plans on going to
Tennessee A&I State university
and major in the field of tie
mentarr Mutation when else
graduate,- (Staff photo by
Howard Pulley)
Meiy had no witnesses save the
unfortunate mother, her child and
the driver of the ill-fated auto,
Mrs. Rose P. Myers, 65-year-old
White woman of 122 E. Mallory.
Mrs. Myers reportedly said she
thought she had only Mt the boy.
PINNED UNDER CAR
However, it was later discover-
ed that Mrs. Townes had been
struck, pinned under the car, and
dragged for quite a distance from
the initial point of impact Police
had to jack up the car to release "The public officials here In
Mrs. Townes' battered and bruised Memphis say that they are trying
body from under the auto, to be fair to everyone in the pro-
Mrs. Lou Ella Manuel, of 506 vision of recreational facilities,"'
Trigg, reported that the car O.: Z. Evers, president of t h e
League, saidcame to a stop in front of her Binghampton Civic 
house. She said she came out last week after reading the ans-
of her house to see what t h
wer filed by the city in the Parke
disturbance was about and ir/ 
suit, "but I don't see how theys 
can say that setting aside the zoolittle Peter lying just on the for 60 per cent of the populationEast side of Glenn at., on E.
Trigg. She said spectators run-
for six days and restricting the
other 40 per cent to one day a
week is fair."
In its answer filed in Federal
District Court here to a suit by
Mrs. Tarlease Mathews, of 3018
Crystal ave., on Jan. 5, 1959, for
having been expelled from the zoo
on last Oct. 12, °Metals claimed
last week that "maximum teeth-
Mrs. Clark said the funeral was ties for all of the citizens of
planned for Sunday, March 15, but
arrangements were incomplete. I (Se. EVERS Page 2)
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Leaders Back Atty. Estes In
Vote Registration Campaign
B&PMen'sClubl You Can Help Too! I
iReports Gains
Thru Investments
The members of the Business
and Professional Men's club have
realized a substantial gain on
'money the organization invested
In stocks last year, the president
H. A. Gilliam, reported last week.
"At the close of business on
Feb. 28, 1959, the club had assets
totaling $9,58.5," Mr. Gilliam, who
is also vice president and direct-
or of agencies, said.
During the past year members
purchased stock with Republic
' Steel, Borg-Warner, Gillette, Eat-
on Manufacturing company, Gen-
eral Electric and Olin-Mathiesoml
and the profit was $115 a mom-'
her.
Organized in December 1957 with
16 members, the club agreed to
invest a minimum of $30 a month
in the "blue ribbon" stock and r.-
invest the dividends paid from all
stocks.
HOW IT'S DONE
"We meet the first Wednesday
night in each month, and after
our agent and advisor. A. Maceo
Walker, brings in a list of t h e
stocks. After a discussion the
members agree unanimously on
what stock to purchase," he ex-
plained.
Mr. Gilliam said that the mem-
bers are required to pay their
ing to the scene were surprised
to find the woman under the car.
She added that a woman's shoe
had been detected lying in the
center of E. Trigg near Glenn,
but until the car was jacked up,





SPEECH THERAPY — The
Easter Seals you buy help
girls like Gloria Haynes
(above) of 1403 Britton receive
Speech therapy from the Mem•
phis Speech and Hearing Cen-
ter. Mrs. Ann Powell, of the
center, is lestructiag. Gloria
has been enrolled at the Cen-
ter since 1953 and has received
this treatment at no cost. This
campaign, which will continue
through March 29, Easter Sun.
day, can help many others like
Gloria. So "return your con-
trihution and give what you
can to help," says Chairman
Rev. J. A. McDaniel.
"If the clerks at my store were wrong in striking a
Negro youth caught stealing in the store recently, I want
to apologize," D. S. Bobbitt, owner of Bobbitt's Big Star
Store No. 21, at Fourth St. and McLemore ave., told
the Tri-State Defender on Monday,
Mr. Bobbitt said that be had
been doing business at the loca-
tion since 1941 and that It was
the first time that such "an un-
fortunate" incident had occurred.
Complaints had been brought to
the newspaper by civic organiza-
tions stating that a Negro youth
caught stealing in the store had
been beaten over the head with a
soft drink bottle after one of the
clerks had struck him several
times with his fist.
bottle and start using it on the
boy's head.
STEALING CIGARETTES
"I went °oar and told the clerk
to stop beating the boy, and they
told me that he had been caught
stealing cigarettes and asked me
if I condoned stealing. I told
them that I did not, but that if
the boy had been stealing he
(See REGRETS Page 2)
Rev, F. T. Saunders, of DX N
Mansfield at., who was shopping
in the store at the time, said that ewspaper Cites
he saw the man grab the 16-year.
old youth he and start beating him
was pulling him by resi
d a
dent Ofa case of soft drinks, grabbed a
Deep Southern States
By IXTRELLE PALMER
(See Photo Page 3)
NASHVILLE—The opening of the Civil Rights Com-
mission conference on desegregation last week was marked
by an obvious brushoff from deep Southern states.
Dr. John H. Hannah, president of Michigan State
university and Commision chairman, had hardly conclud-
ed his opening statement before
the absence of officials from Vir-
ginia. South Carolina, Alabama,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi
and Florida became conspicuous.
Expected to attend, however, was
Virgil T. Blossom, former super-
intendent of Little Rock schools
when the controversy resulted in
the closing of the city's high
schools last fall.
The commission chief declared
that the outlawing of school segre-
gation "has led to a constitutional
crisis all but unequaled in our
life as a nation."
'FRIENDLY MEETING'
During a press conference just
prior to the parley. Dr. Hannah
explained that the conference
"svoe't he a court proceeding. It
will be just a f.iendly sort of
meeting, trying to find out facts."
First to testify at the parley —
closed to the public and to news
photographers, hut open to re-
porters — was Dr. Charles Mills,
of Hobbs, N. M. He said that a
united front of teachers, police,
state agencies and the press serv-
ed to avert violence when schools
in Hobbs were desegregated.
"There were quite a lot of emo-
tion," he said, but no violence.
The leader of a church group,
which he refused to identify, pro-
vided most of the opposition, Dr.
Mills said.
SOME BRIGHT NEGROES
He asserted that in general the
Negro was more retarded than
the white student, but he hastened
to add that there were some out-
standing Negroes in the school
system
Dr. Hu :b Bryan, of Leaven-
worth. Kans., offered the opinion
that the majority of Negroes would
prefer to attend segregated schools
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Richard J.
Miller, president of Radio Station
KXLW, has been honored by the
St. Louis Argus newspaper for fo-
cusing "national attention upon the
with Negro teachers. "It is only 
responsibility of Negro emphasis
radio."
white schools that encourages Ne-
Mr. Miller was given one of thethe denial of the right to attend
g 
newspaper's Distinguished Public
roes to transfer from their own 
institutions."
Negro teachers in Leaven-
worth "will compare equally
and favorably with white teach.
Service Awards at a dinner last
week in the Empire Room of the
Ambassador-Kingsway hotel here
and more than 300 guests witness-
ed the presentation.
ers," he stated. The award, an engraved silver
TRANSITION PEACEFUL tray, was presented by Frank W.
A third school official, Dr. Mitchell,. sr. publisher of the Ar-
Claude C. Harris, assistant super- gus. The accompanying citation
intendent at Muskogee. Okla., said read: "St. Louis Argus Disting-
that parent-teacher associations,! uished Public Service Award to
school councils, Cub and Brownie
Scouts have been desegregated in 
Richard J. Miller. As president of
Radio' Station KXLW you focused
that city, al attention
"The transition has been i,cace- 
sniabtiijoitnyofN gro upon the spo
Negro-emphasis 
reradion:-
ful, because we feel the press has
been very reasonable and helpful 
you did initiate service programs
of general community
and since we have people from 
benefit and
so administered KXLW in a man-
all parts of the country. We feel n
that the balanced population has 
iaetre.?,ther media might well emu-
had a great deal to do with it,"
he added. 
IMPROVED PROGRAMS
Mr. Miller bought the station
early in 1958 and immediately set
about "programming up" to the
station's listeners. The 1,600-watt
gated system is now in its fourth outlet carries regular public serv-
year and that "no serious prob. 
ice 
programs for the NAACP and
lems have developed." He predict- the Urban League. It programs
ed. however, that it will take an-
,
a regular commentary on the
other generation before the prob- news by George W. Goodman, a
-- (gee MEETING Page 2) 4,J1 (See NEWSPAPER Page V
G. IL Wadzeek, superintendent
of San Angelo, Texas, schools told
the commission that the desegre-
'/ Am Staying; The Work Here
Must Continue', Attorney Says
Some of Memphis' most outstanding leaders have ral-
lied to the support of Atty. J. F. Estes in his dynamic
campaign to register Neegro voters which some dis-
gruntled person or persons tried to halt by intimidation
last week.
After having gotten more than were voluntar, workers in the
1,000 vets of World Wars 1 and Non-Partisan Registration Cam'
II and the Korean War to register paIgn, who are contacting No-
for voting privileges, along with
(See LEADERS Page 2)
widows and mothers of those men
who were killed or died since leav•
ing service, strange repercus-
sions developed early last Sunday
morning when the lawyer, who is
head of Veterans Benefit of Amer-
ica, was called and given three
hours to get out of Memphis.
Atty. Estes, who has been get-
ting veterans to sign a petition
for a bonus, to be presented to
the Tennessee legislature, had ap-
peared on a radio program, "Par.
ty Line," explaining why the vet-
erans should receive such recog-
nition for service, and was back
at his home and about to retire
when he received the call.
"It was exactly 16 minutes to
three when the phone rang and a
harsh voice said. authoritatively:
'Is this J. F'. Estes? Itau have
exactly three hours and 16 min-
utes to get out of town,' " the at,
torney reported.
The attorney said that the voice
sounded like it belonged to a man
in late middle age, and that if he
were to hear it again he believes
he would recognize it.
NOT RUNNING OUT
The Tri-State Defender learned
that a complaint about the call
was to be filed with the chief of
police, J. C. MacDonald and Ma-
yor Edmund Orgill, but in the
meanwhile Atty. Estes said, "I I
am going to remain here, and I
have no intention of leaving. The
fight for first-class citizenship
must continue."
Veterans Benefit of America
launched a drive for 20.000 signa-
tures of veterans to be presented'
to the legislature during t h I s'
term, and as a result, thousands
came to the organization's head-
quarters at 860 Vance ave., last
week to sign the petition.
"As I suspected," Atty. Estes
explained shortly after the would-
be signers swamped the building.,
"about half of these veterans were,
not registered voters. Before we
would allow them to sign the
petition we asked that they go
down and register and bring their
permanent registration card back
with them "
So many veterans overflowed
into the Permanent Registrationi
office in the Shelby County court,
house that emergency clerks had
to be employed to help register
the longest lines of citizens that
had appeared there since last,
primary.
Also helping to swell the lines
NAACP Scores
Another Victory
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Another
victory was gained by the NAACP
last Saturday when the state of
Arkansas was restrained from me
ing funds of the Little Rock School
District to send students of the
closed high schools to segregated
schools in other cities.
The temporary restraining order
was issued by a three-judge Fed-
eral Court against the State Edu-
cation Department, and the pre-
siding judge, John B. Sanborn. of
St. Paul, Minn., said that a ruling
on the state's school closing law
will be made on May 4, "regard-
en of what is pending in the
courts of Arkansas,"
At a later hearing, it w111 he
determined whether or not the in-
junction should be made pema-
nent. Appeals are expected to be
made to the U. S. Supreme Court
by both sides.
It is estimated that shoot
2187,000 has been withheld by the
State Education Department from
the Little Rock school district and
paid to schools which have admit-
ted the Little Rock students, Funds
have also been paid to private
segregated schools.
More than 2,000 public school teachers from all parts
of Tennessee are expected to he present in Nashville 
on
March 19 and 20 to attend the annual convention of the
Tennessee Education Congress on the campus of Tennes-
see A and I State university, according to the 
executive
secretary G. W. Brooks.
The keynote speaker for the con-
vention will he Dr. Alvin D. Lov-
ing, associate professor of educa-
tion at the University of Michigan,
who will be heard at the general
session on Friday, March 20, at
10 a. m.
At the same session, TEC pres-
ident, Prof. Isaiah Goodrich. prin-
cipal of the Ford Road school,
Memphis, will make his annual re-
Port.
TO PRESENT PLAY
As a special feature for the
visitors. the Tennessee State Play-
ers Guild will present a three-act
play, "Inherit The Wind," na
Thursday, March 19. Directed bl'
Dr. Thomas Poag, the drama is
based on the famous Tennessee
Scopes trial.
Dr. Loving headed • rolled
States team of educators le India
two years ago and is a poptgair
lecturer
Some 20 departmental meetings
will he in session on Friday-4b.
moon of the meeting. .
2 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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EASTER SEAL SALE —
some of the first Easter
Seals of the season to Prof.
Blair T. Hunt, principal of
Booker T. Washington High
school, is 13-year-old James
Evers
(Continued From Page 1)
Memphis, both colored and white,"
are-being provided.
"What the city officials should
do,," Mr. Evers said, "is sit down
right now and work out a pro-
gram for desegregation of all pub-
lic facilities in the city.
KNOW IT'S ILLEGAL
"I am sure that they have been
reading about what is going on
in other sections of the country
regarding segregation, and they
know that white supremacy is
legally &ad," Mr. Evers stated.
He said that most of the white
citizens in Memphis also realize
that segregation is illegal and
that if the city officials tell thins
that desegregation must get under-
way here, such straightforward
leadership would be appreciated
by the majority.
"I have talked with some die-
hard segregationists, and even
they see no sense in keeping Ne-
groes and whites separated on
days which they attend the zoo. In ,
fact there were many white peo-
ple who did not know that Negroes]
were segregated from the zoo sixl
days a week, but they know it now .
that that the park suit has been
instituted."
ANSWER FROM CITY
In its answer, city officials ex-
plained that "Certain parks in the
city of Memphis were acquired by
Will or deeds containing restric-
tions, conditions and limitations
affecting the title to said land
which depend on whether or not
Negro citizens are admitted to,
said parks, and if these defend-
ants were ordered to admit all,
eititens to all parks as sought in,
the complaint. such action could,
result in loss of title to certain!
lands held for park purposes." ,
In amusement parks where the,
revenue is derived from conces-
*ions, they claimed that use by ,
all races would bring about such!
a conflict that it would result in,
an attendance by small group and 1
eventually all citizens would lose!
"a substantial part of the recrea-
tional facilities now available to
them."
The defendants claimed that
"the incidence of violence, van-
dalism and disorders among 4isit-
ors to the parks of the city of
Memphis is greatly increased in
those parks frequented by Negro!
citizens of the city of Memphis
and if Negro citizens were admit-
ted to all parks on all occasions
the additional police protection
which would be required would
make the expense of operating
said parks prohibitive and there-
fore all citizens would lose . . ."
DEFENDANTS IN CASE
The attorneys for the city of
Memphis in the suit include Wal-
ter Chandler. John S. Porter,!
Thomas R. Prewitt, Frank B.
anotti, jr., and J. Seddon Allen.
Named as defendants in t h e'
ease are Maydr Edmund Orgill
and City Commissioners Claude
Armour, John T. Dwyer, Stanley
Dillard and Henry Loeb, along
with the board of directors of the
Memphis Park Commission, Henry
Pierotti, E. C. Barwick, Leo Bear-
man, John Gorman and 'Walker
Welford, jr., and H. S. Lewis and
Raymond Gray, superintendent
and director, respectively, of the
Overton Park zoo.
Mrs. Mathews and a companion
entered the zoo on Sunday, Oct
12, and remained for more than
an hour before they were ordered
to leave by a policeman.
Put a sprig of parsley into
each ice cub* of water and freeze.
when making soup add one frozen
cube or more as desired.
Albert Thomas, of Millington,
Tenn., a polio patient at the
Chrippled Children's hospital.
The Easter Seal campaign is
being sponsored here by t h e
Shelby County Society for Crip-
pled Children and Adults. Are
proximately 90 per cent of the
funds raised remain in state
to aid in rehabilitation of area's
cripples and the other goes to
the national organization. (Wi-
thers Photo).
GETS SCHOLAR'S GRANT — Sid-
ney A. McNafry, jr., a senior at 1.e-
Moyne college, has been awarded
an assistantship in bin-chemistry
at Purdue, university in Indiana,
which he will enter next fall and
receive full tuition plus a stipend
of $2,300 a year until he has com•
pleted all requirements for mas-
ter's and Ph.D. degrees. An Alpha,
he has been elected president of
the senior class.
Meeting
(Continued From Page 1)
tem is really solved.
The picture in the nation's capi-
tal was described by schools su-
perintendent Carl I. Hanson He
said that the program of desegre•'
gation began in Washington 13
years before the Supreme Court
decision.
"In effect," he said. "the pub-
lic attitude responded to what was
happening. Desegregation was a
development of the stream of
history of that community."
Dr. Hanson said that 52 per cent
of the District of Columbia's total
population Is Negro. "Some of the
exodus from the city by white
people may be attributed to de-
segregation."
At the opening parley, Dr. Han-
nah said that appearance before
B&P
(Continued From Page 1)
6360 at the beginning of the year,
and that each meeting the finan-
cial secretary presents the checks
to be invested.
If a member becomes two!
months delinquent in his duos, the'
otrer members will purchase his ,
shares. Members buy out the,
stock of those who leave town]
or die, he said, and no one is ad-
mitted to membership without the!
unanimous agreement of those
who already belong.
TO HONOR WILSON
The first member to leave the
club will be L. Alex Wilson, editor
of the Tri.Stpte Defender, who
has been named editor of the Chi-
cago Daily Defender, Mr. Gilliam
stated and on Tuesday evening,
March 17, the other 15 members
and their wives will honor Mr.
and Mrs. Wilson during a testi-
monial dinner at Tony'sI
"We feel that in view of the
contributions that Mr. Wilson has
made to this community we
should honor him in this way,"
Mr. Gilliam said.
THE OFFICERS
; Other officers of the club are Dr.
I. A. Watson, jr., vice president;
A. Maceo Walker, financial ,ad-
visor, Jesse Turner, auditor: At-
torney A. W. Willis, jr., treasurer;
Prof. Floyd Campbell, financial
secretary; and Dr. T, W. Nor-
cross, secretary.
Members include Dr. G. Stanley
Ish, Dr. James Byes, Dr. Fred
Rivers, G. T. Howell, C. C. Saw-
yer, Dr. Arthur E. Horne, Dr.
Vasco Smith and Dr. W. O.
Speight, jr.
the commission was voluntary.
"ft is clear," he said, "that
nationally the problem of discrimi-
nation concerns the American Ne-
gro. This is the commission's pri-
mary concern. We believe that
educators who have had expe-
reinee in desegregation are beg
qualified to identify and define the
problems and suggest solutions,"
See Bias Returning
To West German Towns
Racial superiority which was di-
rected against the Jews in Ger-
many during the days of Hitler's
Third Reich is creeping back in
Germany, and this time it is be-
Leaders
(Continued From Page 1)
groes who come to the building
to purchase automobile licenses.
On Friday workers estimated
that during the five.day period
they had sent more than SOO tag
buyers dowestairs to the voter
registration office.
Negro leaders of the community
gave strong backing to the pro-
gram which the lawyer is using
to get Negroes registered and de-
plored the threat of violence which
was implied in the early Sunday
morning call.
LEADERS SPEAK
Rev. A. McEwen Williams, pas-
tor of the St. John Baptist church,
Vance ave., said: "Everybody is
trying to get folks registered to
vote these days, and I don't see
why anybody should be alarmed.
Of courst the possibility of a bonus
is a strong incentive to get the
men registered."
Rev. Williams said that he
saw no reason why anyone would
attempt to intimidate a person for
trying to get citizens registered.
REV. VARNADO
Rev. W. L. Varnado, pastor of
the Cummings St. Baptist church
and chairman of the Non-Par-
tisan Registration Committee said:
"I think that the threat is only a
bluff, and I don't want to think
advised Atty. Estes to contact the
sheriff, Mayor Orgill, Chief of Po-
lice MacDonald and the city attor-
ney about the threat."
He Said that threatening phone
calls have been received by most
of the Negro leaders in the com-
munity.
Rev. Varnado said that he did
not know too much about t he
methods that had been used to
get the Negroes to start register-
ing in such large numbers, but
"if they are within their rights
in doing it, I see nothing wrong
with it."
REV. S. A. OWEN
Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of Met-
ropolitan Baptist church, said:
"I don't see any reason for the
threat We are all pushing for reg-
istration, and at one time or an-
other we have such calls, but I
still deplore the implied threat of
violence."
RE. GLADNEY
Rev. Alexander Gladney. prest
dent of the Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civic Clubs and
the Memphis Leadership Council
for the Ninth Congressional Dis-
trict said that the threat to Atty.
Estes would not deface the drive to
get Negroes to register.
"We are more determined now
than we ever were," he said.
Concerning the petition for a
bonus, he said, "I think that it
would be -a splendid thing for Ten-
nessee to give the men whir have
served the nation a bonus for
their service.
REV. ROY LOVE
Commenting on the new method
of getting veterans to register,
Rev. Roy Love, pastor of the Mt.
Nebo Baptist church, who has al-
ready announced that he will seek
a seat on the Memphis Board of
Education this Fall, stated: "It is
a fine thing and all of us are
pleased with the results that Atty.
Estes is getting.
"1 am behind anyone who is in
favor of getting the Negro register-
ed to vote, and I am strongly
against the tactics that are being
used to try and stop the drive,"
Rev. Love said.
LABOR LEADER WALKER
Stated labor leader James Walk-
er: "I will support Atty. Estes
to the hilt on both his drive to
have Negroes register and vote
and in the drive to get a bonus
for veterans who have served
during the wars.
"It is time for Tennessee to
t 'measure up with other states in
its treatment if veterans as wed
' as its treatment of teachers. The
The one gin that tastes gnat
mixed...I Chased:1 ors
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so tzwooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight.. That's why
it's the great favorite. all Around the world.
the au gin distaled in
1.5 countries and served
around the world!
llo
411.0Er'S SISTIttE0 LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 10 0% GRAIN MUM. SPIIITS w
CUICINSAlk, OHIO. 01$1111111,119 NA11011,1t 01STLIJAU WOWS ca.
ing directed against colored stu-
dents from Asia and Africa
Germain' are generally inclined
to wave a warning finger in the
face of biased Americans regard-
ing integration in schools and the
report come as a surprise to
many of them recently when they
read the report in the Dusseldorf
"Handelsblatt," on influential
newspaper.
The story reported that colored
students are finding it difficult to
get living quarters in the univer-
sity towns, and that the visitors
are getting a cool reception from
German families and private in-
dividuals.
BIAS FORBIDDEN
Although discrimination on the
basis of race or color is forbidden
in the basic laws of West Ger-
mony, citizens there attempt to
place want ads in newspapers for
white only and only careful
screening prevents landlords from
inserting ads with the notice "Col-
ored need not apply."
Germans have been warned that
such discrimination might damage
the economy of the country. in the
future.
Though the students admire Ger-
man technology, they are dissatis-
fied over racial intolerance. Their
education will place them in in
fuentia positions when they re-
turn home, and German trade
could be damaged by bitter memo-
ries, the newspaper warned.
Fish Gases Fatal
To 3 Workmen
MORGAN CITY, La. — (UPI)
— Three men working waist-deep
in decomposing fish were asphyxi-
ated Monday by accumulated
gases.
Lawrence Sheppard, Eugene
Matthews and Garrett Markles,
all Negroes, were dead when
rescuers pulled them from a tank
at a fish products firm here.
Electricity is available to an es-
timated 90 per cent of Sweden's
people.
REGISTER TO VOTE — Vet-
erans of three wars who went
to Veterans Benefit of Ameri-
ca office at 860 Vance ave.,
last week to sign petition to
Tennessee Legislature for
Regrets
service bonus were rerouted
to Shelby County Permanent
Registration office if it turned
out that they were not regis-
tered voters, and seen here
sighing up are veterans of all
ages in lines that stretched
back into halls and resulted:
in hiring of more personnel.
The organization, led by At-
torney J. F. Estes, is seeking
20,000 names on the petition.
(Withers Photo)
County Council 'Newspaper
(Continued From Page 1)
should be turned over to the po.,Holds Luncheonlice," Rev. Saunders said. I
He said that they took the boy .
and that ns the police were enter- For Area PTAsback into the rear of the store,log the store, a white milk man
state has ranked at the bottom of
the 49 states on these matters for
too long." ,
' Atty. Estes said that a report
which appeared in one of the
daily papers stating that signers
of the bonus petition were re-
quired to join his organization
anG become dues paying mem-
bers was "utterly false, and an
attempt to cut down on the num-
ber of Negro veterans who are
registering.
"The story was written in such
a way as to smear the organ-
ization, to try to discourage oth-
ers from coming to sign the pe-
tition and to cut down on the
number who would register to I
vote," the attorney said.
He said that he explained III 1
great detail to the reporter that
e drive was one for signatures
of 20,000 veteans, or their sur-
vivors, which would be present-
ed to legislators and that only
(pantie% voters could sign.
Atty. Estes said that he told
the man what errors had appear-
ed in earl,: stories about the
veteans' organization, and that
after pretending to bar e under-
stood, the reporter returned to
his office and wrote the article
to falsely imply that signers
were paying a joining fee as
one of the first steps toward
getting a bonus.
After having received the threat-
ening phone call, Atty. Estes im-
mediately conferred with other Ne-
gro leaders of the Memphis com-
munity as to what should be done
to prevent violence in the city.
(Continued From Page 1)
widely respected analyst; the
Roy Campanella show and has k
staff of reputable disc jockeys.
The young executive gained na-
tional recognition when he un-
leashed a blast at Negro-emphasistold the officers: "They beat up'
a nigger boy back there, and 
The Shelby County Council of radio general! to "sponsor"- -111
think they have busted his skull Parents and Teachers entertained 
trade magazine. This hold nett
Rev. Saunders said that Mrs.' all `fle members of the county 
approach about a market attract.
Rosie Lewis, of 398 Simpson st., 
." „
!school PT associations with a fel- ed immediate attention,
imwas also in the store at the time! sn luncheon recently at Geet- In December 1958 Mr. Miller's
and witnessed the incident. er High school, comments were given prominenc
BOY PUTS UP A FIGHT George Barnes, superintendent in "Variety," the theatre world'
Mr. Bobbitt said that, h had of Shelby County schools, spoke bible. In the Variety article hee 
gone to the bank at the time that fo the occasion. Na-
the incident occurred, and that his
r
cipaMany parents, teachers and 





a "'achseoauprciensouflt self-gen.- gNee•.
son, Ralph, who works at the store • I
said that the youth took the car-• Mrs. Ardeena Gooch is the pres-. charlatanism and a wallow of
ton of cigarettes and walked out ident of the Council. Dr. Joseph. ugly, pimitive and harmful.!
Just as he got outside the door his:W. Falls us the principal of Geet-, sounds."
son grabbed him and told him' on- i Mn. Miller predicted that the
to come back inside. I During the luncheon, a portrait time is over for the type of pro-
ne said that the youngster putiwas presented to Dr. Falls by Mrs. gemming which has been typical
up a terrific fight, and that his Elizabeth Townsend, county super- of the past, He said that any white
son called for two other clerks to • visor of Shelby County schools. !man who lingers momentarily
come out and help him, and that I over a Negro emphasis statiosone of the clerks did hit the boy hears poor -programming, crummsseveral times, but it was in self- Triplets Triple 
I ,
talk, low down music and is leftdefense.
He said that he returned to the 
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The with the impession that they are
store about that time, and that 
city's health department has an-lreallY different.
he did not see anyone hit the boy' 
nounced that the birth of triplets] Present as special guest at '04'
during,
I the first two months of dinner meeting was Frank Stan.over the head with a bottle. The 11959 was triple the expected rate, • ley, publisher of the LOUist'ille,boy was carried to Juvenile Court,'
and police said that they would!
!, Ten se, s were born in January (Ky.) Defender. Amens others
departmentcited at the dinner were Virgillet the Bobbitts know when to ap.1 and February, the 
pear in court. They have not said, while past records indicated Akins, former middleweight chain-
heard from them since, and the in-' only three would come into the, pion; Dr. Walter A. Younge, fel-
cident occurred on Feb. 6.
, 
world. No reason for the increase I low in the American college of
was offered. WHITES AND NEGROES I Physicians
"Both whites and Negroes have
been caught taking things in the
store," Mr. Bobbitt said, "but this!
boy was the first one to put up'
such a fight.
"We have to protect our prop-
erty, or we will have to go out
of business," he said.
Lester Robinson, of 328 E. Trigg
ave., president of the 13th Ward
Civic club, said that several oth-
er people in the area witnessed
! the incident, and the club had in-•
I sited the boy to appear before thel
' group and tell them what had
actually happened, but that he
failed to show up.
"We hire several Negroes in our
store here, and we appreciate the
Patronage of all of those who live I
, in the neighborhood. We do our
!utmost to treat all of our custom-
! ens fairly at all times. If we were
in errr in this incident we apolo-
gize," Mr. Bobbitt said.
One pound of brussels sprouts








Shown In Your Horne!
Custom made in our factory.
Direct from manufacturer, Our








Before you buy It will pay you to get our prices. 45 years ti
serve you better. Lowest prices. Easiest terms. Rugs • Carpets
• Linoleum • Tile • Slip Covers • Ready to Hang Drapes awn
ins' Metal • t an, as Free Estimates
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with double-rich PET Milk!
Of aseirevs, the secret of any casserole is in the setwce. and
that's where PET Evaporated Milk really makes a diffee-
core' PET sauces are extra rich, extra creamy because
PET Milk is doable-rich. The-,'re extra nourishing, reo.
because PET lass twice the nourishment of ordinary milk.
Try this easy Corned Beef Casserole for a start. Once
ran caste the difference, you're sore to use double-eich
PET Milk esery time for praise-winning casseroles.
CORNED BEEF CASSEROLE
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Onegt.the top athletes at vath-
er Bertrand High school is Ste-
phen Boone, of 551 Boyd at.. who
was this year's captain o the oot-
ball team and co-captain of the
basketball squad.
With -such a background, a ri d
considering that he lists all sports
as his hobby, one would expect
him to be looking forward to
going to college next year on an
athletic- scholarship.
But 18-year-old Stephen is not
Interested in starring on a college
campus.
SPORTS INTERFERE
"I would not accept an athletic
scholarship for two reasons: first
CAIRO — (UPI) — United Arab
Republic officials, detaining the
Li ian cargo ship "Capetan
S is" at Port Said, have
bl isted the 1,803-ton vessel on
charges of traveling under Israeli
charter,
Although the anti-Israel Arab
blockade contains no measures
banning a blacklisted ship from
using the Suez Canal, the "Cape-
tan Manolis" has been held at
Port Said since Feb. 26.
She was bound from Haifa,
I believe that sports would inter-
fere with my studies, and in the
, second place I don't believe that
I am large enough to compete
with the fellows on the average
college team," he explained.
For four years straight he has
been president of his class, n d
this year he is also president of
the Student Council. He is a mem.
her of the school's National Hon-
or Society and a member of the
glee club.
Last year, and again this year,
he is taking pictures to be includ-
ed in the yearbook. A night shot
, that he took of the lighted front
of the school, was used in the
front and back covers of the an-
nual, was later awarded an hon-
orable mention in a photography
contest.
GOING TO KANSAS
Next year Stephen plans to at-
tend St. Benedict college in At-
chison, Kans., and major in either
chemistry or mathematics.
"I want to be a research chem-
ist or a teacher." he said.
The second oldest of 11 chil-
dren. all but two of whom are in
school, he lives with his mother,
Mrs. Myrtle Boone. who is em-
ployed at the U. S. Public Health
Service hospital. His oldest broth-
er. Jarrett, 20, is a sophomore
at Baldwin-Wallace college in Be-
rea, Ohio.
The outstanding student is a
member of the St. Augustine Cath-
olic church and a member of its
Catholic Youth Organization.
Israel for Colombo, Ceylon
:a cargo of Israeli cement a
(potash.
The decision blacklisting t




ERS, top photo, hear testi-
mony at the conference on de-
segregation in the Hermitage
hotel, Nashville, Tenn. From
left are Doyle E. Carlton, for-
mer governor of Florida; Rob-
ert G. Storey, dean of South-
ern Methodist university law
school in Texas; John A. Han-
nah, commission chairman
and president of Michigan
State university; John S. Bat
tie, former governor of Vir•
gina; and the Rev. Theodore
M. liesburgh, president of the
University of Notre Dame. In
bottom photo, same order, are
members of the Tennessee Ad
visory Committee to the Cis il
Rights Comntission chatting
with staffers of the commis-
sion between sessions. They
are John Hope, It, Negro, of
the Fisk university Race Re.
lations Institute; George R.
Dempster, former mayor of
Knoxville; and Mrs. Ben Russ-
ell. of Greeneville, Tenn., con-
ferring with Gordon Tiffany,
second from right, commission
staff director; and George
Johnson, director of the corn•
mission's legal staff. Mr. John-
son reportedly is the most like-
ly candidate to replace t h e
late J. Ernest Wilkins as a
member of the commission.
(See story Page One.)
t More than 135 million pounds of ,
fish valued at more than 11 mil-
lion dollars moved through the Sewing Club
New England Fish Exchange, I
which handles every pound on - • 
Home
fresh fish landed at Boston.  Meets At 
USIA Will Spotlight Of Mrs. Burk
' DURHAM, N. C. — The Unit- for the past several days making
id States Information Agency has, pictures of Asa T. Spaulding,
had a ,photographer in Durhamj newly elected president of the
North Carolina Mutual Life In-
surance company, for use in its
overseas program.
Photographs of Mr. Spauld-
ing have been made at work, in
conferences, at home, at church,
teaching a Bible class, shopping
and while he has been engaged
in other activities.
Mrs. Spaulding was one of five:
members of the U. S. Delegation
to the inauguration of President
William V. S. Tubman, of Liber-
ia, West Africa in January, 1956,
and was appointed by President
Eisenhower to be a member of ,
the delegation to the Ninth Gen.
eral Conference of UNESCO in
New Delhi, India from Nov. 5 to
Dec. 5. 1956.
ADVISES RIGHTS GROUP
A member of Mayor's Commit- 1
tee on Human Relations of Our- 1
ham, Mr. Spaulding is also a 
member of the City of Durham
Board of Adjustment. the North
Carolina Advisory Committee to
the Commission on Civil Rights,
the National Defense Executive
Reserve for the Department of
State and several other civic,
business, educational, religious
and professional organizations.
He is listed in the 1959 Interna-
tional Year Book and Statesman's
Who's Who in Insurance, the Cy-
clopedia of Insurance and Who's




FIRST SHOWING: MORE STARTEINC THAN 31!
THE TERROR ZOOMS RIGHT INTO THE alialENCEl
/1,1111, f.
VINCENT PRICE • 047,RT wrot
Admission This Engagement Only!
Adults SOt Children 25e
' Mrs. Ruth Burk was hostess
to the Stitch and Chat Sewing
club meeting held recently at her
home on Liverwell circle, Mrs.
Odessa Mitchel, president of the
group presided.
Plans were made by the club
for the coming early Summer Ba-
zaar. All monies received from
the sale of the club's sewing pieces
will go to charity.
During the meeting a surprise
box was won by Mrs. Sally Coch-
ran.
A delicious menu was served.
The next scheduled meeting will
be held in the home of Mrs. Cor-
ine Cochran on Bellair drive.
Mrs. Ruth Burk is the secre-
tary and Mrs. Eva Hill, the re-
porter.
Professor J. A. Cooke, director
of Athletics, Health and Physical
education at Lane college was re-
cently awarded two certificates of
merit, one from the United Ne-
gro College Fund and one from
the Lane college alumni associa-
tion.
The memoer colleges of the U.
N. C. F. presented the award for
unselfish service and outstanding
leadership in behalf of greater
educational opportunities for Ne-
gro youth.
Professor Cooke has directed
successfully the UNCF drive in
Jackson and surrounding countries
for five years and has accepted
the chairmanship this year with
a great deal of pride and humili-
ty because he believes that this
is a great opportunity for hins
to render service.
The UNCF has made it possible
for many boys and girls to secure
Mallory Group To Give
United Charity Revue
"Stars of the Mid-South" will be I TO EXPAND PROGRAM
an education who otherwise would
not have had the opportuuity.
Those wishing to contribute to
the fund are asked to send do.
nations to Lane college payable
to the United Negro College Fund.
Manasses Hosts
Third Annual
Typing Contest o Lead Dillard ChoirThe Third annual Typewriting 111
contest of the Business Education
Departments of Memphis City
six participating high schools]
took a standardized test of the.
United Business Education Asso-I
ciation, administered by Mrs. Es.I
sic Shaw and Mrs. C. Suggs ofj
Hamilton and Melrose H g hi
schools. Results from scoring gavej
Douglass High school first place,
the honor going to Earline Nick-
ols with a composite score of 184;
second highest score was won by
Doris Jean Jeffries of Melrose
High school; and third highest
score also going to Douglass, Miss
13arbara DeMire. Prizes will be
awarded the three winners.
Mrs. Marjorie I. Ulen was the
contest chairman; Miss Rosa Rob-
inson, chairman of prizes; Miss
Maggie McDowell, tests Mrs. Cal.
lie Lentz Stevens, secretary Mrs
Joye T. Bell, applications. Miss,
Dora E, Todd is the chairman of




The members of the Bethel Bap-
tist church in Henning, Tenn., sur-
prised their pastor, Rev. A. Ter-
rell, of Memphis, with a birth-
day dinner given at the Young's
cafe in that city on Sunday aft-
ernoon, March I.
Rev. and Mrs. Terrell had been
previously invited to dinner b y
Mr. and Mrs. Young, hut when
they arrived at the cafe they were
invited inside by Prof. A. H. Lock-
er& and the members greeted the
pastor with the "Happy Birt h.
day" song, and a very delicious
dinner was served.
The minister received a large
number of prizes, and a scrap
book containing cash gifts from
members and friends.
Also present for the occasion
were members from St. Mark,
New Hope, Old Canaan and St.
James in Ilenning; New Hope in
Morning Star in Ripley and Spring
Hill in Charleston, Miss.
Merephis congregatione repre-
sented were Early Grove, Union
Grove St. John Vance ave., Met-
ropolitan and St. Paul Baptist
church.
' A Tea sponsored by the Career
High school PTA cill be given in
, the school cafeteria Sunday, Mar.
15. from 3 to 6 p. m.
Music will be furnished by the
Owen college singers, the Carver
Glee club and the Carver bang.
All proceeds from the affair will
go tolard benefiting the band and
the athletic teams.
Miss J. J. Blaekshire is general
ichairmal o the projgct. Mrs. ''MAI.11111-1111i1M1 •111111M111:111.• Mil. • • 11.11.•
•
the theme of the United Charity The members of the organization, He said that his group is seeking
Revue to be given at Ellis au- founded by liarry L. Strong, are I to have the social security income
ditorium on Thursday night, April
2, beginning at 8 p. m.
Among the singing groups and
individuals scheduled to appear on
the program are Lee Cunningham,
the Southern Male Chorus, Rev.
W. H. Brewster and his Camp
Meeting Singers, the Patterson-
aires, MeStein-Wilkes Sing era.
Charlie Parker Singers, Brother
0. L. May, Gospel Joe, Brewster.
aires, Shady Grove Special, Broth-
er Charlie Watkins and many oth-
ers
Sponsored by the Mallory
Knights Charitable Organization,
the funds will be used to assist











pie In that area, according to
schools was held at Manassas tion's foremost choral directors the resident, Felton Earls, sr.
High school Tuesday. March 3, will he wielding the baton when Born in Rotterdam. Holland,
beginning at 10 a. m.
'
the members of the Dillard univer- Prof. Kuypers received his early
Thirty-six students from the sitY a capella choir of New Or- musical traini..g in that country,
specializing in voice. At the age
of 10 he appeared as a soloist
with the famous Rotterdam cane
Chorus. After coming to the Unite
ed States he began studying the
violin, 
On graduation from Carle-
ton college, he joined the Minnea-
polis Symphony orchestri where
he played for six years before
turning to the field of teaching
and conducting.
Ile had headed the music de-
partments of cornett and Ham.
line universities, and the Univete''
sity of Illinois, and has direct-
ed the choirs of each of the ine
stitutions. During summer sessioni,-
he has served as choir director dr'.
the Universities of Iowa, Idahr.
and Washington.
For two years Prof. Kuypefr.;
was conductor of the Youth (7
leans, La., appears in the auditor-
ium of Booker 'I'. Washington High
school on Wednesday night, March
18, beginning at 8 p. in.
The concert is being sponsored At Dillard university he is pre:::
by the Walker Homes Civic club; lessor of music and coordinatng,
for the purpose of providing re- I of all musical activity on the earn! -
creational facilities for young peo-' pus.
chestra of greater Chicago a
has appeared on numerous °cease
ions with other orchestras, inclutti"
ing the Minneapolis Symphony
the Pro Musical Sinfonietta of •
Paul.
GIVEN PORTRAIT — Dr. Jo-
seph W. Falls, principal of
, Geeter, was presented with a
portrait of his likeness by
county supervisor of the Shea
by County schools, at the re-
cent luncheon sponsored by
Prepare To Evacuate
Americans From Iraq
ROME — (UPI) — The U. S.
Embassy in Rome prepared Tues.
day to handle American evacuees
from Iraq should an evacuation
of Americans from that country
be ordered.
An embassy spokesman said
about 30 American families of
U. S. Foreign Service were
evacuated to Rome eight months
ago when premier Abdel Karim
Kassem took over.
the Shelby County Council of




The Eva Cartman Auxiliary 01
Collins Chapel hospital is inviting
the public to attend a Spring Tea
Sunday, March 15, at the "Lelia
Walker club house, 717 Walker
ave. The Tea will be held from
4 p. m. to 7 p. m.
' The program is designed to
benefit the air conditioning pro-
ject of private rooms at Collins
chapel.
Mrs. A. Parker is the Fires/.
dent of the Auxiliary. Mrs. Lae
cille Price is the reporter.
Marguerite Turner is president of
the PTA. R. B. Thompson is the
principal of the school.
The first shaken cocktail is be-
lieved to have been made in the
tavere of Increase Arnold in
Providence, R. I., during Colonial
DAVID M. ROSENBERG
seeking to expand the "Aid and, for the father raised. times. It consisted of "rum, milk, • Auto Parts Speed Equipment
Assistance Program." I The 57-year-old father and 27- sugar, finely cracked ice from the 1
Last week, Mr. Strong announced Year-old mother are the parents.
the group went to the assistance of eight children ranging in ages
ice house." It was shaken in a •
261 Chelsea (Corner 5th) IA 6-8987silver coffee pot "until the frost pof a family where the father was from one to 13, and are expecting
was on the pot." t'4'111 II IM111111111/111-111- 11-11`111 -•-11`01r1I'll'ICIFIETIMIdisabled and the mother and eight a ninth one soon.
children suffering from lack of
food and proper clothing.
Working with the Welfare de-
partment, he said, his group help-
ed the another obtain $100 for
the children, which brought up the
income for the family to $150 when
added to the $50 the father was
already receiving.
EXPECT ONE MORE
He said that the Knights gave
assistance to the large family until
it received aid from other sources.
HOMEOWNERS' FRIEND —
member of the sales force of
the Builder's Ornamental Iron
Works for the past year is
Charles Hee, Sr., of 1416 Starr
st. When winter approached
Mr. Hee was on hand to take
orders for storm doors, but
now that Spring is almost here
he Is prepared to offer such
home improvements as awn
lags, screen doors and patios.
411 year round he sells car-
port* and steel stairways. Con-
tact him at firm's office local.
ed at 878 Chelsea St.
MR. AND MRS. ONZIE
HORNE along with master On.
zie Horne, jr., of the Horne
Realty company, receive the
keys to their new ELECTRA
BUCK front Charts. ilatel.
top salesman with the BLUFF
CITY BUICK COMPANY. Call
IA. 5-5.171 today and let Mr.
Fields show you THE CAR for
'39, the BUICK. Visit the corn-
pany at 731 Union ave. and
let them show you their coin.
Mete line of LeSARREs, the
thriftiest BUICK; INVICTAS,
the most spirited BUICK; and
the ELECTRA, the most lux-
urious BUICK. Once in a
BUICK sou too, will be con-
vinced that there le To other
car quite equal to the BUICK.,
a TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 14, 1959
FIRST BAPTIST BROAD
A joint installation service for
the Sunday school and Baptist
Training Union was held on t h e
First Sunday, March I, at 3 p. in.
Sunday school officers are Robert
Wallace, general superintendent;
and John Arthur Taylor, superin-
tendent.
The Baptist Training Union is
under the leadership of Gaither
Myers, and the assistant director
Is Robert Chism.
The speaker for the occasion
was Prof. W. Benjamin Kelly, a
member of the faculty of the Mag-
nolia Elementary school and a
member of the church. Officers
were installed by the pastor, Rev.
H. C. Cherry.
ST. LUKE BAPTIST
Sunday is Men's Day at the St.
Luke Baptist church. A highlight
of the activities planned for the
occasion will be a program there,
Sunday, at 3 p. m. It will feature
the Rev. C. T. Nelson of Greater
First Baptist as speaker. T h e
Stone Baptist church will provide
the music. Other varied rendi-
tions will add to the enjoyment of
the celebration.
The pastor, Rev. T. R. Buckner,
has prepared an especially in-
spiring sermon for the morning
worship hour.
The Men's Day's theme Is "Be-
hold How Good and How Pleasant
It Is For Brethren to Dwell To-
gether in Unity."
Deacon Morris Is the chairman
and N. Buckner is the co-chair-
man.
The St. Luke Baptist church in-
vites the public to this observation.
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST
Rust college's choir perform-
ance at the Friendship Bap-
tist church some Sundays ago
drew thundering applause. Some
of the unforgettable presentations
were The Lord Is A Mighty God,
From Grief to Glory, Lord Bring
That Sinner Home, Shine on Me,
Old Rugged Cross and It Is No
Secret What God Can Do.
The efficient ushers were James
Smith, Herbert Smith, Robert Sut-
ton, Bennie Moore and Elmer Har-
rison. Miss Harriett Smith, Miss
Shirley Harrison, Miss Beverly
Williams, Miss Marie Franklin,
Miss Joyce Gatlin and Miss Quin-
cy Taylor were the hostesses.
t The group captains and the as-
sistant group captains were Thom-
as Franklin, A. B. Allen, Mrs.
Hidden in one of the great
hymns of our church is this great
request: "SAVE US FROM WEAK
RESIGNATION." Time and time
again these words have haunted
me. Resignation is what h a s
brought on current world condi-
tions. The word, 'resignation' as
stated in this hymn means no
more than indifference. Indiffer-
ence is that one thing which has
made for a break down of all that
is high and noble within our so-
ciety.
Years that have now passed into
history have been filled with men
and women who were greatly con-i
cerned about the things about
them. The social, moral, and spirit-
ual were great concerns of theirs.
These must s e our chief con-
cerns. The pivot of better living1
Is still our development of those
things that will make this world
a better place.
No doubt this old hymn writer
had seen what could and had hap-
pened in the midst of unconcern1
on the part of those who should
be concerned. Save us from uncon-
cern could have easily been sub-
stituted for resignation. The whole
thing amounts up to the fact our
resignation has brought us to the
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ACCENTS ON RELIGION —
Religious Emphasis Week at
Fisk university brings togeth-
er this group for an informal
discussion following one of
the several scheduled meet-
ings. From left are Houston
Mimms, of Nashville; Bathe
Carruthers, of Meharry Medi-
cal college; Sharon Fast, of
New York City; James Law-
son, field secretary of the Fel-
lowship of Reconciliation;
Bruce Currier, of Indianapol-
is: and Rev. Wilson Q. Welch,
dean of the chapel at Fisk.
Writer Says Nation Too Excited
By Recent Scientific Advancement
By C. ERIC LINCOLN
Ask any k d on the sandlot,
and he will tell you all about rock.
et ships, man-made satellites, the
sonic barrier and jet aviation.
Ask any college student, and he
can give an adequate explana-
tion of the basic theories of atom-
ic fission, or how useful energp
nor is it the most important
one. One of the serious areas of
backwardness in our present civi-
lization is that we have been too
prone to see ALL our existence in
relation to science, and none of
it in relation to anything else.
WORSHIP SCIENCE
We have left undeveloped t h e
area of human intelligence which
would give meaning to the very
science we worship. Science can
make available to us the terrific
energy of the atom, but science
cannot tell us whether we should
use it for peace or war. Only re-
ligion can do this. Science deals
with facts. Religion deals with val-
ues. When the facts of science
are not governed by the values
of religion, social chaos is the in-
evitable result.
The present international ten-
sion is a case in point. For the
Russian (Communists) — who do publisher.
of this newspaper, its editor or
not believe in God — to have at
their disposal the destructive ca-
pacities of the atomic and hydro-
gen bombs. is indeed an awesome
prospect. Their delay in loosing
them upon their enemies is only
a delay of "convenience." It is
not at all a case of value, for
C. ERIC LINCOLN such values as the Russians have
not rooted
tratli'yo fco:1;7113tlonr
can be gotten from the sun and oafrethneo
stored for the need of man.
The man on the corner e a n
tell you all about the possibilities
of interplanetary travel — as he
understands it from last night's
TV show. In every case these mat,
ters are discussed with conviction
and confidence. Contemporary civ-
ilization is caught up in the "age
of action."
Everyone of us is fascinated by
the monumental discoveries of
modern science. Indeed, we a r e
at once products and victims of
the greatest era of scientific in-
if we are going to develop into the telligence and scientific creativity
kind of world we should be. We in the very brief history of civi-
cannot fool ourselves into the feel- lized humanity. With the (man-
ias that our noblest contributions made) media of mass communi-
can be made in the midst of un- cation — the radio, the television, .
handling rattlesnakes. But then,concern and the like, the press, the motion picture
I what a man believes is the re.
Everywhere men in all walks of THE store house of human know!.' of such information as has
life are looking for the answer to ledge is d o u led and -
re-doubled f r cm one lay to come his way. You 
unless 
hold
an intelligent belief youIs incidentally NOT man-made)
have been exposed to enough in-has a seemingly infinite capacity formation on a given matter tofor informotion — for facts.
formulate a belief.
This is the dilemma we face in
the Twentieth Century America:
Religion is not taught in most of
our schools. Radio presentations
are often intellectually insulting to
95 per cent of the prospective au-
dience. Pulpit sermons ordinarily
assume that the listening congrega.
tion is already possessed of the
basic knowledge necessary to in-
telligent belief. The books written
by the theologians are master
pieces of technical jargon written
for other theologians. Those writ-
ten by ministers are for Sunday
school children.
Hence, it is difficult to see
how a "Christian" community is
expected to exemplify "Christian"
behavior andunder
standing In the absence of a n y
real knowledge of what Christian-
ity is. To be sure, we are all
avowed Christians, but the truth'
Is that we take our religion for
granted.
A faith held an superficially
cannot be of maximum value is
helping us to solve the problems
or to unlerstand the anxieties of
the calaclysmic age in which we
live.
CLASSROOM APPROACH
This column is dedicated to help
Mg you to know more about your
religion. The approach Is essential-
ly that of the classroom rather
than that of the pulpit. We sall
not concern ourselves with doe.1
trinal Or denominational issues.
Shade Parker, Mrs. Deioche Her-
ron, Mrs. Freddie Gatlin, J. E.
Williams, Mrs. Thelma Nichol',
Miss Geraldine Mitchell, Mrs. Wil-
lie Cherry, Miss Shirley Harrison,
Mrs. Sylvia Martin, Mrs. Clara
Robinson, Richard Sutton, Miss
Beatrice Grandberry, Mrs. Myrie
Moband, B. B. Gordon, Miss Eu-
nice Allen. Jimmie Smith, Miss
riett Smith, Miss Marie Franklin
and Mrs. Juanita Grandberry.
Serving on the various commit
tees were Noble Gatlin, Mrs. De-
loche Herron, Mrs. Essie Shaw,
Mrs. Bernice Harris, Miss Beatrice
Grandberry, Willie Mitchell, Rev.
W. W. Suggs, Mrs. Freddie Gatlin,
Mrs. Odessa Williams, Mrs. Nan
cy Nelson, Mrs. Elnora Harris,
Miss Frances Smith, Mrs. Lillie
Harris, Mrs. G. B. Herron and
Willie Mitchell.
The chairman and co-chairman
were Thomas T. K. Franklin and
Mrs. A. B. Allen. Rev. F. R. Nel-
son is the minister.
GOLDEN LEAF BAPTIST
One of the outstanding programs
held at Golden Leaf Baptist church
is the one given on Youth Night.
Many have set the third Sunday
in every month aside . . . just so
they may be on hand to witness
It.
The third Sunday, past, the
young people presented a drama
by James Weldon Johnson entitled
"Go Down Death." The talent dis-
played was indeed a tribute to
the developmental program of the
sanctuary. Participants were Miss
Faye Coburn, Miss Alberta Clark,
Carl Eldridge and Mrs. Verneda
Bailey. Throughout the drama,
such beautiful songs as these were
heard: Where Shall I Be When
The First Trumpet Sounds, Swing
Low, Ride The Chariot, I'm Go-
ing Home to Jesus and God Shall
Wipe All Tears Away.
A pantomine entitled "Near The
Cross" followed the drama. Miss-
es Clara Ford, Alberta Clar
Harriett Smith, Miss Marie Frank.
tin and Mrs. Juanita Grandberry.
Faye Coburn and Garnet Gil-
lespie gave wonderful performanc-
es.
Mn. L. A. Hamblin is super
visor of the young people.
Plan to worship this third Sun-
day with the youths of the Golden
Leaf Baptist church. The program
begins at 8 p. in.
Rev. L. A. Hamblin is the pas-
tor.
Within the confines of human
betterment men must rise up to
the moral and spiritual abilities
of which they are capable. The
rising tide of irreligious activity
among us points to the fact that
we must rise up to the best that
is in us in every walk of life
their delimmas. Daily we come in
contact with people who are hung-
ry, thirsty, unrecognized a n d
friendless who need the thinking
of someone who has been down EXCITED BY' SCIENCE
all of these various avenues of 
And yet, in a moment of re-
lit* and know how to lead some- flection, does it not strike you as
one else down them. In the midst anomalous, does it not seem
of all of the confusion and unpre. strange indeed that we should be-
dieteble things into Which one ,
finds himself today there must by our scientific successes? The
be men who will raise up to the
()erasion which will be of con- 
atom is not "new." It has been
with us from the beginning of time.
cern to the betterment of the De-
whole community. 
Indeed, the Greek philosopher 
mocritur bad a well developed
atomic theory 300 years before
the birth of Christ, and consider-
able more than 2000 years before
the destruction of Hiroshima and
the atomic powered submarine
Nautilus, a year or so ago.
I hasten to make it clear that
I hold no brief for those who would
belittle the scientific contribu-
part of too many of us has brought tion of this, or any other age.
too many indifferences about the me progress of science is an im-
current conditions of the world.i portant criterium for the measure-
Years ago society was ment of the progress of civilize-
around the neighborly spirit that tion.
existed among people. Everyone But science is by no means the
was concerned about the welfare only standard of measurement
of his neighbor. Today that same 
spirit must return to each of us.
This is no time for resignation or 
one of us must rise up as 'Men
indifference or unconcern. Each .11G. 'xi' 
and let the spirit of God
us onward and upward to
the highest of which we are cap-
able.
We  
that our spirit of indifference is
are fully aware of the fact
= getting us no where fast. The
In the midst of-all that con-
fronts us today in the world we
definitely need someone who is go-
ing to leave self out of the picture
and be cncenied with the welfare
of the whole community. As one
looks at the conditioss of the world
today he must come to grips with
the fact that resignation on the
GO BY BUSHini
= ..7.... refrain from each of our hearts in
...27-
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in any appreciation of the mean-
ing existence of God.
Unwittingly, we are much near-
er the Russian position than we
realize, or than we would be will-.
jog to admit. Our knowledge! of ,
and interest in religion has not
kept pace with our knowledge of
and interest in the physical sci-
ences. We know too little about.
what we believe and why. What
a man does, or how he lives is
grounded in what he believes —
That is, a man's life is reflected
in his convictions.
LACK OF EXPOSURE
A man who sincerely believes
that rattlesnake bites are al-
ways fatal just won't be found
except insofar as they are of his-
torical or informational conse-
quence.
Too much energy has already
been wasted over such inanities as
"whether immersion is better than
sprinkling," or "how many angels,
can stand on the head of a pin."!
What seems to be needed now is 1
as understanding of the basic as-
pects of religion generally, with
particular emphasis on Western
Christianity and its possibilities
for making the world a better place
in which to live, as well as for
giving meaning and purpose and
direction to individual lives.
The observations appearing in
this column are my own unless
the contrary is specifically indi-
cated. Nothing said herein is to
be construed as being necessari-
ly representative of the opinions
RECONDITIONED AND GUARANTEED
TV SETS - - $29.95 UP
TV Service Calls •- • $2.50
E-Z TERMS ON SHOP REPAIRS
HOUSE OF CHROME 133 N. MAIN
CALL JA. 5-6678
Questions and comments are in-
vited, and those of general interest
will be discussed in this column.
Address: EVERYMAN'S RELI-
GION, The TRI STATE DEFEN-
DER 236 So. Wellington,
phis, Tennessee.
Mem-
EDITOR'S NOT Mr. Lincoln
Report Negroes Flock
To Catholic Church
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A mounting number of Ne-
goes are enrolling in Catholic schools, both integrated and
segregated, according to a report issued last week by the
Commission for Catholic Missions among Colored People
and Indiana.
The episcopal commission, head-
ed by Francis Cardinal Spellman
of New York, released the report
which revealed that 90,765 pupils
are registered in 340 Catholic
schools for Negroes. Last year
343 schools had 83,384 students.
A similar situation exists among
the integrated schools, although
no statistics exists, since parochial
schools keep no records by race.
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
"Besides these 90,756 pupils,"
the commission said, "many oth-
ers are attending other parochial
schools. In several large cities
the number of these pupils ex-
ceeds the number of pupils in all-
Negro schools."
Aside from Cardinal Spellman,
the other members of the com-
mission, established in 1884, are
John Cardinal O'Hara of Philadel-
phia and Archbishop Francis P.
Keough of Baltimore.
"The increase in terms of per-
can Catholic Negroes total 595,155,
an increase of 20,000 over lest
year.
TRIPLE INCREASE
"The increase in terms of per
centage is three times the increase
of the Negro population in this
country," the commission noted




Dr. H. C. Nabrit, pastor of
First Baptist church, Lauderdale,
was the guest speaker when Re-
ligious Emphasis Week was ob-
served at Owen college from Sun-
day, March 8, through Wednesday,
March 11. The theme of the re-
ligious program was "The Col-
lege Student and Religious Val-
ues."
A graduate of Morehouse college
in Atlanta, Dr. Nabrit later at-
tended the Crozer Theological se-
minary and received his Doctor
of Divinity degree from Simmons
university in Louisville, Ky,
Christopher Columbus' ship San-
ta Maria displaced 80 tons of wa-
ter and measured about go feet
long. The displacement of today's
Queen Elizabeth is 80,000 tons and
her length is 1,031 feet.
Is Professor of Religion and Phi-
losophy at Clark college, Atlan-
ta, Ga. He received his education
1 st LeMoyne college, Fisk univer-
sity, and the University of Chicago.
Many of the Negroes seeking
entry into Catholic schools, both
integrated and segregated, are
not Catholics.
Archbishop Albert G. Meyer, of
Chicago, reporting on his former
Milwaukee see, stated that "more
and more Negro parents are striv-
ing to have their children educat-
ed in a Catholic school. But in a
few years we will be able to ac-
commodate only Catholic chil-
dren."
NOT ALL CATHOLICS
Bishop Vincent S. Waters, of
Raleigh, N. C., reported to the
commission that in his diocese
there are "only 3,056 Catholic
Negroes and yet 2,133 colored
children are in our schools."
Bishop Henry J. Grimmelsman
of Evansville. Ind., mote: "There
are colored Catholic children in
all the Catholic High schools. That
the Negro is interested in Catho-
lic education is evident from the
fact that the 156 children in our
elementary grades, 70 are from
homes wherein neither parent is
Catholic nor are the children."
Catholic Negroes in the So.
number 245,000. Border, north
and western states account for
350,000. There are 203 parochial
schools for Negroes in the South
and 134 in other sections of the
country.
LENT PROJECT
Funds for the commission's
work is derived from an annual
collection taken up in all Catho-
lic churches during Lent. T h e
I money is allotted to dioceses for
mission work on the basis of need.
Last year the commission showed
receipts over $1.8 millions. More
than 1.5 million was appropriated
to 78 dioceses.
"The total number of Catholic
Indians, according to reports from
dioceses where there are missions,
is 120,110 souls," the commission
stated. It continued that this
"does not include many others
now living in other dioceses. There
are now 380,000 persons of Indian
blood in the United States includ-
ing Alaska, the newest state."ak
Rally At Miss. Church
To Hear Sam M. Peace
Samuel M. Peace will be t is e
guest speaker when annual Men's
Day Rally is observed next Sun-
day, March 15, during the morn-
ing service at the Miss. Blvd.
Christian church.
A native of Roundlake, Miss.,
Mr. Peace is a graduate of Le-
Moyne college, where he majored
in philosophy and religion. He has
done work on a master's degree
in education.
Employed with the Tennessee
State Department of Employment
Security, Mr. Peace is a past pres-
ident and present secretary of the
Negro Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. He is a member of the
Youth Guidance Commission and
belongs to the Metropolitan Baptist
church.
An associate regional director of
the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, he
is widely acknowledged as one
of the most dynamic young speak-
ers in the area, and many au-
diences have been thrilled to hear
the Young scholar.
A. Maceo Walker is the co-ordi-
nator for the program and J. T.
Chandler and C. W. Winn are
the co-chairmen. U. R. Phillips
is secretary and Horace L. Chand-
ler is assistant secretary.
Committee members are C. B.
Cade, gr., and Dempsey Gates,
finance; T. It Coleman, Charles
W. Bonhart, sr., and W. W. Walk-
er, contract; Charles S. Johnson,
Aldean Powell and Matthew Jar-
rell, program; Albert S. Brown,
Charles Boyle and William
Hughes, evangelistic; and Prof.
William Lowe, Euless T. Hunt and
Lewis Edge, jr., publicity.
A goal of 85,000 is the goal for
IL M. PLACE
the rally day program. The choirs
will render good music, and the
funds will be used to expand and
improve the J. E. Walker educa-
tional building to meet the grow-


























































At the check-out stands of your favorite BIG
STAR, you'll find your BIG STAR "Dollar Saver
Coupon" awaiting you . . . FREE. The coupon(%
may be exchanged at the places where tickets











































Ms Sunday night broadcast from
iNew York to Hollywood it was
to be expected that Chicago's own
Earl "Father" Hines would be
apotlighted on one of the telecasts.
WELL, IT happened. HINES
was guest on Sunday's show along




TERS, aided by special acts un•
der team management's wing
for hour long telecast over one
of major chains during "summer
replacement" period. — THE
TROTTERS will demonstrate their
skill with basketball and other an-
tics that have made them a world
attraction. — NAT KING COLE'S
appearance on television Tuesday
was third of total of eleven he
I s scheduled to make during 1959.
• • •
—ROY HAMILTON who did such
a solid job at Roberts last season,
is slated for return engagement
starting soon.
• • •
LESTER YOUNG, Currently on
tour abroad, setting all manner of
records and enjoying holdovers at
griost places he plays. — EVEN
THOUGH Duke Ellington holds
standing engagement for Xmas
holidays at Blue Note here "Mr.
Jungle Rhythm" may play the
loop nightery once before that
time. — THE DUKE is a solid
attraction with Blue Noe patrons.
WHEN ERROLL GARNER ap-
peared in concert on an Indian
Reservation recently the chief of
the tribe attempted to teach Er-
roll the language. He didn't learn.
• • •
THE FILM "PORGY 'N BESS"
due for release next month may
have the world premiere in Chi-
cago with one or more of the stars
attending the premiere. — SPEAK-
ING of films "Lydia Bailey" cur-
rently running at Shakespeare, 940
E. 43 street, features among its
top names William Marshall of
Gary. Indiana. — COMPANION
P1X a the theatre is "Stormy
Weather" staring the late Bill
By AL MONROE
WHEN STEVE ALLEN moved Robinson, Lena Horne and Cab
Calloway.
CS.
TIMMYE ROGERS the comic
who was beaten by an army officer
while overseas is recovered suffi-
ciently to return to work wih the
Duke Ellington floor show appear-
ing in Miami, Fla.—WHEN "THE
GREEN PASTURES" returns to
television March 23 viewers will
see in William Warfield who plays
"De Lawd" and "Rochester"
(Noah) two of the profession's
greatest performances ROCHES-
TER was borrowed from The Jack
Benny Show for this single tele-
cast.
— TELEPHONE CALLS from
this corner to both Frank Sinatra
and Sammy Davis, jr., brought
no information on their reported
"feud." — REASON? BOTH
WERE reported "out" to long-
distance calls. — INCIDENTLY
THE film role Siatra is reported
to have nixed Sammy from was
a top spot in the picture Frankie
is making about Las Vegas, the
famed gambling city where he
and Davis have appeared together
on occasions.
Cs.
'SFITNNY INDEEN how patrons
witnessing a sad movie allow
themselves to become no attached
to situations of S 0 R R 0 W.
'Tother night at preview of "Imi-
tation Of Life" there were tears
all over the house with some of
the guests crying out loud. —
WHEN THE "daughter" who had
disclaimed kinship with her moth-
er because she wanted to "Pass"
returned for funeral of the moth-
er the tears increased to river-
like streams — VIRGINIA GAR-
NER, who is now Mrs. Thornton
of Detroit is in the city this week
on business. — MRS THORNTON
held on to her property here and
has to make frequent visits to





PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —IMrs. Belafonte appeared few sea-
Katherine Dunham who was visit- 1 sons ago
ed by Harry Belafonte and Julie While much of the productions
last week confirmed reports that travels will be abroad in Europe
she will produce and show for and other countries it will also
Odette Wiener for world wide be seen in the United States.
tour. Miss Dunham who has not had
Miss Dunham, a world famous her own show for two seasons
choreographer, will stage t h e now has been directing her own
dances and produce the routines dance school and helping in
for the dance group. Her hus- staging of productions launched
band John Prett will design the by others.
sets and costumes. Miss Dunham who will travel
Belafonte and wife were in Hai- with and direct the dance group
ti on brief vacation and a visit has not said if she will star in
with Miss Dunham with whom the show or not.
• Connee Boswell, whose name is
" synonymous with the jazz a n d
blues of the roaring twenties, has
been signed by Jack Webb for
a continuing featured role in 'Pete
* Kelly's Blues,' a new series has-. ed on that era, to start March
31 on the NBC-TV Network.
When "Pete Kelly's Blues" hit
Cs screens as a =ping picture
Ella Fitzgerald was starred along
with Webb. The settings were
ideal for Ella. There will be a
change in some of the background
of the coming telecast to make
It more natural for Miss Boswell.
'The Green Pastures; Basle On TV
COUNT BASLE
William Warfield, Eddie "Ro-
chester" Anderson and Early Hy-
man will re-create their starring
roles in a live repeat of the "Hall-
mark Hall of Fame" 90-minute
colorcast of Marc Connelly 's
"Green Pastures" on the NBC-
TV Network, Monday, March 23.
Warfield will again portray The
Lord. "Rochester" will play Noah,
and Hyman will Ppear In the dual
role of Adam and Hezdrel. Ac-
cording to executive producer
Mildred Freed Alberg, most of the
all-Negro cast of SO will return in
their original roles.
When "Hallmark" first present-
ed "Green Pastures" on Oct. 17,
1957, the Pulitzer Prize play was
hailed as one of the most mem-
orable programs in TV htstorV.
There were many requests for a
repeat performance. The encore.
as the original, will be seen lit e
and in color.
"Green Pastures" was produc-
ed on Broadway in 1930 Subse-
quently, it enjoyed two revivals
and a five-year nationwide tour.
In 1938, it was made into a mo-
vie.
Connelly who wrote the TV
adaptation, based "Green P a s•
tures " on Roark Bradford's "OP
Man Adam an' His Chillun." a
retelling of Biblical stories of the
Creation in concepts of country.
bred Negro children of the Deep
South.
Joyce Bryant To Tour
Bermuda Music Halls
By DOLORES CALVIN
NEW YORK — JOYCE BRY-
ANT, the fabulous night club sing-
er who dropped fame and fortune
for her religion, will be heading
back to Bermuda again this sum-
mer. . .She wer.t last .,ear —and
loved it but "only to visit" . . .
The singer took her young pianist-
organist, Everyl Gibson, w h o
demonstrates organ for Wurlitzer
Co., in New York. This year the
two will return to do four pro-
grams, One at The Barclay, Ber-
muda's private high school. . .
Joyce, who loved the native
"passion flower" as well as all
the beautiful array of flowers and
plants growing along the roadside,
toured the churches and the many
Seven Day Adventist groups on
the island — speaking about her
reconversion.
She spent her evenings doing
concerts In far less glamourous
settings then many of her fans
have ever seen her. . .We saw
Joyce in her first big appearance
—her debut-back in '51 in Pits- I
burgh when the possibilities of a
big career dangled before her.
We saw one of her last appear-
ances, at the Apollo, when, deck-
ed in one of those skin-tight gowns •
which barely left room for
walking — and silver-colored hair
and fingernails to match — she
was the rage of New York.
What she could do with simple
ballads was amazing . . . With a
slight motiqn of bended knee and
a voice that throbbed from the
heart — Joyce Bryant was a uni-
que stylist very few could touch
.She had reached the pinnacle
when she suddenly decided to give
it all up. . .
We've missed Joyce from show-
business — there has been no
one to fill her shoes...And where-
as before she was a distinct head-
liner in clothes and coiffures, she
now limits herself to being smart
but simple. . .She allows only a
few unusual hats to her ward-
robe —made and designed by
herself. Joyce still help this sum-
mer to celebrate Bermuda's cen-
tennial year — and incidentally
the island got off to a had start
with unusually cold and dampish
weather for the famed "sunshine
resort" but they're expecting a
booming Easter season — fea-
turing their famous lilies. . .
NEW YORK — AARON BELL
ORCHESTRA has an exciting LP
of "PETER GUNN" on LION
Records . . . " Bassist BELL
beads fine, tastefully, swinging
small Ork arrangements for a
first-rate sound . . . Dealers can
really cash-in hers . . .
• • •
PAULA WATSON, the sensa-
tional theatre and night club
songstress, at the Apollo for one
big week.
• • •
HEUT P. SMITH'S record of
"Don't You Know Yockomo" Is
heading rapidly toward the top.
• • •
PITTSBURGH: Jags Greats
ERSKINE HAWKINS AND H I S
ORCHESTRA can be seen at the
HI HAT CLUB in Pittsburgh,
March 23, for just on* week.
• • •
BALTIMORE: The inimitable
CLAY TYSON will perform his
antics at the ROYAL THEATRE
in Baltimore, March 13. .
• • •
WASHINGTON: SARAH Mc.
LAWLER AND RICHARD OTTO
TRIO will play their songs from
their popular album at CAVERNS
REST March 2, for 2 weeks .
Lionel Hampton Joins In Revival
Of Benny Goodman Sextet April 10
Lionel Hampton, pianist Andre
Previn and drummer Shelley
Menne will join Benny Goodman
to recreate the famed Goodman
Quartet in the all-star lineup of
"Swing Into Spring," Friday, April
10 on the CBS Television Network.
Ella Fitzgerald and Peggy Lee
also star in the hour-long program,
which will originate live in New
York.
Lionel Hampton became a mem-
ber of the original Goodman Quar-
tet after his discovery by the band
leader in 1938. When ill health'
forced Goodman to disband his or-
chestra in 1940. Goodman helped
Hampton form his own band.
Andre Previn and Shelley Menne,
whose recorded jazz version of the
music from "My Fair Lady" I.
still a best seller, appeared with
ROY HAMILTON, RIO De Janel•the President of Brazil. Although
ro hound reeordiwr star, accepts he's never been there. Hamilton
a gold record containing a mei- ras reeently votei, Brazil's ton
sage of goodwill frem American singer. Fan club representative VI.
eenagers to Brorilitio ith. %Ian Millinder makes the proses.
Goodman in "Music USA" last
fall on the CBS Television Net-
work.
"Swing Into Spring" coincides
with Benny Goodman's 25th anni-
versary a sa band leader. On the
program, Goodman and his guests
will be spotlighted in musical num-
bers ranging from swing to mo-
dern jazz.
WILLIAM WARFIELD w h o
Plays role of "DeLawd" in
"The Green Pastures is
shown with Terry Carter
("Gabriel") in one of the at-
tractive scenes viewers will
see on their television screens




Milton Berle welcomes Count
Baste and his band along with
Joe Williams, Basic's singing sen-
sation, and comedian Jack Car-
ter to the "Milton Berle Starring
In the Kraft Music Hall" show,
Wednesday, March 18.
Count Basle, who has establish-
ed himself as a modern music
Immortal during his 15 years as
a bandleader, astounded the mu-
sical world at his debut at Rose-
land Ballroom in New York in
1938 with a new kind of sound—
"jump rhythm."
His 1939 concert at New York's
Carnegie Hall started the trend
of "jazz concerts." His rendition
DETROIT, Mich. — Continuing
their unit-a-month programCapi-
tal Attraction this week announced
their units through July.
Linda Hayes, sister of The Plat-
ters' Tony Williams, and a top
flight artist in her own right, will
head the April unit. Supporting
Miss Hayes will be Don Robey's
new record find, Tony Spade, plus
Dell St. John, and Red Dawson's
orchestra.
Pee Wee Crayton, the guitar
playing. blues singing record star
will head the May unit. Pee Wee
will get support from Helen
Thompson, Vanilla Thomas and
Count Belcher's orchestra. Helen
Thompson is just returning to
show business after an 18-month
illness. She made a name for her-
self with the recording "Going
Down To Big Mary's House."
The June package will feature
Specialty Record's Wynona Carr,
MGM Record's Andre Williams,
plus Gino Parks, Alberta Adams,
and an all-star band.
This unit was out In February.
Duke Ellington has been sign.
ed to write the music score for
Otto Preminger's next starter
"Anatomy of A Murder." The film
will star James Stewart and Lana
Turner.
Writing scores such as this are
l0
!
not unusual for Ellington. He has
done the music for several pic-
tures that turned out to be hits,
The most outstanding music score
written by Ellington was for stage
play "Beggar's Holiday" that ran
on Broadway and later took to the
road.
''Beggar's Holiday" was
terracial play that starred
Drake and Mildred Smith.
In addition to writing the score
it is rumored that Ellington's
band will furnish some of the
music to be used in the picture.
Plan Workshop In
Nursing Supervision
SPRINGFIELD — Three state
agencies are developing a work-
shop on nursing supervision for
July 13-24 at the University of
Illinois College of Nursing in Chi-
which Hamilton will present to gallon. cage.
WOODY licorice
stick takes center stage as the
orkater takes time out for a
musical chat with winners of
of "One O'Clock Jump" the same
year swept the country and push-
ed Baste into the musical lime-
light.
The Basis orchestra Wan t h e
Down Beat Critics' Poll In 1854
and 1955 and the Down Beat Read-
er's Poll in 1955.In 1958 they won
the readers' poll of France's Jazz
Ilot magazine and both t h e
"greatest ever" and "new star"
categories in the Musiclarts. Mu-
sicians Pool of Leonard Feath-
er's 19,8 Encyclopedia Yearbook
of Jazz. Basle, himself, won the
Metronome poll on plane in 1942
and 1943.
The response to it was good
enough to repeat it.
Little Joe and The Thrillers, plus
Cobra's Gloria Irving, and The Em-
pollos will comprise the July unit.
The unit-a-month idea was start-
ed to create more work for Capi-
tal Attraction's artist and to af-
ford Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and
Michigan promoters with pack-
ages priced so they could make
a profit on their
The Regal theatre will present
an all-star stage show headlined
by Lionel Hampton starting Mar.
27.
Hampton, who is presently fin-
ishing up a successful engagement
in Las Vegas, will bring his troupe
into the Regal, 47th and South
Parkway for one week.
"Miss Charm" and "Mr. Es-
quire" at Tennessee State.
With hermen are Milton him.
more of Indian/Tolle a ad
shown the angels who offer a
magnificent background for
the production.
EARTIR Tarr, shows, In scene
from pin "Mark of The Hawk"
may have to make an unprogram-
ed trip to Boston to answer
charges filed by management of
IllInstrub's cafe when she walked
out on chow before engagement
was over. Kitt and management,
it is reported, quarreled over cut.
thig the artist's second show.
Gives Hospital $250,000
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — New
York philanthropist Irving Geist
donated $250,000 Tuesday to Mt.
Sinai hospital in New York City
in memory of the late Manic
Another headline act is the hot
recording artist Dee Clark. whose
disc sales are past the million
mark. The Regal, in presenting
the first major stage show pro-
gram since being taken over by
new management isn't sparing
any expense in lining up the
entertainment world's top attrac-
tions, said manager Roger Glover.
Joyce Dennis of NaghvIlln,
winners of the conteet.-011110
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fertilizing, and seeding of GO ac-
res for permanent pastures for
their beef cattle herd. The latter
operation cost more than $4,000.
Of this amount, their Agricultural
Conservation Program S e r v.
ice payment covered $1,700.
In making these improvements.
It 
the Simpsons had the advice of
their Farmers Home county sup-
ervisor, Buster E. Smith, and of
the Extension Service county
Only a few farmers can still farm and home agents, Andrewmake headway with "40 acres and Ti. Murray and Miss Dorothy A.
a mule." Today's farms average Doak",
242 acres, and one can travel for Two years from now the Simp-rniles through some farming sons expect to have 120 acres inareas without ever seeing a mule, improved pastures and none inIncreasingly, small farmers are cotton. "We are tired of fightingrecognizing the need for enlarg- bolt weevils and worryine abouting the size of their onerations in had weather," says the energeticorder to provide security f o r fanner.
their families. But this takes moo- Today they have 54 brood cows,
ey. 32 cal,..es. and two registered bulls
Some farmers have enough sae- —a Hereford and, a. Brahman and
ings to meet the cost of expand- they are aiming for 100 brood
jog and developing their farms, cows and four registered bulls.
and others are horrowire funds Also they raise from 50 to 60
from banks and other private hogs for market. Last year they
sources. Still others, who are us- sold 46 hogs and 17 calves in ad-
able to obtain adequate credit dition to nine bales of cotton.
elsewhere, are turning t5 t h e Simpson started farmine as a
Farmers Home Administration of cotton tenant in 1912, paid down
the U. S. Department of Agricul- on 135 acres with all his savings
tore for direct or insured loans. feur years later, and went flat
, Last year 4,750 white and color- broke that fall after his crop fail-
ed farm families borrowed $62.5 ed. "I have had my doubts about
million through this agency main- cotton ever since." he says. And
ly to enlarge and develop their it has been more cattle and less
farms. However, some of these cotton for him ever since.
bought farms of their own for the Twelve years ago Mr. Simpson
first titre.. others refinanced their houeht 160 acres :led added 300
debts in order to carry out a long- more in 1955. The farm with its
time_ farm development and ex- two tractors is now worth close
pansion program. to 840,000.
One such family is Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Simpson are said
Mrs. Robert Simpson, who own a to be among the hest farmers in
460-acre farm near Tom. Okla. this Red River bottom area. They
They refinanced the purchase of have been crited by a number of
300 acres, obtaining enough for nrganizations, were awarded $100developing and operating their a year ago in the Rural Neighbor-
farm efficiently. hood Progress contest, and 9e0 in
Among the improvements made the Kitchen Improvement contest.
were the constrnetion of a pole 
barn, modernization of their home, POTATO DECLINE
purchase of additional brood Americans use 15 per cent lees
cows, and the clearing, liming, potatoes than in 1941.. .
EL CENTRO, Calif. — (UP!)—
Operators of the Dessert Seed
Company know their onions when
it comes to raising violet cabbage.
red-headed lettuce and their own
flies.
It's part of a seed-growing op.
*ration at three stations in Cali-
fornia and two in Oregon run by
Robert C. Tang, Henry Jones,
',John Studer and Russ Waggoner.
who produce 714 varieties of vege-
table seeds, not to mention 204
types of flowers.
They ship squash seed to Mexi-
co, tomato seed to India, lettuce
ered to Australia, carrot seed to
Africa, cucumber seed to Argen-
tina and radish seed to France.
The firm has eight kinds of on-
ions. ono of which is a sterile
Ilne which has been crossed
with other varieties and shipped
to the South and South-west.
In the course r,f continuous re•
search, the firm has also produc-
ed red-headed lettuce by cross-
ing a breed of red romaine and
a green Great Lakes variety.
It's particularly pretty in sal-
ads along with violet cabbage,
which is really called "flower cab-
bage," was developed in Japan
and introduced into the United
States last year.
The flies are raised on the seed
farm — started in a main street
store in 1941—to pollinate onions
and carrots. They are kept strict-
ly apart from houseflies and their
like.
They spend their lives buzzing
from plant to plant, working for
a living,
AMEN"( %IOU NEAR. ACS
GOING l'Gcl MARZED
TODAY'S FARMERS find that
tilling the soil has develope0
into a business which requires
the latest techniques if suc-
cess is to be had. The tractor
has replated the mule for
cork on the farm. In photo
It top two farm experts can
he seen talking OVer mutual
problems, while standing by
By ANGUS DEMING
PARIS—(UPI(—The shadow of
violent tribal warfare and mush-
rooming Negro nationalism spread
across Elysee Palace where Pres-
ident Charles De Gaulle met Mon-
day with the premiers of the 12
French African Republics.
It was the second meeting of
the New French Overseas Com-
munity's Executive Council, but
observers said the African pre-
miers might use it as a spring-
board for their demands for great-
er home rule and less "interfer-
ence" from Paris.
Informed sources said the Ne-
gro leaders, spurred on by the
recent bloody riots in Brazzaville,
capital of the French Congo Re-
public. and last week's nationalist
upsurge in Southern Rhodesia.
might demand a looser. British -
type Commonwealth arrangement.
They said De Gaulle could have
trouble repeating last month's per
formance, in which he convinced
the premiers that the African Re-
publics' interests would best he
served if the community's brain
center remained in Paris.
The community, which De
Gaulle heads as president of the
Fifth French Republic, links the
mainland with the new semi-inde-
pendent Negro Republics, which
Include the French Sudan, Sene-
gal. Mauritania, Dahomey. Ivory
Coast, Upper Volta, Niger, Gabon,
Congo, Chad and the Central Afri-
can Republie.
Each of the former colonies
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
very much to hear from young
ladies between the ages of 19-27
I am 27 years old and very ac-
tive in many sports. Mr. J. Child-
ers, 1701 Smallman at., Pittsburgh
22, Pa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in corresponding with a lady
between 30 and 40, race or color
doesn't matter. I am 45, 145 lbs.,
5 feet, 8 inches tall, complexion,
brown. I am very easy to get
along with. The girl must be in-
terested in marriage. Please send
photo in first letter — will answer
all letters. Eldred White, 640 S.
10th St., Louisville, Ky.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
read and enjoyed your column for
sometime. I am a man of 36, 5
feet, 11 inches tall, weigh 175 lbs.,
brown complexion. I am a hard
working man — an interior-exter-
ior decorator. 1 want a good wife
between the ages of 35 and 45,
weighing between 150-200 lbs.,
race or color doesn't matter. I
am free to travel. Please send
photo in letter. I am a church
man. If not sincere do not write.
Mr. A. S. Bridgeforth, 3893 Del-
mar St. Louis, Mo.
Mine. Chante: I would
tractor. In photo at bottom,
three men are discussing crop.
To modernize their farms, the
farmers have turned to the
federal government for loans.
like to correspond with nice young
men between 18-21 who do not
drink or gamble — one who likes
to go to church. I am 18, 5 feet,
5 inches tall, black hair, dark
brown eyes, brown complexion
and weigh 158 lbs. I would like
to have a lifetime Den pal so
please write to me — I will an-
swer all letters. Mary K. Bar-
bour, RR 2, Box 430A, Jefferson-
ville, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: Maybe you
can help me an you have helped
others. I am 32 years old, 5 feet,
5 inches tall, 148 lbs. I would like
to hear from ladies between 18
and 44. Gene A. Thomas, 30 Vine
Street, Pittsburgh 1, Pa.
• • .
Dear Mme. Chante! I am a very
lonely person of 23, 5 feet, 6 inch-
es tall, weigh 142 lbs., and very
friendly. I would especially like
to hear from soldiers and hospit-
alized people. I am not request-
ing a husband — only friends.
Will answer all letters. Mary Hall,
3007B 2nd Street, Milwaukee 12,
Wis.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young minister, single, 33, 6 feet,
1 inch tall, 194 lbs., medium
brownskin. Would like to hear
from ladies that are in the nurs-
ing profession between the ages
of 26 and 34. Not concerned about
color. Rev. William Clark, 2300 W.
31st St., Los Angeles 18, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme. Ch—ante: I am a
very lonely man and would like
very much to correspond with
nice young ladies with serious in-
tentions. Will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Mr. John
W. Herron, 8 Bloomer Way, Pitts-
burgh 19, Pa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a di-
vorcee, age 35, mother of two
teenage girls. I am interested in
meeting a nice gentleman — ob-
ject, matrimony. Interested par-
ty, please write for more Infor-
mation. Mary White, 3597 Lovett,
Detroit 10, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
young lady 18 years old, brown-
skin, neat, pleasant personality
and intelligent. I weigh 130 lbs.,
5 feet, 5 inches tall. I am inter-
ested in hearing from a nice young
man—one who knows how to treat
people and respect them. I would
like for him to be between 18-32
in or out of the service. I will an-
swer all mail and please send
photo in first letter. Will give
further details when replying. Miss
M. Williams, 325 W. 60th Place,
Chicago 21, Ill.
rest of 435 African nationalists.
The Rhodesian affair threaten-arfare ed to break out into full parlia-mentary debate in London Monday
with a colonial office demand that
British parliament member John
Stonehouse leave the federation.
i Paris Stonehouse a socialist, was order-ed to leave after he addressed theAfrican National Congress,
Some French African premiersgained a measure of local auton- came to Paris prepared to de-omy under the French Constitu- mand the right to handle theirtion, hut the Paris government re- own foreign affairs and financialtains control over such overriding problems, and the right to sit-factors as defense, foreign policy preme authority on all policy de-and financial policy.
Since last month's meeting na- ci''Tihns.e French community would
tionalist factional rivalry erupted stand as a sort of symbolic, supra-
into a bloody tribal war in Brazz- national authority in much the
aville that killed 120 Negroes and same relationship that Britain has
injured 300 others, with her Commonwealth nations.
That was followed last week by These premiers had been pre-
anti-British riots in Southern Rho- pared to argue their case at last
desia and Nyasaland, which still month's meeting, but De Gaulle
are seething with resentment talked them out of it. Instead, the
against the outlawing of the Afri- group agreed to establishment of
can National Congress and the ar- the current Executive Council.
1- 4tS RECEPTIONtV WASWI PU'r HERE lo SE
iNsuvrsoW IGNoRA141 JOH-ECIS lIbcE YOU-
JUSI BECause sme. spoKe PL E IkSAN't Ly "(0
V40U, DOESN'T MEAN SHE CAN 'Be- HACV
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Jo-
seph R. Jenkins, executive secre-
tary of the West Broad Street
YMCA, received the Doctorate of
humanities degree from Wilber-
force University, Wilberforce,
Ohio, Wednesday, at the 103rd
Founders Day Convocation.
Jenkins, a graduate of Wilber-
force, received his M.S. degree
from the University of Detroit,
studied toward a Doctrate de-
gree in Education at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. He did special
work at Columbia university In
New York City, and St. Francis
Xavier university, in Antogon-
lab, Nova Scotia.
He has served as Principal of
Dorchester Academy, McIntosh,
Gs., Project Manager, Jesup N.
Y.A. War Production Project, Je-
sup, Ga., USO Director, Missis-
sippi and Alabama, Dean, Biloxi
Trade school, Biloxi, Miss.
He has served as executive sec-
retary of the West Broad Street
YMCA since May 1 1951. Pres-
sently, he is serving as Vice.
President of the Association of
YMCA Secretaries of the South-
ern Region, which embraces 10
southern states; member of the
program executive, membership,
World Service and Building's for
Brotherhood committees of t h e
Southern Area Council of YMCAs;
member of the International Com-
mittee of the National Councils of
YMCAs of the United States and
Canada.
He has served on the Commis•
sion of Inter-racial Policies and
Program of the National Council
of YMCA's of the United States,
and has been a member of a stu-
dy group composed of General
and Executives Secretaries w h o
attended the United Nations iri
session for one week.
He is a member of St. Mat-
thews Episcopal church, having
served on the Vestry and as pres-
ident of the Men's Club. Present-
ly, te is serving as a member
of the Executive Council of the
Diocese of Georgia, Protestant
Asks Party Unity for the past eight years as Pole.march of the Southeastern Episcopal church, . He has served
since of Kappa Alpha Psi Frat-
ernity. He is presently serving as
Hits Dig At Dixie of Charity Hospital and Carne-gie Library.a member of the Trustee Board
By WILLIAM THEIS
WASHINGTON —(UPI)— Speak-
er Sam Rayburn appealed Satur-
day to all Democrats to swear
off divisive efforts aimed at driv-
ing the South or any other bloc
out of the party.
He asked for party unity in a
speech prepared for a 2100-a-plate
Democratic dinner celebrating the
party's sweeping victory in the
1958 congressional and state elec-
tions.
The Democrats grossed about
$200,000 from the dinner, at which
other congressional leaders and
newly-elected Democratic gover-
nors and members of Congress
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
AFL-C10 says that business con-
ditions appear to provide a favor-
able climate for unions to obtain
wage increases this year. The la-
bor federation said Tuesday
unions should expect to win wage
hikes of 11 to 15 cents an hour
or more.
The estimate was made in the
current issue of the Collective
Bargaining Report issued by the
labor federation's research depart-
ment.
also were featured speakers.
Rayburn, long a leader among
Democratic peacemakers, empha-
sized the party was a national
one, active in every state and
presenting all economic and po-
litical interests.
He said all Democrats could
not agree on everything, but could
agree on fundamentals.
BEFORE DECIDING
"So I lave no patience with
people who claim to be Demo-
crats who say they want to run
other people who claim to be
Democrats out of the party." he
said.
He said issues should he de-
bated within the party and that
all should go along with the ma-
jority when a decision is made.
Without explicit reference to the
party-splitting civil rights issue,
he recalled mat in 1952 and 1956
the party had managed to write
platforms "on which all good
Democrats could stand."
'If all of us are wise enough
and generous enough." he said,
"we can write such a platform
in 1980. .."
If that is done on top of the
record to be made by the pres-
ent Democratic Congress, Ray-
burn said, the Democrats can be
confident of electing a President
and retaining control of Congress
in 19C.O.
He also snapped back at Presi-
dent Eisenhower and the Repub-





YOKOHAMA — (UPI) —Jobless
Yashimasa Sunazawa, 38, told po-
lice today he falsely confessed to
murdering his father, who had
committed suicide, because he
wanted to go to jail so relatives
would have to pay the funeral ex-




Police failed to act promptly
Tuesday when an angry housewife
called demanding they remove a
skunk carcass from her back
yard.
A short time after the call, a
strong odor pervaded police head-
quarters. There was a dead skunk
outside the office door.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Ded-
ication of the Robert A. Taft me-
morial bell tower on Capitol Hill
— a gift to Congress in memory
of the late Senate Republican lead-
er — has been set for April 14.
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The legal and social turmoil that follow-
ed in the wake of the Supreme Court's
school opinion reached its peak level of mad-
dening bias with the meeting of the Ameri-
can Bar Association which was held here
last week.
This legal fraternity, founded in 1878,
adopted, under the cloak of internal security,
a series of recommendations whose obvious
intent is to discredit the high Court in its
historic role of interpreter of the Constitu-
tion.
Though the criticism was directed
against the Court's findings on the Smith
litct, against rulings on Congressional in-estigations, and against the authority of
the Secretary of States to withhold pass-
port at his own discretion, the true put-pose
of the censure was concealed underneath
this mask of national welfare.
The American Bar Association added a
final touch of deceptive rhetoric by saying
that the Court had abandoned precedents
and was basing its decisions on considera-
tions of personal preference. In truth, the
Association's attacks are clearly based on
dislike for the victors, notably the Negro
litigunts who sought the protection of the
14th Amendment in order to establish their
claim to full citizenship.
T h e Association's recommendations
which have been filed with Congress, show
neither legal acumen nor an acute critical
sense. Let us see:
In 1956, the Court ruled that Congress
had already pre-empted the sedition field
as the Smith Act, meaning by that the
1111Etates could not interpose their own action
in an area where Congress had already
legislated. The American Bar Association
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Our Opinion
The Sales Tax Fallacy
The current local discussion about what taxes on
tax steps to take to raise more money need- they don't occupy in the form differentials
ed for the schools necessarily involves every in wages, services both public and private,
lpitizen. and other invisible but special "taxes'' oneThe chief controversy seems to revolve pays for merely being a Negro. These are
around the issue of a property tax versus "taxes" from which others benefit, and not
a sales tax. And as is the wont in such the Negro, directly.
discussion many fallacious views are ex- The Negro has too long occupied thepressed, based on misconceptions and mis- place of the scapegoat in fundamental mat-
information.
ten of community concern—where his po-
Too often in the present discussion one sition is not clearly understood nor fairly
notes where some persons opines that a presented—and where his viewpoint is not
sales tax will insure that Negroes in Mem- heard nor sought.
phis will carry a larger share of the tax
It may safely be assumed that the Ne-load. The often too raw implication is that
gro citizens of this community are as deep-Negroes have generally been exempt from
ly concerned with the provisions of goodpaying any appreciable amount of the corn-
schools here as anybody else. They are alsomunity's taxes derived from property.
This is a vicious and erroneous point of as deeply concerned as the other fellow as
view. Even a minute's reflection will lead to the manner in which the money will be
raised to meet the school and other commit-s person who wants to be fair-minded to
see how poorly founded it is. Negroes pay nity needs.
•operty, or indirectly in the form of rent. the Negro in the main is or has been a
It is unfair for anybody to imply thatroperty tax, either directly on their ownii
on somebody else's property. Even school a community liability, especially when one
children know that, stops to consider the restricted area in
As a matter of fact, Negroes even pay which he has had to operate as a citizen.
American Bar Assn. And The Court
MAIR K
by NAT D WILLIAMS
HOUSE HUNTING information about city planning
A casual conversation the other, programs that leave him wonder.
day let loose an avalanche of re- ing which direction to move.
flections on houses. Negro pro- These are the run-of-the-mill
gress, and race relations, hurdles faced by the Negro who
The conversation stemmed from would like to own his own home,
the efforts of a newly arriving and is willing and able to make
Negro family to find a suitable a run at paying for it. The plight
residence in Memphis. The fami- of the Negro who wants to rent
ly, consisting of two adults and a suitable house or apartment is
two children, was hard put to find even worse. He has to take what
any place to live suitable or un- he can get. Many are ineligible
 suitable, to live in the public housing pro.
It seems the housing shortage jects, even if they are willing to
for Negroes in Memphis doesn't accept the necessary restrictions
really make itself felt until one associated with such occupancy,
gets on the house hunting end of THIS IS IMPORTANT
the deal. And, when one adds to Then there are such matters as
the need for a house, one's desire transportation facilities being
to more or less pick and choose, available and suitable for reason-
by the way of securing a home be. ably fast and regular conveyance
fitting one's position, tastes, abil- to one's work. The matters ofmany private residences which ItY to pay, and ideas about a suit- schools for the children, nearness
to one's church, and to one's fami.
ly and circle of friends. All these
are important matters in the area
of suitable housing for any people,
regardless of race. For Negroes
they become more sharply outlin-
ed against the backdrop of resident-
ial restrictions and their associat-
ed disabilities.
The picture looks even gloomier
when one starts thinking about
housing and the general Negro en-
vironment. Most of the city's
whiskey stores are located in or
very near Negro neighborhoods.
The owners of beer taverns and
two-bit eating-houses find Negro
neighborhoods good nesting places.
There are too many "hang-out"
corners in Negro communities,
where hoodlums and potential
hoodlums meet to Ogle and clutter
up the atmosphere. Police and fire
protection in Negro neighborhoods
could stand greater cooperation on
the part of the residents, who, in
too many instances don't have to
work closely enough with these
necessary arms of urban living.
Negro civic clubs need more sup-
port, understanding support.
Add it all up and weigh it against
the best standards of morality and
good citizenship and one can get
Negro victim of bad housing to a better understanding of a lot
• escape. He has to run the gaunt of things pertaining to the Negro's
let of hostile whites when he at- morals, to race relations, and to
tempts to move into even their racial progress. This matter of
recommends that the states be allowed to 
fading neighborhoods, lie has to adequate housing for Negro Occu-
their own sedition laws. 
buck the more or less secret coy- pancy is far from a laughing mat-
enforceenants of the real estate deal-rs, er, Mister. In fact, it might just
In 1957, the Court held that the Smith
Act was not applicable to "theoretical ad-
vocacy" of the Government's violent over-
throw but only to "incitement to action."
The Association asks that this distinction
be eliminated.
In 1958, the Court ruled that under
existing law. the Secretary of States did not
have the authority to withhold a passport
because the applicant refused to answer
questions about membership in the Com-
munist Party. The Association recommends
that the secretary of States be given
the authority to withhold passports from
anyone pursuing activities intended to
"further international Communism."
Any or all of these recommendations
could have been made without challenging
the authority of the Court and undermining
its prestige. For they represent, after all,
weak spots in the law and not judicial weak-
ness.
Since the stated objectives of the Ameri-
can Bar Association are "to uphold and
defend the Constitution . . . and maintain
representative government; to advance the
science of jurisprudence . " the legal fra-
ternity should have sustained the Court in
those areas where there were no visible dis-
agreements. It said nothing about the
Court's upholding the sanctity of the 14th
Amendment.
This silence confirms the impression
that the American Bar Association is more
concerned with discrediting the present
Justices than with honest-to-goodness judi-
cial reforms. The Association dislikee the
Court because of its desegregation rulings,
but is afraid to say so.
Defend The Aldermen right opposition to social Wits.
tics by our alderman has helped
Dear Editor: After reading your open doors of employment and
slashing attack upon our Negro other opportunities to our people.
alderman and your editorial con- Constituent interview records in
elusion that they are derelict of the offices of Aldermen Harvey,
their deties, I hasten to come to Campbell, Metcalfe and Holman
their defense and to present some disclose for 1958 the following:
facts about the splendid work Ne- Harvey interviewed 8.118 persona
gro members of the City Council Campbell interviewed 5,914 per-
are doing for their consti(uencies. sons. . . .
The alderman is the molt im- Metcalfe interviewed 5,10e per-
*ortant public official to the wel- Ran. . .are of the citizens of his ward. Holman interviewed 4,420 persons
He is the community'e mother- . . .(A much entailer ward)
one daily errand boy. His work The vast majority of these
Is manifold and his hours of labor citizens were helped and render-
are unlimited. . . . Not only must ed happy. I am reasonably sure
the alderman listen to the %vete that Ald. Lewis as the weataide
of the unfortunate in trouble with his dent similarly, The sanitary
the law, the lltiemoloyed and hun- improvement of our streets and
gry, the sick in need oof hospitali- alleys and the frequent disposals
ration, but he tries to do some- of garbage are due to the good el •
thing for everyone who seeks his work of our aldermen.
help. He also tries to satisfy corn- Altho I regard critielem of pub- 3i. Lows Now
plaints relating to broken sidewalk lie officials as necessary. I would
street and alley cleaning, housing, decline to overdo it or to slant it 150 c r
playground, school, police mists.- to fit my personal plans.
)savior, etc. Here is my evaluation our J
The record shows that thru di- aldermen:
plomacy and hard work on the Harvey—The Colisumenste. . . . ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The St.
part of our Negro aldermen die- Campbell—The Articulate. „ . . Louis Catholic archdiocese h a s
eriminiiion in Chicago hospitals, Metcalfe—The Ardent . . . 4111,202 baptized Catholics, about
golf coureee and other puublie Ffolmsru.-The Resolute . . . . IS per cent of the totai population
places no longer exists wantonly, Lewis—The Devoted  in the 10-county area and the city
O
Altho it is a painfully slow pro- Our aldermen beckon yeur of St. Louis, a census showed.
n re to chance the traditional euppert sed coetperstion. They are Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter re.
character or soc;ol Pattern of Cur tryieg to Its lob. We owe ported the figures for the arch'
society, it can't he succesefully them our help. Jay J. Peters. diocese including the city and
denied that the c011ectively forth. Suzanne M. Vogel surrounding counties.
Dear Editor: Economic ignor-
ance and moral debasement are
at the root of the growing ignor-
ance of certain labor leaders and
no government politiciar will have
the gumption to do anything about
it until he feels certain that the
people either realize or accept the
truth.
While the current actions and
attitudes of certain unions are pre-
paring the public mind for such ac-
ceptance is the time to explode
the pernicious falsehood taught in
our schools for fifty years that




station, 205 Madison ave. N. Y.,
N.Y.
a o
able environment in which to
bring up children and secure one's
peace of mind, it's easy to imag-
ine what a Negro house-hunter is
up against.
MANY DON'T KNOW THIS
In the first place, more folk
need to think about the connection
between the Negro's housing and
his oft-noted morals. There IS a
definite connection. It doesn't take
a sociologist nor a social engineer
to see at once than unsuitable
housing has a great bearino on
whether the morals of the residents
are suitable to the demands of so-
ciety. Over-crowding with its at-
tendant evils of lack of privacy,
nerves set on edge by the tensions
of too many bodies trying to occu-
py the same space at t h e same
time, and all else that grows out
of it, is one of the social Its from
which the Negro has ton lono suf-
fered. in fact, one wonders if the
Negro improves his condition as
he continues to move from rt»-al
alums to urban slums. It seems like
six in one hand and half a dozen
in the other.
However, the housing conditions
in the city are a bit worse because
of so many artificial conditions
which make it so difficult for the
many of whom are committed to be the key to open the real door
keeping the darker citizen hem- to the Negro's status as a citizen
med in the blighted areas. He is in Memphis or any other town ...
faced with a widespread lack of now, whatchubet!
BEING FRANK...
By FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Kentuc-
ky's May 26 Primary elections
will be minus broad civil rights
issues probably for the first time.
However, one very important is-
sue, really the most fundamen-
tal of all — fair employment and
more jobs will be demanded by
Negro voters.
It is no secret that Negroes con-
stitute disproportionately the larg-
est percentage, of the uneniphoy'
ed. Likewise, they are the major-
ity of welfare cases. It is the old
story of the last hired and first
fired.
Kentucky is yet a poor state
ranking near the bottom of every-
thing. It is currently high on the
list of those states hardest hit
in the economic squeeze of the
past few years. 1959 thus far has
made no significant upturn that
has bettered local conditions for
the Negro. In short, we are still
doing what an old friend of mine
describes as "dividing poverty."
The acute question, therefore, is
how can we better our lot?
During the past month, I have
been travelling over the state
seeking grass roots opinion on the
impending primary. Except f o r
Louisville, Negroes hold virtually
no political jobs anywhere. City
Halls and County Court Houses
are mostly devoid of Negro em-
ployees except for porters a n d
maids. Moreover, we have yet to
find a Negro on the countless road
crews, working on Kentucky high-
ways.
In the state Capitol at Frank-
fort with the exception of the De-
partment of Economic Security
and recenly in the Department of
Education, we stilt work mostly
as menials. Actually, during the
past three and one-half years, we
have gained a total of one white
collar job.
The pertinent issue of this cam-
paign is jobs. Not necessarily
political patronage jobs, but a
broad lowering of the color bar
so we can openly compete for
work.
The time to insist upon fair em-
ployment opportunities is n o w
when overtures are being made
for our votes, when political lines
are being drawn tighter, when it
appears that our vote may be
the difference between victory or
defeat for either of the guberna-
torial candidates.
The first necessary step is to be
sure we are registered, every pos-
sible one of us before March 28.
Next, when you are approached
to support a candidate, ask what
job opportunities can be prom-
ised your people.
Above all. become an active
participant in the political life of
our state. Don't be like the politi-
cal science instructor of one of
our schools who told a class re-
cently that he didn't fool with poli-
tics. Polities really is
nothing more than government.
Whether it is good or bad de-




"THIS is the body you're supposed to photograph!" 41
K, yeL Ut to. same urn.
entertaining evening in the thea•
tre. Full of emotional moments,
the play nevertheless has plenty
of humor, and lots of real laughs.
Its star, Sidney Pottier, is a
great young actor, as all who
have seen him in films know. And
equally wonderful in her role of
the mother is Claudia McNeil. As
the young folks of the play, Dia-
na Sands, Ivan Dixon. and Louis
Gossett are most likable and real.
Ruby Dee is right out of life as
the wife. And there is a charming
child, Glynn Turman.
Indeed, no one seems like an
actor. Everyone is immensely
true to life, including the lone
white performer. John Fiedler,
who makes a human being out of
a puzzled little man squirming on
the hot seat of race. Philip Rose
It Can't Happen Here!
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Spotlight On The Arts
At the Blackstone Theatre in and David J. Cogan are to be shores for some months to COM.
Chicago recently I saw a play congratulated for casting a n d
mounting the play so well. Cer- 
They leap higher than any den&
era I ever saw, play odd shapedthat bids fair to become a mile- tainly Lorraine Hansberry brings ' istone in Negro dramatic art. It is and beauti ful lutes, and have nto our 
stag 
e a fine new tic tal-A RAISIN IN THE SUN by Lor- ent. And as for Sidney Poitler— 
their ensemble a tenor who has
, for my money I hope some- not only a beautiful voice, butralne Hansherry, a young Chicago well 
to see him pl. Hamlet. He
writer, who knows the Southride via who must surely be the loudest
would make a great one. tenor voice on earth. My augges-whereof she writes. Written by a l
Out of Chicago onto the nation- 
lion is that the Negro colleges getNegro playwright, acted by Negro
actors (with one exception), and together and book this amazing
at scene another effective young troop for a tour of the education.directed by a high-talented Negro  ti
Negro writer Is about te emerge.
Frank London Brown, an Associ- 
al center of the South. from tin-director, it is a play of whieh
not only colored playgoers, but all ward and Hampton to Dillard
lovers of the best in American ate Editor of EBONY, has writ- Fisk, and Texas Southern.
ten a big 400 page novel, TRUM-theatre can be proud. In Harlem this season underBUI.L PARK, not quite yet on theIt tells of the dreams and am- market, but when it does appear, 
the direction of Raoul Abdul, him-
bltions of a colored family, dan- I predict it will attract a great 
self a fine musician, Coffee Con-
how those dreams almost go to deal of attention. And in Chicago, 
certs brought to the uptown cons-
pieces, but in the end are again munity a subscription series 01too, with Margaret, Goss Bur-planted firmly on the rock of roughs and others originated the four excellent programs.
hope. I have never spent a more idea of a On Meeting of Ne- the stage of the Little The-
atre of St. Martin's Church on
Lenox Ave., such distinguished
musical personalities as Natalie
Hinderas, Edward Lee Tyle r,
Marion Cumto, and Betty Allen
in carefully prepared and anno-
tated programs, brought delight to
the listeners.
Unfortunately I myself was out
of town much of the winter read-
ing my poems from Coast-to-coast,
so had to miss most of this fine
music. I am delighted to hear
that there are plans afoot to con-
tinue the series next season. Har-
lem deserves a concert series of
its own. Indeed I think it would
be a good idea if Chicago's South-
side and other large urban Negro
communities would take a cue
from Coffee Concerts, and bring
the hest of music and musicians
into our own neighborhoods.
gro Artists — painters, sculptors,
and worker, In the graphic arts
—to be held in connection with
the Atlanta university Annual Art
Exhibit in Atlanta on March 28th
and March 29th, with that fine
sculptor, Marion Perkins, present-
ing the initial paper on "The
Problems of the Negro Artist"
and Bernard Goss and others
among the speakers.
Meanwhile, New York has been
regaled with the colorful and ex-
citing BALLETS AFRICANS, A
collection of dancers, singers and
drummers from all over Africa.
This group of genuine African
performers, most of them n o t
professionals, came to fame In
Europe and toured South Ameri-
ca before coming to the United
States. Now a Broadway hit, it
looks as if they might be on our
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
Ben Hecht, the famous newspa-
per man and writer, used the four
major Chicago daily newspapers
as a punching bag in a television
interview last Sunday. Frank Rey-
nolds asked the questions and
most of them were provocative.
Hecht, who was a reporter
many years ago on the Chicago
Daily News, seemed to enjoy the
chore assigned him. According to
his analysis, the four big metro-
politan dailies in Chicago are no
better than soap wrappers. The
only big city with worst newspa-
pers in Hecht's view is Los An-
geles.
He pointed out that the papers
were not only dull and empty of
live and interesting news stories
but that the total circulation of
the big four today in a city of
six million is no larger than the
circulation of the nine dailies a
few decades ago when the city
had only two million inhabitants.
Slapping at the editorial poli-
cies of the big four, Hecht charg-
ed that none of them were dis-
tinguished for anything and all
four loudly proclaim that they are
firmly and unequivocally against
sin. Obviously Ben Hecht believes
that a goodie-goodie newspaper is
boring and dull.
He took serioue exception to the
amount of space the big four gives
to politicians who love to stand
off and in whom, according to
Hecht, nobody Is really interest-
ed. The absence of local news on
the front pages which are given
over to politicians and foreign
items seems foolish to Hecht. He
prefers the good old days when
reporters wrote as they pleased
and were not bound by a dehu- bemoaned the fact that people
They wrote of romance, love,
mseized approach to the news.c.ere not reading as much as they
did and the rite in book sales
hate, tragedy and death as they have 
not kept pace with the ex.
affected the individual lives of plosive growth 
of our population.
The book publishers, however, gotthe people and these are the
things, according to Hecht, which 
a new lease on life with the
growth of the cheap, pocket
the people care most about.
Although Hecht concentrated new 
and the establishment of a
distribution system.
most of his fire on the Chicago ew 
big four he gave many of the 
Personally, I cannot help hut
big newspapers in the country a agree 
with much of Hecht's criti.
bad time. He pointed out that cism 
of the big newspapers and
only two of the newspapers in from time 
to time I have thrown
rocks at them. Nevertheless, aft-New York are making any mon-
em all is said and done, there isey and it was obvious that he es- 
.
teemed New York journalism a 
whole lot which does not meet -17
much higher than Chicago's. In the 
eye in the publishing of a
the old days, Hecht stated that big 
modern daily newspaper.
Chicago had the leadership in 
One of them, of course, is in-
American journalism and finally nation 
and high costs which the
publishers have not been able to
lost it to New York.
When asked to tell why the Chi- era 
ass 
or o the advertisers. Furth.
on fully either to the read-
big four were going to pot, 
 Ineltiee
Hecht touched upon the emerg- 
e the printing industry
itself
ence of competitive media, radio, 
 is one of the most back-
ward industries in the country.
television and the movies. In the
old days, most citizens had to de-
pend upon newspapers for their
information and entertainment
and today this is not true.
Hecht placed blame also on the
modern reporters who no longer
have the love for their jobs and
the adventurous spirit of their
predecessors. These new college
men cannot hold a candle to the
old timers who were good drink-
ers, full of wanderlust and pride,
and fiercely independent, said
Heehttei:Af listening to Hecht, I look-
ed up an article I had read some
time ago which dealt with book
publishing It seems that some
book publishers have on Occasion
Printing machinery anti methods
are still too cumbersome and
costly. The technological improve-
ments which have transformed
most industries in America in re-
cent years have changed very lit-
tle in the printing business.
Then too, the mad rush of mod-
ern urban society in which every-
one reads on the run, if they read
at all, is working on the side of
illiteracy, however paradoxical
that may seem. After citing all
the reasons for the kind of lour-
zalism we are getting in the big
metropolitan dailies of the coun-
try, one will still have In agree
that Ben Hecht, for all his wild
statements, is MIMS right than
wrong.
SWEETHEART of Tennes-
see State University's Alpha
Theta chapter, Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, for life, Mrs.
Arthuryne Welch, assistant
professor of education, re-
ceives corsage at annual
sweetheart breakfast. Ten-
HARLAN, Ky.—(UPI)—A coal strike began quietly in this
already economically depressed area Monday as miners failed to
appear for the morning shift at mines which did not renew their
contracts with .ne United Mine Worker:, of America (UMW).
No picket lines were set up, at least at the larger mines. as
the UMW miners simply stayed at home. •
The strike was called at midnight Saturday, but its effect was
not felt until time for the miners to begin work Monday morning.
W. M. Edwaids, Middlesboro. Ky , Vice President of NMW
district 19, which embraces the Harlan County field, said, "it won't
be necessary in have picket lines—there are just no contracts and
they won't work Certainly there should be no work at any of the
mines without a contract."
Urges Public Appeal For Steel Peace
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Sen. Estes Kefauver (D.-Tenn.) wants
the public to launch a letter-writing campaign urging the U. S.
Steel Corp. and the steelworkers union to forego a big wage-price
boost. Kefauver whose anti-monopoly subcommittee reopened its
hearings on inflation today, urged public support for his proposal
that the union request a pay hike only equal to an increase in
productivity.
In that case, he said, Use company would not have to ratio
steel prices and the nation could avoid another inflationary spiral.
Say U. S. Ready For Any Berlin Crisis
WASHINGTON—(UPD—Senate GOP Leader Everett M. Dirksen,
backed up by defense chiefs, said today that America's armed
forces are "adequate as to every circumstance" to meet the Berlin
crisis.
The Illinois Republican took sharp issue with statements by
Senate Democratn Leader Lyndon B. Johnson that the nation's
defenses must be "sharpened" in light of the Berlin situation.
Dirksen told newsmen the United States has been preparing for
the Berlin crisis for a long time. He said "The President is not
only alert to everything in that field but so is the defense estab-
lishment."
Say Ike Errs On Economic Situation
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Democratie members of the Senate-
House Economic Committee accused the administration today of
underestimating the nation's needs while overstating the threat of
inflation.
Republican members countered with a charge that the Democrats
put a "partisan political tone" on their comments on President
Eisenhower's 195C economic report. They called the Democratic
findings ''cursory and confused . . cloudy and nuclear."
The sharply conflicting views were based on 11 days of hearing'
held by the joint committee in January and February plus staff
studies.
Mac Pushes Russian 'Deal' In France
PARIS—(UPI i—Prime Minister Harold Mai mIlan flew here
today to try to convince President Charles De Gaulle that a firm
Western stand in herlin could lead to World War III
Macmillan is expected to tell De Gaulle and other French
leaders that he believes the Kremlin, confident of its rocket superi-
ority, is prepared to go to war unless the West gives in at least to
some Russian demands.
Paris is the Prime Minister's first stop on a tour of western
capitals during which he hopes to sell his policy to his allies. He
is scheduled later to visit Bonn. Ottawa and Washington.
Ask More Details Of Kennedy Bribe Story
WASHING"ON—(UPI)—A second Republican member of the
Senate Rackets Committee demanded today that Chief Counsel
Robert F. Kennedy reveal names of witnesses who offered political
help for his brother if he would go easy on them.
The 32-yeae-olo counsel, whose brother is Sen. John F. Kennedy
(D-Mass.). said Friday that such offers had been made but that
he had ignored tnem and the committee' investigations had pra-
ceeded.
Sen Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) voiced the demand today that
Robert Kennedy identify the witnesses involved. Sen. Karl E. Mundt
(R-S. D.) sounded the first call Saturday for the counsel to tell all.
Tommy Manville's Sister Dies
LAS VEGAS, Nev.—(UPI)—An autopsy disclosed Monday that
64-year-old Lorrzaie Manville, sister of often-married asbestos heir
Tommy Manvilie. died Sunday of a coronary occlusion.
Miss Manville, divoeced last year from television actor Charles
Baxter, 33. was found dead in her suite at the Riviera Hotel. Her
body clad in pajamas was lying on the floor besides her bed.
Her brother Tommy, was notified by long distance telephone
to New York of her death Manville told authorities he did not plan
to come here and would have her body removed to New York,
Sheriff Del. Douglas Biddle said
Anti Castro Paper Appears In Miami
MIAMI—RIP11—A new 12-pave newcpaper sharply critical of
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro has made its appearance here. carry-
ing a front page caricature shawing the former rebel chief as a
grinning skull face
The Spanist language publication abewed up on the streets and
In the mail this weekend It was jammed with caricatures and corn•
meats criticizing Castro and his new revolutionary government.
,res'
nessee State Kappas elect
their sweetheart from a
member of t h e university
faculty and she remains such
Castro Blasts Verdict On Airmen
as long as she is connected
with the school. From left:
Harold Green, Willie Rivers,
polemarch, and Dr. S. P. Mas-
sie, past polemarch.
HAVANA — (UPI — Prime Minister Fidel Castro said Tues-
day his revolutionary government would seek to upset the verdict
of a Santiago revolutionary court acquitting 43 airmen of charges-
of genocide stemming from their air missions in Oriente Province
during the civil war.
Castro, in a blistering attack on the verdict, called it a "great
error" and a "service to ousted dictator Fulgencio Batista."
"We will be forced to intervene in this matter," Castro said.
"We did not make the revolution for this."
Pioneer IV Satellite Nears Moon
WASHINGTON — (UPI > — America's gold-plated Pioneer IV
satellite climbed toward a brief rendezvous with the moon and
was confidently expected to join Russia's Lunik in an orbit around
the sun.
The national space and aeronautics administration said the
space capsule should be 188,931 miles above the earth by 7 a. m.
EST Wednesday. That would put it about 32,000 miles shaft of
the moon at that hour.
It was expected to reach the vicinity of the MOO at 5:24 p,
m. EST, passing within 313,000 miles of earth's natural satellite.
The Pioneer's distance at that point would be some 221,500 miles
above the eirtk.
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Veteran film comedian Lou Costello,
52, died Tuesday at Doctors Hospital.
He suffered a heart attack a week ago and had been believed
to be recovering.
His manager, Edward Sherman, said Costello's wife, Ann, had
been visiting him and left just before he died.
He said the attack a week ago had been followed by a blood
clot.
Leniency Granted Married Bandit
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — (UPI) — Circuit Judge Wallace Gib-
son tempered justice with mercy yesterday for a young father who
turned to crime after learning his two children had contracted
cancer.
Gibson gave John C. McIntire, 23, 10 years probation in one rob-
bery case and charges were dropped in the other. The judge also
said McIntire could serve his probation in California where he hasa job waiting for him.
McIntire was married early and had two small children, both ofwhom were cancer victims. McIntire took part in two 1955 robberieswhich netted $2,500 here to obtain money for hospital and medicalcare.
MOSCOW — (UPI — Premier Nikita Khrushchev and PrimeMinister Harold Macmillan admitted Tuesday they were "unable t
agree" on Germany but said they would study a plan to putl hacktroops and nuen•ar weapons from the middle of Europe.
They pledged themselves to seek a negotiated solution In theBerlin crisis. Western diplomats in Moscow were pessimistic andsaid no solution was in sight because Moscow has not retreated fromthe determination to turn Berlin control over to communist EastGermany,
Cab Rolls Off Ferry, Five Drown
LOS ERANOS, TEX. — (UPI) — A taxicab carrying five wom-en and a man ran off the end of a ferryboat into the deep widerof the Rio Grande Tuesday. The driver of the cab escaped but thefive women apparently were soa pt to their deaths.
The automobile was found 20 yards downstream two hours and25 minutes aft,r the accident. A chain was secured around it andit was brought to the surface. The bodies of four of the five womenwere inside the automobile hut authorities believed the fifth womanwas swept out of the car to her death.
Bolivians Riot Over Magazine Slur
LA PAZ. BOLIVA — (UPI) — Mobs protesting an article in 3
United States magazine Tuesday burned an American flag andstoned the buildings of the U. S. embassy and the U. S. informa-
tion service. The United States lodged an immediate protest.
The demonsti-ations by an estimated 10,000 Bolivians subsided
under notice action, and then erupted again. One nerson was re-
norted killed and two others were injured in the last outbreak. Po-
lice used tear gait and fired into the air in their efforts to restore
order.
The article quoted a U. S. embassy official as saying jocularlythat Bolivia should be abolished "and let its neighbors divide thecountry and its problems among themselves."
WAUKEGAN ILL — (UPI) — Circuit Judge Bernard Decker
has ordered the regular March grand jury to investigate alleged in-
filtration by mobsters of the pinball and juke box operations in
Lake County.
Decker swore in the jury Monday and told the jurors he wanted
"particular study" given to the practices of William Knapp. High-land Park, formes vice president of the Chicago Independent
Amusement Assn
The judge said Knapp "hid behind" the Fifth Amendmeat when
he appeared recently before the Senate Rackets Committee inWashington.
COEDS AT LAWRENCE College, Appleton, Wis., who were dared to
shovel snow in their bathing suits, do just that, and show their courage
as temperatures hover around 20-degrees. Shoveling snow are Nancy
Wissmiller, Minneapolis; Judy Burmeister, Chicago, and Anita Hansen,
Glenview, Ill. UPI Telephoto
Sentence 43 Batista Cuban Airmen
SANTIAGO, Cuba — (UPI) — A military tribunal Sunday con-
victed 43 once-acquitted Batista airmen of bombing and strafing
civilians and sentenced them to prison terms ranging up to 30
years. The defendants expressed relief that they were not sentenced
to death.
The five-man court sentenced 19 pilots in the air force tif ousted
dictator Fulgencio Batista to 30 years each at hard labor. Ten
aircraft gunners were sentenced to 20 years imprisonment and
14 other gunners drew two-year terms.
Their attorneys were debating the wisdom of an appeal to higher
authorities in the government of Premier Fidel Castra, who him-
self had rejected the original acquittal verdict returned at an
earlier trial.
Report Armed Revolt In North Iraq
CAIRO — (UPI) — Army forces in oil-rich northern Iraq were
reported to have revolted against the government of Premier Ab-
del Karim Kassem in Baghdad.
A radio broadcast from Mosul, which is the largest city in
northern Iraq and lies close to the Syrian and Turkish borders,
said "all officers of the Iraqi army" were involved.
Col. Abdel Wahab Shawaf, northern army commander and
apparent ,leader of the revolt, made appeals for support over the
Mosul Radio. The government radio in Baghdad, in turn, broad,
cast repeated proclamations ordering his arrest. It offered $28,000
reward for his capture.
Drafts Bill To Hit Dope Peddlers
WASIIINGTON — (UPI) — A New York congressman announced
on Sunday :be would introduce a bill Monday that would put a
$300 bounty on the head of every narcotics peddler.
Rep. Seymour Halpern, R.-N.Y, who has had experience in
treating youthful drug addicts, said his bill would pay a "beast
of prey" bounty to anyone who gave information leading to the
arrest mid conviction of a dope "pusher."
He said in a statement his proposal had the enthusiastic en-
dorsement of Federal Narcotics Commissioner H. J. Anslinger,
Say Hall To Direct Nixon Campaign
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Former Republican National Chair-
man Leonard W Hall will direct vice president Richard M. Nixon's
campaign to win the 1960 GOP presidential nomination, the Los
Angeles Times reported today.
A dispatch from Robert Hartmann, Times Washington bureau
chief, said word of the planned alliance between Nixon and Hail
came from informed sources.
Activity by Hall on behalf of Nixon would bring him onto con-
flict with his fellow New Yorker. Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, who de-
feated Hall for the party's gubernatorial nomination last year.
4 Lutheran Factions OK Merger
Forty-six representatives of four Lutheran church bodies today
gave provisional approval for a constitution of a planned new mer-
ger.
Commissioners of the joint commission on Lutheran unity repre-
senting the American Evangelical Lutheran Church, the Augustana
Evangelical Lutheran church. the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran
church in America and the United Lutheran Church in America,
took the action during their three-day meeting here.
The Delegates. representing a combined membership of 3.000.000.
approved 20 of 26 articles in a 23-page document to serve as the
organizational and doctrinal basis for the new merged church.
Ran Vietnam Chief For Kissina Girls
JAKARTA. Indonesia — (UPI) — A leading Moslem official ad-
vised communist Viet Nam's President Ho Chi Minh today that his
wholesale kissing of pretty girls i.e an offense against Indonesian
custom and Islamic law.
A. N. Firdaus, secretary general of the All-Moslem Congress,
joined other leaders and the anti-communist press in criticizing the
smooching that has been a feature of Ho's 10-day tour of Java and
the nearby resort island of Bali.
Ho returned to Jakarta, where he was awarded Indonesia's
"guerrilla star."
"These kisses are a violation of Mcslem laws, in which 90 per
cent of the Indonesian people believe,' Firdaus said. "Kissing girls
publicy also is a violation of Indonesian customs."
Pr000ses Two To Succeed Dulles
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — Rep. Newell George (D-Kan) Satur-
day urged at the Midwest Democratic conference that ailing Sec-
retary of State John Foster Dulles be replaced by either Democrat
Arilai Stevenson or Republican Harold Stassen.
"If you want a short term Secretary of State name Harold
Staasen. If you want a long term Secretary of State name Adlai
Stevenson because after 1960 you wouldn't have to replace him."
George suggested "Either way, we May get a breath of fresh air
in the State Department."
Colic Fnr Humane Drive. For PeacP
MILWAUKEE' Will —(UPI)—Sen Hubert Humphrey (D.-Minn)
called Saturday for "war on hunger, ditease, poverty and ignorance"
to preserve world peace.
He said the world needs "missiles nf technology and science,
missiles of Schools and education;: yes missiles of medicine and
medical care—of jobs and industry, d public works and public af-
fairs"
Humphrey delivered the key address at a banquet which closed
the midweat Dern.wratic conference here
He celled en Democrats and the nation to "wage peace" by
moving on the offensive gel declaring 'sac "against mankind's most
ancient and terrible enetillia of hunger, disease, poverty and ignor-
ance."
HENDERSON, N. C.—(UP1)—Violence burst out in a new spot
today as union end management leaders scheduled separate meet-
ings with state and federal agents trying to end a bitter 16-week
mill strike.
State troopers rushed to the normally quiet North Henderson
mill of the Harriet-Henderson Mills today to break up scattered
groups of pickets hurling rocks at the cars of employes crossing
the picket lines. Two persons, Louis Barnett and Annie Journigan,
were arrested
Most dl the 23 troopers sent to this area by Gov. Luther H.
Hodges to help maintain order in the strike were at the south mill,
the trouble-spot V. the past.
Chicago Still In Running For GOP Confab
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Philadelphia and Chic-ago appeared to
be leading the field today as Republicans set an April deadline for
selection of their 1960 national convention city.
The Republican National' Committer announced that the site
and time of the convention, would be decided at a meeting here
April 10 and 11.
Informed guesses on the timing of the convention predicted
that the Republicans would decide to rally two weeks after the
Democrats begin their sessions in Los Angeles July 11.
Republican National Chairman Meade Alcorn said the party's
selection will be made after a report from the site committee head-411,
ed by Ohio Republican Stat.* Chairman Ray Bliss.
Claims Business Rival Used Spies
MILWAUKEE, Wis.—(UPI)—A factory charged in a 5100,000
suit today that a private detective firm and a rival business used
a pretty girl spy posing as a secretary to steal trade secrets.
The Wisconsin Foundry, Inc., of Waukesha, Wis., brought suit
in Circuit Court against Amoco Metal of Milwaukee and Pinkerton's
National Detective agency of Wauwatosa, Wis.
The alleged "Mats Hari" of industry was not named. But she
was described as a petite, 20-year-old Milwaukee girl.
Centrifugal said the girl was actually a Pinkerton's agent. It
accused her of stealing a confidential list of Centrifugal customers.
relaying the information to Pinkerton's which then turned it over
to Ampco.
To most college students morality is restricted to "sex, liquor
and cheating in exams," an eastern college official said today.
Edward D. Eddy Jr., vice-president of the University of New
Hampshire recently completed a study of student values which, he
said, revealed a narrow view of morality held by most of the
nation's college students.
"To the thinking man, morality should be more encompassing,
should include integrity, justice, self-discipline and altruism," Eddy
said.
He said the blame for the student outlook can be traced to t
apparent refusal ef teachers to take a stand on moral and intellect-
ual problems.
Cure Of Cancer Jo 13 Percent
LOS ANGELES—(UPI1—The cure rate for all types of cancer
has jumped 13 per cent in the past 20 years, according to Dr. Henry
T. Randall of New York's Memorial Center for Cancer and Allied
Diseases.
The average cure rate now stands at 33 per cent. Randall said
at a news conference Tuesday. Ile said the mortality rate could
be cut in half if patients wont to doctors sooner.
Accreditation Low Among Hospitals
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals said today
that of about 7.00 hospitals eligible for accreditation, about 50.7
are accredited
The commission, which published its annual list of accredited
hospitals in the United States, its possessions and Canada, said
omission of a hospital did ri3t..,,,....arily mean it 'failed to pass
an accreditation survey.
"Accrediation of a hospital means tbat it has voluntarily submit-
ted to a survey of its facilities and its patient care. It is a badge
of recognition which the hospital can display to its community to
prove that it conforms to high standards of patient care."
Try New Treatment On Dulles
WASHINGION—(UPD—Secreta-v of State John Foster Dulleee
physicians today suspended massive radiation treatment of his
abdominal cancer to observe his reaction to an injection of radio-
active gold.
They plannea to resume the sixalay-a-week treatment with a
million-volt Krav machine in a few days.
The injection of radioactive gold in a coffee-colored liquid into
Dulles' abdom:r al cavity Tuesday morning was a one-shot treat-
ment. It was 01,cided upon by Maj. Gen Leonard D. Heaton, com-
mandant of the Army's Walter Reed Medican Center, and a panel
of consulting physicians.
Sudan Military Junta Resigns
CA1R0 — (UPI) — Premier Ibrahim Abboud accepted the
resignations of all members of the revolutionary junta that had
ruled, the Sudan for more than three months, the semi-offidall
fiddle East News Agency reported.
No reason was given for the mass resignation of the supre
council for the armed forces of the Sudan, or junta, which Abbe
set up after went/ control of the government, dissolving pills.'
ment and suspending the constitution in a bloodless mop
Nov 17.
The supreme council was composed of 13 high-ranking arm







Atty. Jean Williams, Cain Jones Wed In Quiet Nuptials
-
Ilk BRIDAL PORTRAIT. Standing in front of the fire-
place in the bride's So. Ellis ave. home where the re-
ception was held Mr. and Mrs. Cain Jones smile happily
for first formal wedding photo. The bride is prominently
known in professional circles as Atty. Jean Williams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ethridge Williams.
• MEMBERS OF the families surround the newlyweds.
Group includes (standing) Mrs. Annie Gregory, the Rev.
J. Gregory, Mrs. Marie Boone, Daniel Boone cousins of
• READING ONE of the cards accompanying a wedding
gift, the lawyer and her mate prepare to examine the
avalanche of wedding gifts they received.
• IMPRESSIVE in its simplicity, the wedding uniting
Atty. Jean Williams, who in 1952 was one of the young-
likst women of her race to be admitted to practice before
the U. S. Supreme Court, and Cain Jones, popular young
• FLANKED BY their attendants Mr. and Mrs. Cain
Jones share happy moment with the groom's best man,
hie brother, Major Jones of Cleveland, Ohio and Mrs.
Lillian Gray, matron of honor, Mrs. Gray wore ice blue
lace studded with rhinestones, a tiara of ice blue tulle
and lace with matching French kid gloves, was matron
the groom; Mrs. Leona Williams, the bride's mother;
Major Jones, best man and brother of the groom; Eth-
ridge Williams the bride's father; Mrs. Essie McGee,
• NOTABLES IN the legal profession, political, social
and civic circles attended the reception. Here Court Re-
porter June Brisick of Calumet City, Judge Povlik of
southside business man, was a social highlight of the
Winter season.. The vows were repeated in historic First
Baptist Church of Chicago with only the families of the
principals and a few close friends in attendance. Hun-.
of honor. The bride's gown was ice blue chantilly lace
studded with teardrop rhinestones with matching satin
slippers and hose. To further carry out the ice blue
wedding theme she carried a muff of blue chrysanthe-
mums centered with a cascade of three blue tinted
orchids with silver glitter.
aunt of the bride; Mrs. Rosetta Holman, aunt of the
bride and Mrs. Carrie Bledsoe, another aunt of the bride.
Front: Little James Gregory, the bride and groom, Mrs.,
Calumet City court, and Mrs. Povlik extend felicitations.
The Bride is the niece of Aid. Claude W. B. Holman
(Dem.) of Chicago's Fourth Ward.
dreds crowded the bride's home for the reception which
followed. Mrs. Jones, who attracted city-wide acclaim
when she was appointed Assistant State's Attorney, is
a native of Topeka, Kans. She received her pre-legal
• TOAST TO happiness is shared by radiant couple.
The groom, a dietitian for the board of education, also
is proprietor of a reducing and beauty salon. A Tuskegee
graduate with a bachelor of science degree, he has his
master's in business administration from the University
of Chicago.
Cecille Jones and Little Nina Triplett, the bride's god-
child. Because of serious illness in the family, the
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. William N. Jones of Cleve-
land, Ohio were unable to attend the wedding.
• LEAVING THE picturesque Little Chapel of hiatorie
First Baptist Church of Chicago where their vows were
repeated, Mrs. Jones wears a wedding gift, silver blue
mink.
training at Howard University in Washington and at
Loyola University here. She was graduated from Loyola
in February, 1949 after completing the three year course
in two years. She was admitted to practice in May of
that year.
Though there be many harbing-
ers of spring . . . personally, the
sight of the first robin portends
the near end of the winter season.
And, Springtime — the queen of
the seasons — has for eons caused
mankind to wax elussuently over
its ethereal beauty and its spirit-
ual significance .. . especially as
related to the Crucifixion and As-
cension, occurring as they did in
this season of the awakening of
nature.
This, the Lenten Season, is a
period of quiet social activity for
many . . turning to lovely teas
to benefit churches and schools
and civic groups . . . all working
in the betterment of the lives and
souls of people.
The St. Theresa Guild of the
Woman's Auxiliary of Emmanuel
Episcopal church will sponsor a
Lenten Tea on Palm Sunday,
March 22, at the residence of Dr.
and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr., at
1865 South Parkway East, from
five until eight o'cleck.
. • •
Patrons, friends and alumni of
Manassas are expecting to make:
this year's Manassas PTA Tea an
outstanding success . . . to be
held on Palm Surday, March 22,
at 4 p. m. Mrs. Lula Smith, PTA
president is urging a capacity
crowd to attend the tea ... slated
to be a beautiful event, for the
benefit of the organization and its
support of the Manassas Program.
However, the social ball keeps
rolling for our noted clubs . . .
and for word of happenings on the
club circuit, here's the news which
came our way:
ENTRE NOUS BRIDGE
Casual was the mood struck
when Mrs. Nedra Smith entertain-
ed recently for the members of
Entre Nous Bridge club and a
group of her close friends at the
well-appointed home of the Jerry
Taylors. Guests were very relax-
ed . . . and in a festive mood as
they were given "service deluxe"
by Nedra's husbard, James, and,
Arand Taylor's husband, Jerry ...!
who donned white coats and serv-i
ed coktails followed by a delect-
able dinner.
Bridge was the game of the ev-
ening . . . and after an hour of
bidding and chatting, L. Delores
Scott and Carrie M. Scott won
beautiful first and second prizes.
Consolation prizes were won by
Clementine Hughes and Bernice
Smith; and guest prizes went to
Arend Taylor and Mardine King.
Others enjoying the party were
Louise Little, Gladys Anderson,
Essie Shaw, Gwendolyn Feather-
stone, Mellicent Bolton and Ernes-
tine Gray: and guests Mary
Franklin, Thelma Moore, Martha
Galloway, Naomi Griffin, Mamie
Dillard, Martha Whitney and Ma-
rie Begley.
COTERIE CLUB
The Coterie club . . . noted for!
Its outstanding dinner meetings,j
was given sonic more of the royal]
treatment when Mrs. Dearith Da-
vis entertained at the charming
home of the Don Langfords at 1008
Indiana ave.
Don, a chef par excellent, did the
serving . .. while his wife, Orena,
a member of the club, enjoyed:
the role of guest in her own home.
Lovely initialed handkerchiefs
were given to each person presenti
by the bountiful hostess, whilel
dainty satin handkerchief cases;
were awarded to the bridge win-
ners
Dearith's guests were Edith Her..
ron, Cleora Neale, Tyree Camp- 1
hell and Anna Clark . . and
Coterie members Mesdames Leo-
na Jamison, Estelle Eggleston, Ed-
die 0. Rodgers, Jean Williams,
Ada Ateman, Ruby Spight, Ruth
Weed, Maggie Jordan and Flora
Cochrane.
THE TWELVE MATRONS
The Twelve Matrons Social club
met with Mrs. Rose Nicholas a_
hostess Sunday, March 1, when!
they completed plans for their an-'
nual "Come as You Are" Jambo-
ree, which will be held Saturday!
night, March 14, at the Flamingo.
Room.
LILTS BRIDGE
Gay plans were made by the
members of the Lilt Bridge club:
for a spring casual dance — about:
which be hearing more lat-
er — when they met at Tony's Inn!
with Mrs. Ethel (Willard Bell) ail
hostess.
Partaking of gourmet crab din-
ners and accompanying culinary!
delights, followed by bridge, it was!
indeed a delightful rvening for
Mesdames Vera Smith, Janet Sey-,
mour, Lila Dumas, Harriet Hall,'
Joyce Pinkston, Dorothy M o n t-:
gomery, Delores Olean, Emily
Jackson, Elizabeth Lewis and Miss
Emeldia Steverson ... plus guests
Mrs. Frances Hassell and Mrs.
Pearl Penn. Playing skillful bridge
earned prizes for Vera Smith, Jan-
et Seyinour -nil Frances Hassell.'
CELEBRITY sorrAL
Mrs. Luebirda Sullivan was the
hostess when member of the Celeb-
rity Social club met last week
for business and a social hour. The
highlight of the ivening was the
age game, won by Mrs. Georgia
P.assion, as the oldest. Second prize
was taken by the president, Mrs.
Viola Moody. On hand to enjoy the
affair were members of the Napi-
ka Social club, Mrs. V. B. Harris,
E. Burton, A. M. Johnson and
Mrs. J. R. Winfrey. Other guests
were Mrs. P. Sherman, M. Man-
chard, F. Goodeen, P. Kindrick,
L. Guy, G. Bassion and Mrs. 0.
Jones. Members and guests were
happy, too, to have Mrs. Allen
back at the meeting . . . and de-
lighted with the delicious turkey
dinner served.
RIVIERA SOCIAL
The Riviera Social club met re-
cently with Mrs. Lula Cooper all
hostess, at a party held at her
home at 1281 Elliston, where
members enjoyed a tasty menu
and an interesting time. Their
next regular meeting will be held
on Sunday, March 22, at the home
of Mrs. Lizzie Patterson, 2080'
1Swift.
WITH THE SORORITIES
The 25th Anniversary of Beta
Epsilon Omega chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority and the 51st
anniversary of the founding of the
national organization was celebrat-
ed with 70 members present at a
reconsecration and rededication
service led by Mrs. Geraldine
Brown at a banquet meeting held
last Saturday evening at 6 p. m.
at the Second Congregational
Church parish house. Attending
and participating in the celebra-
tion were members of Beta Tau,
the undergraduate chapter of Le-
Moyne college.
The celebration was in honor of!,
and in memory of local charter!'
members of the graduate chapter ,1
of whom Mrs. Augusta Rivers Cash,
and Mrs. Ethel Perkins are the ,
sole members remaining in Mem-j
phis And honored these t w o
staunch members were by t h e
committee headed by Mrs. Wilma
Nelson and hostesses Helen Shel-
by, Omega Shelton, Ruby Spight,
Lucy Suttles, Ethel Lois Thomp-
son, Ruth Weed, Hattie Wynn, X.
sic Flowers, Sheridan Hicks and
Marie Harris . with pep songs,
and a festive dinner served by
Mrs. Eulilla Holmes and her cat-
ering service.
Sorority colors of pink and green
dominated the menu . . . in the
floral decorations, glowing tapers!
in the branch candlelabra a n d
wreaths of verdant ivy along the
banquet tables and sprays of I v y
decorating walls and windows of
the banquet room.
During a brief business session,
final arrangements were made for
the presentation of the Lincoln uni-
versity Stagecrafter's production,
"BUS STOP," which will be pre-
sented Friday, March 13, at E. H.
Bruce Hall at LeMoyne 'college.
AKA's are particularly proud
that the vehicle will star a lovely
young Memphian, Miss Bertha
Hooks, a popular member of the
debutante set, who is a political
science major and a freshman at
Lincoln. and a '58 graduate of Ham-
ilton High school. An interracial
cast will enact this outstanding
play which has been immortalized
on Broadway and in cinema, the
latter by famed Marilyn Monroe.
BUS STOP committees include!
Stage and Properties, Mrs. Melba,
Briscoe chairman, Mrs. Verna Al-'
len and Mrs. Ethel Perkins; Hous-
ing: Mrs. Marion Johns, chairman,
Mrs. Allegra Turner and Mrs. Ma-
tilda Whalum; Publicity: Mrs.
Georgia Harvey, Miss Jewel Gen-
try and Mrs. Marjorie Ulen: Ush-
ers, Miss Mozella Woodson of Beta
Tau chapter and the members of
the chapter. The general chair-
man is Miss Margaret Johnson;
and in charge of tickets, Miss Dora
E. Todd.
All Memphis is invited to attend
this stellar performance of drama,
the first such production of this
type in our community for over
a year.
Miss Margaret Johnson was also
elected delegate to the forthcom-
ing meeting of the Southeastern re-
gional conference of Alpha Kappa
Alpha, which will he held at Al-
corn college the week end pre-
ceding Easter.
• • •
Also, last Saturday afternoon,
members of the graduate chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta sorority met
at the Gay Hawk restaurant .
and there charted plans for their
annual celebration of May Week,
which is culminated with their an-
nual Breakfast for Milady.
HAPPY COUPLE — Cutting
the cake following their recent
wedding in the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
S. L. Jones, of 3744 Sewanee
rd., are Mr. and Mrs. Huey
Jackson. Mrs. Jackson is the
former Miss Gladys Lee Jones,
and the groom is originally
from Little Rock, Ark. Serving
Mrs. Jackson as maid of hon.
or was her sister, Miss Ida
Mae Jones, while Spencer Jor-
dan, of Little Rock, was best
man. The ceremony was per-
formed by Rev. R. E. Bolden.
The couple left Memphis short-
ly after the wedding to make
their home in Denver, Colo.
(Withers Photo)
han (Johnetta) Kelso . . . whose
lavish furs, jewels and clothing
puts her in a class by herself;
Mrs. Rubye Greene, popular beau-
tician and owner of Rubye"s Love-
ly Lady Beauty Salon; Mrs. Wil-
ham 0. ("Bootsie") Speight, jr.,
socialite and civic leader. Mrs.
W. H. (Grace) Young . .. charm-
ing petite socialite; Mrs. Cornelia
Crenshaw — housing executive
noted for her exotic chic; and
school teachers Miss Naomi Cres-
well — known for her fragile beau-
ty . . . Mrs. Simon (Gloria) How-
ard, Miss Almazine Davis, Miss
Velma Lois Jones, Mrs. Thelma
Durham, Miss Martha Anderson,
Mrs. Gladys M. Greene, and Mrs.
Hannibal (Ezelle) Parks; and ele-
mentary school principals — both
of whom are social, civic and re-
egious leaders, Mrs. Eddie O.'
Rodgers and Mrs. Phillip (Alma)
Booth. Congratulations to these'
winrers . . . and, also in the in-
terest of the list of our Best dress-
ed . . . we're looking forward to
the annual presentation and show





The Agency Officers Conference
of the National Insurance Ass.).
ciation will hold their annual meet-
ing March 18-20 at the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA, with the Union Pro-
--
• . •
Meeting also last Saturday were
members of Zeta Phi Beta sorori-
ty . . . who again have done an
outstanding job in selling tickets
for famed "Holiday on Ice" . .
the brilliant skating extravaganza
which will be our privilege to wit-1
ness this coming ^unday night, at
Ellis Auditorium's Amphitheatre.
This family attraction lures hun-
dreds each year . . . and for a
very worthy cause too — the Zeta's
Eyeglass Project. ,
OUR BEST-DRESSED
Fellow scribe Rubye Gadison's
2nd Annual pick of our Best Dress-
ed Memphians has now become
an anticipated institution . and
to her and the charming young
women and matrons selected we
offer our hearty endorsement. For
,the hens fit of 7'SD readers we are
l including her list and comments:
!Mrs Lucille Hanehorough Brewer,
!an Elementary school supervisor,
and Miss Ida Mae Walker, super-
!visor of Universal Life Insurance;
Company's mortgage and loan de-
partment . . . both noted for elee
sant restraint in dress; Mrs. Ju-I
tective Assurance Company and
the Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany as hosts. Gerald T. Howell,
Universal Life Assistant Agency
Director is the program chairman.
The theme of the conference
will be: "Accelerating our Growth
Through a Progressive Develop-
ment of the Man, the Product and!
the Market." Mayor Edmund Or-
gill and the Commissioner of In-
surance of the State of Tennes-
see, J. R. Long, are slated to bring
greetings to the conference.
Homer Coke, former Memphian,
now an officer of Protective In-
dustrial Assurance Company of
Birmingham Ala is the vice pres-
ident of A0C-NIA, and will be the
luncheon speaker. Another lunch-
eon and a closed dance at Curries
Tropicana are among the social
festivities slated for the visiting,
VIP's.
PLANKINTON, S. D. — (UPI)—
The South Dakota Highway Com-
mission has been asked to oom-
plete a 24-mile stretch of road
that will make U.S. 281 complete-
ly hardtopped from Canada to
Mexico.
South Dakota also has been ask-
ed to name the highway the
American Legion Memorial High-
way. It has received that desig-
nation from the legislatures of all
the other states through which
the 1,805-mile routs travels.
"YOUTHFUL
by EVELYN CUNNINGHAM
"Young"4 suits aren't nec-
essarily for the young I only.
More appropriately, a "young"
garment means a youthful one.
It infers that in the wearing
a woman can look younger
than her • real age, without
appearing ridiculous. A middle-
aged, dowager-type, however,
is hardly likely to look for
a junior or "young" design.
But for the most part, the
average woman of wide age
range can wear what is con-
sidered a "young" garment.
The truly young woman
goes through a period when
her interests and desires in
clothes are directed toward
more • mature, sophisticated
designs. She yearns for slinky
satins and low-cut necklines.
She abhors the "girlish"
clothes that are usually right
.for her. Consequently, she
is always faced with the pro-
blem of "nothing to wear."
T. nil say mo41 er mode...
• sleeYeleee dress with slim
skirt that flares gently at the
hemline. The dress is topped
by • overblonise ladies that bows
at tl.e waistline. Perfect•to-sew
is Tweed, Lines, Faille, Shan-
tung. Printed Silk, Cotton.
McCall'. Patters *WI. Sisals
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The two snits shown here
are her solution. She can feel
grownup in them because they
are suitable for both her and
her mother. A major attraction
is the fact that she can make
either one of them herself,
with a minimum of effort,
time and expense. Typical
of the young, she can bring
all that enthusiasm and spirit
to this creative effort and be
especially proud of its results.
McCall's Patterns keep the
young and the uninitiated in
mind, so that making a dress
is more a joy than a chore.
The light grey suit pictured
(McCall's Pattern No. 4681)
has a modified slim-line skirt
with two slash pockets. The
adorable, free-flowing jacket
is cut to the new length and
is dramatized by a pert self.
bow at the waistline. The
simple, high, round neckline
is detailed so that it can be
either adorned by jewelry or
left as-is. This suit, made
here in flannel, can be equally
effective in tweed, cotton,
silk or any of the synthetic
fabrics.
— CHICAGO, ILLINOIS —
Miss Ida Turbov, 700 E. Oak-
wood blvd., was elected to a three-
year-term on the Board of Trustees
of the Chicago Ethical Society, 309
S. Wabash ave., at its 76th annual
membership meeting, Feb. 20, at
LePetit Gourmet Restaurant
The society is a sponsor of Henr.
ry Booth House, a settlement
located at 2324 S. Dearborn at.
Mias Turbov is an active member,
en its Executive and Women's,
Boards.
More casual is the two-
piece tweed suit (McCall's
Pattern No. 4682). Just as
easy-to-make, it combines
many of the latest style
features: the silhouette, the
loose-but-fitted look, the
collar interest, the pocket
placement. Collars are im-
portant this season. There
is either no collar at all, or
a very wide collar. The width
of this notched collar brings
it to the shoulder line, giving
it a soft, non-military effect.
The two buttons are placed
low, so are the flap pockets.
Here the beige, brown and
gold tweed suit is worn with
• gold wool jersey mock
turtle neck shirt. A variety
of blouses - from tailored to
frilly - can be worn with the
suit. It also can be made
in any number of fabrics,
ranging from the knubby wools
to the closely-woven cottons.
Whichever suit you choose
to make for your very own...
your fashion-sewing success
is assured. Perhaps you
might even choose to make




UNION CITY, N. J. —"Dish-
pan minds" and "d I a h.
pan souls" as well as "dishpan
hands" are the American house-,
wife's problems, a young Catho-
c mother declares in the March
'sue of The Sign, national Catho-,
,c magazine, published here. !
Declaring "housework, no mat--
[cc how physically easy to accom-
plish, is monotonous and uncrea-
tive," Mrs. Bruno Kaiser, wife of
an engineer and mother of three
small daughters, says, "It is in
matters of the mind a spirit that
housewives are put in a madden-
ing position," and notes frustra-
tions added by "the pressures of
modern advertising and of what
are called 'peer groups."
"Advertisements," a h a ex-
plains, "fairly scream at you to
stop working in the kitchen and
run out to play. . . Undesirable
peer group influence means pres-
sure to conform in areas—like
acknowledging bridge Wednes-
days, golf Saturdays and the
late, late shows as the most ac-
ceptable forms of entertainment.
"Like considering a family of
four as quite the maximum for
anybody; like thinking the moat
vital news bits of the day are
what's in the refrigerator, who's
got a new car and which neigh-
bor is suing for divorce.
The solution she proposes to
the "dilemma" is one "requiring
us to pursue our work with imag-
ination and to develop a genius
for interpretation."
Mrs. Kaiser suggests using the
word "regularity" in place of
monotomy. She urges "program-
ing house life within the plan of!
the church year. . . .when the
church celebrates, you celebrate.
When the church mourns, you
mourn. . . in the kitchen prepar.
ing and serving foods with sym-
bolic meaning will bring home
I more effectively than any sermonthe sense of the feast or the fast.
She believes housewives can
meditate in the kitchen or "think
about God in relation to the parti-
cular things which constitute the
techniques of homemaking and
motherhood."
Admitting "this application of
'religious thinking' is a little in-
tense," Mrs. Kaiser argues, "But
I must march for my sanctity
among the pots and pans becausee
they, after all, are the very reel
limits of my condition.
as
wool for Spring.. in a pretty,
easy-to-care-for cotton S for
warmer days ahead. It's the
kind of creative fun with •
purpose...to keep you smartly
attired -"through your own
efforts.
Of course there are a
variety of suits you can
choose from in your McCall's
Pattern Catalog which also
includes coats, ensembles,
sportswear, separates and
many other fashions just
for the woman who sews her
Own.
Fashion-Sewing Weekly Tip:
In cutting a pattern, keep
fabric flat with a sharp pair
of shears, cut with long,
even strokes. Bent-handle
shears with blades six to
eight inches long are best.
Perfect for *lag wearing...the
snit is three-parts—modifieel
aliro.skin that TIsres slightly
at the hem, two-battos jacket
with widely botched collar sad
the the/rods" 1101e
all youts-for•the-making with
McCall's Pastern .4602. Sires
10-16. 75e
Service Calls $5.00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
to Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
charge
TEACHER WED — In a re-
cent ceremony held at the
Morning View Baptist church.
Miss Jessie Lee Merriweather
the daughter of Mrs. Addle
M. Merriweather, of 1567 MiL
ler st., became the bride of
Mervin 0. McCoy, of Norfolk,
Va., who Is presently on duty
with the 101st Airborne division
stationed at Fort Campbell,
Ky. A graduate of LeMoyne
college, Mrs. McCoy is a mem-
ber of Delta Sigma Theta sor-
ority and a member of the
faculty of Klondike Element.
ary school. The groom is a
graduate of Morgan State col. •
lege. (Withers Photo)
Miss Merriweather Becomes Bride
In Brilliant Church Ceremony
By MARJORIE I. ULEN
Miss Jessie Lee Merriweather
became the pride of Mervin 0.
McCoy in a brilliant ceremony
which took place at Morning View
Baptist church, Sunday, March 1,
— the birthday of the lovely bride.
Miss Merriweather is the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Addie Milton Merri-
weather of 1567 Miller at. and Mr.
McCoy is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie McCoy of 612 Walker ave.,
Norfolk. Va.
DECORATIONS
Masses of greenery and white
stock amid tiers of softly glow-
ing tapers created a beautiful
scene for the outstanding nuptials.
Music was presented by Mrs. Ber-
nice P. Leatherwood and Mrs.
Elizabeth Martin.
THT BRIDE
The radiant bride was given in
marriage by Mr. L. W. Lomax.
wearing an original by Galine in
bridal white peau silk over nylon ees.
tulle. The elongated Priscilla ASSISTING
basque fastened with miniature silk
buttons, and its decolletage por- 
Assisting




broidered in seed pearls. Long
sleeves buttoned from elbow to
petal points over the hands. The
circular skirt joined the bodice
with bands of pearls and sequins
developing over Southern belle
pettihoops into voluminous fullnes.4
extending into a chapel train. Her
triple tier fingertip veil of mesty
French illusion with hand rolled
horns fell from a sweetheart crown
of pearls and rhinestones; a n d
her bridal bouquet was of white
orchids and valley tithes poised on
a white Bible.
ATTENDANTS
Miss Lois Neeley was maid of
honor and the bridesmaids were
Miss Dorothy Johnson, Miss Eve-
lyn Knox, Miss Janet Lewis and
Mi Dori William.
The feminine attendantswere at-
tired in identical airy gowns de-
signed of silk organza over match-
ing taffeta. Their sleeves Een•
pire bodice featured a cowl neck-
line held at each shoulder by per-
ku bows . . . and their ballerina
skirts accentuated over tiered pet-
ticoats held in a harem hem. They
wore pleated silk pompadour bows'
in circular cocktail veils compli-.
menting their dresses in colors of
shrimp, forysthia, yellow, lilac,
blue lake and seanile. They car-
ried bouquets of carnations con-
trasting with their dresses.
The little Misses Helen Mister.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Harrison and Phyllis Dandridge,
daughter of Mrs. Katie Dandridge
and the late Mr. E. T. Dandridge,
wore short white dresses edged
in lace and crowns of small white
roses.
Serving Mr. McCoy as best man
was J. C. Woodard of Forrest
City, Ark., and Fort Campbell.
Groomsmen were Henry Etherly
of Chicago; Gordon Dyard of
Princeton, N. J.: John Pitt of
Gary, Ind., Andrew Thomas of
Brooklyn, N. Y.; and the ring
bearer was Whitman Able, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Able.
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
The Lelia Walker Clubhouse was
the scene of the reception given
by the bide's mother . . . where
the rooms were decorated with
arrangements of white stock, lil-
ies and greenery. The bride's ta-
ble held a tiered cake encircled
with gardenias and flanked by sil-
ver candelabra holding white tap-
at the reception were
Malone, Miss Mary
Mabon, Mrs. Charlene Walton,
,Mrs. Bobbie Bynum, Miss Faye
'Gentry, Mrs. Shirley Kirkendall
and Mrs. Mattie Plummer.
Out.of-town guests attending the
wedding and reception were Mrs.
Ida Scott of New Orleans, La.,
Mrs. Ida Scott, also of New Or-
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Thom-
as of West Helena, Ark.; and
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Stewart of
Kenner, La.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Meriweathe chose a gown
of blue chantilly lace over taffeta
and wore a corsage of deep pur-
ple orchids.
The new Mrs. McCoy was gra
uated from Manassas High scho
and LeMoyne College; and she is
a member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority and a teacher at Klon-
dike School. The groom attended
the public schools of Norfolk and
was graduated from Morgan State
college and is a nsember of the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, He
is presently stationed at Fort
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HONORS FOUNDER dude Miss Dwan Gilmore w hoi
Founder's day is celebrated and made a speech and Misses Edna '
nually at Lane college but th* and Theresia Womack, Janice
year it has particular significance , Bell and Barbara Davis who turn-
for on Feb. 2, Governor Bufordi ished the music. Miss Edna Wo-.
Ellington issued a proclamation, mack also did a fine job of quot-'
that March 3 be observed aal ing the poem "lnvictus." Mrs.'
Bishop Issac Lane day which is! W. P. Newbern was in charge of
the birthdate of the founder. Febi the meditation and the Bible ty. •
Was conducted by Mrs. Dais)
Shaw. Winning the prize for the
quiz was Mrs. Newbern.
2fYlrll CENTURY MEETS
A delightful meeting it was for
the 20th Century club when they
met in the home of Mrs. Annie
Johnson, Dr. W. S. Davis, presi- Mae Dansby out on Trenton rd.,
dent of Tennessee A&I State uni-I on Feb. 26. All members were
Versity and others in the govern- 1 present. This business meeting
or's office to witness the signing
of the proclamation requesting all
• it of brotherhood which Dish-
were discussed and the date set
is the 2nd Sunday in April. Mem-
Prof. Savage, a former mem„ hers expressed themselves as be-
tter of Lane college faculty is the ing very happy to have Mrs. Wit-
author of the book "The Life and lie Mae Shaw join with them this
Times of Bishop Isaac Lane." Yeal-
ON THE CAMPUS After business was completed a
The open celebration at delicious menu was served by the
Lane was held Sunday, March 1, hostess, Mrs. Dansby, assisted by
at 5 p. m., which marked the Mrs. Adel! Cheatham, which in-
77th annual Founder's day. Presi- .cluded stuffed pork chops with hot
dent C. A. Kirkendoll presided, biscuits and coffee. Followed by
The academic procession included gingerbread supreme topped with 1"
Dr. J. 0. Perpener, dean of the nuts and spiced apple juice for Douglass college; S. H. Bronaugh, business dessert. Bowls filled with salted
2 was indeed a most exciting day
for the president and Mrs. C. A.
4.irkendoll along with Dr. Eugene
Ching and Prof. J. A. Cooke,
members of the Lane college
faculty when they met with Prof.
Horace Savage, Dr. Joseph A.
manager; Mrs. G. V. Adams,
cashier. Mrs. Essie M. Perry,
educational coordinator; Dr. J. B.
Jewers, professor of social
was presided over by the Presi-
dent, Mrs. Bernice Gates. Plans
for the " Founder's Day Tea"
pecans were at your service.
Members enjoying this wonder-
ful meeting were Mr. Bernice,
the president; Mrs. Ann Maxwell,
sciences; Mrs. Edna White, presi- vice president; Mrs. Bertha Bridg.
dent of the Jackson Alumni Asso- man, secretary; Mrs. Willie Mae,
ciation and the dynamic speaker, Shaw, asst. secretary; Mrs. Jessie,
Dr. James H. Utley, class of 1959- 
Bates, treasurer; Mrs. Annie Mae-
Dr. Utley, who is resident phy- Dansby, business manager, andl
Mrs Me ze II Long. Th Ie next sician at Homer G Philhos hos- meet.
pital in St. Louis, Mo., delivered Jr!ig is to be held with Mrs. Ber-i
,dikasterful address at which time nice Gates of 530 N. Church at.,
numerated the life and times the second Thursday night in 11111, 
of Bishop Lane and his struggles march'
to build the present Lane college Don't forget the night of March;
. 'which is now an "A" rated insti- 13 when the annual Jabberwock
tutinn ". He paraphiased the life of 1 be presented in the Health
the founder and the college with building of Lane college at 8 p. m.
Lincoln's Gettysburg address and A night of fun is in store for you!
showed vividly that it is for us to climax with a dance. "Miss 
the living to carry on the work Jabberwock" will be presented on'
which has been started, that night. Who will this lovely
Over 3,000 was contributed young lady be? Just be present.'5 
which will be matched through the 
It's sponsored by Delta Sigma The-I
Danforth Foundation. ta Sorority.
The proclamation was read by Another event to look forward
Kra. Essie Perry The college ito s the Debutante Ball. At a . re-
choir, under the direction of R. G.
Owens, furnished the music.
RECEIVE CERTIFICATES
Two certificates of merit were
presented to Lane college alumni., te Scholarship Award" to be pre-
One each to C. N. Berry, princi-
1
sented April 10. Among those'
chosen from Merry High school'pal of Merry High school in Jack-
son for outstanding achievement
in the field of education and J. A.
Cooke, professor of health and
cent meeting of Sigma Gamma!
Rho sorority several beautiful and1
talented young ladies were chosen!
to compete for the "Miss Debutan-I
were Misses Mary Helen Phelps, ,
Barbara Davis, Rose Parrish, Ed-
na Womac, Barbara Hadley, Cleo
Mary ,Thomas, Martha Jefferies,physical education at Lane col-
Sain, Lutricia Willis, Millicent!lege for outstanding service in thei
Brown and Gloria Kelly. Other I
If.•a
of civic leadership. Copies oil 
West Tennesseans . '
c Lane" were presented by
are to be in. and Times of Bishop eluded. 
,
Mesdames Edna White, Essie Per. IN SPORTS ,
ry and G. V. Adams. The teams participating in the,
And so another year passes on District Tournament were in thrill-
but the life and deeds of Bishop ing games last week. It sure prov-
Lane will live forever in the ed the point you can never tell how
hearts of those who knew him, the drop will fall. Merry High :
CLUB DOINGS l girls, who were slated to be in
At the last meeting of the Sem- the background are still in t h e'
per l'idelis council, the hostess, tournament. They came out of the
Mrs. Cora Deberry received a, District with second place with
grand surprise for the council. It West High girls topping for first.
was on her birthday and quite in- First place boys went to Merry,
expected. i High with West High boys in for,
The meeting was held in the', second.
Fellowship room of Berean Bap- The Regional tournament stacks
list church with Miss Lurline Say-I up so far like this. Decaturville
age, president, conducting t he girls won the first game over
business session with the very cf. Trenton, Merry girls beat Paris.
ficiewt secretary, Mrs. A. Mar-'i Paris boys beat Dyersburg and
shall right at hand. A most unique, Merry boys were victorious over
program was rendered by some Humboldt. Finals a r e Saturday
of the youth who are members night in the Merry High school
of the Junior Federation. They in- gym.
MOTHER-DAUGHTER BAN-
QUET — The members of the
Douglass Junior Y-Teens en-
tertained their mothers at the
annual banquet held for moth-
ers and daughters at the school
recently. Standing in rear Is
Mrs. Mary Willis Robinson. In
Teens
A very impressive Mother-,
Daughter banquet was given in.
the home economics department
of Douglas High school recently by
members of the Y-Teens and a
very charming group of young la-
dies took the initiative in planning
the program and preparing and
serving the food with the assist-
QUEEN CANDIDATE — One
of the first women to announce;
her candidacy as queen for the
19510 Cotton Makers' Jubilee
was Mrs. Thelma Ezelle, a
graduate of Manassas High
school and the Gorine Beauty
college. A tocalist of note, she
is a member of the Marie
Fashion Silhouettes Depend On
*Fabrics, Say Two Manufa rturers
NEW YORK—What will women
wear in the 1960's?
Ask a fabrics designer not a
couturier.
Silhouettes of clothes depend
largely on color and fabrics, say
two young men who run a unique
fabrics manufacturing firm.
"Color is lur boss. Fabrics are
just a means to carry out ideas
in color," said Sandy Elias,
owner of Lawford Fabrics. •
Some colors are not wearable
with certain silhouettes, he ex-
plained.
For example, if a color does
not look good next to the face.,l
high necklines cannot be used'
when that color is popular.
How does he decide which cot-
e will be popular for certain
- — - 
seasons?
-Follow history," he said. "Wom-
en insist on change. We check
past trends for successful colors
and also for those which women
accepted least.
"We use old swatch books—have
ona from 1899—and plow through
library books and museums to
see the cycles."
Women in warmer climates
such as Florida, Texas and Cali-
fornla, generally want brighter
less seasonal clothes, he said, but
these shades are now moving
East.
Because of regional problems of
a belief in individuality, Elias
and his partner, Larry Gabbe,
keep the business strictly custom-
Elias and Gabbe, who met
through their wives, set up shop
flye yearn ago without previous
experience in the field. They de-
cided that they wanted to be
their own bosses.
ance of their adviser, Mrs. Mary
Willis Robinson.
A group of 25 enthusiastic moth-
ei•s attended the banquet in spite
of the severely cold weather, and
at the end of the program each
girl introduced her mother to the
crowd.
Among the mothers who were
Johnson choir of Collins Chapel
CME church. 1 member of the
Duke and Duchesa Charily and
Social club, she represented the
Letter Carriers at their Call'
turns Convention. She is con-
sidered one of the city's top
business women. (Withers pbo-
structor at the school and ad
v:ser of the club. Among those
present for banquet nere Miss
Minnie McFadden, director of
present were Mesdames Martha
Gladney, Eva Hobson, Bertha
Gray, Vivian Rooks, l'earlie Mae
Groome, Josie Blayde, Hattie
A. Guy, Claretha Lipford, Ardelia
Cooper. Frances Hicks, Fannie
Generette, Cleo Smith. Melinda
Johnson, Annie B. Green, a n d
others.
OTHERS PRESENT
Also present were Miss Minnie
McFadden, Teen-Age program di-
rector for the Vance Ave. Branch
of the YWCA; Mrs M arie L.
Adams, vice chairman of the com-
mittee on administration for the
branch; and Mrs. Mary E. Mtn,
phy, former chairman of the
LeMoyne Unit
Plans Benefit
In order to raise funds for the
athletic scholarship fund of the
Memphis chapter of the LeMoyne
college Alumni association a
dance will be given in April and
a banquet in May, Mrs. Ann
Lawrence Hall, the president an-
nounced recently.
At its last monthly meeting, the
chapter revealed plans for a
dance in the Flamingor room on
Thursday night, April 2.
Mrs. Ardenia McCulley, who
was crowned "Alumni Queen"
during the Alumni Follies, has
been named co-chairman of the
dance with Miss Gloria Wade, a
senior at the college, and pres-I
ident of the LeMoyne Pre-Alumni:
club.
In May the chapter will stage
an athetic testimonial dinner
honoring the college's outstanding
gridiron greats of yesteryears.
Ulysses Hunt is chairman of the
affair which is expected to at-
tract wide attention, and his co-
chairman is Elmer Henderson,
vice president of the chapter.
In another move the chapter
named Mrs. Wilhelmina Lockard
chairman of a committee to plan
a program and entertainment for
The firm, which has mills in DAI_ _1\111\TSS
'Philadelphia, New Jersey and
;New York, has the largest hand-, 
yours. .with "Lysol"!
1 weaving department in the field .1 ve,matrvnt,rr- •
In a "library," filled with giant '11
spools of yarn, are the colors of
today.
On the looms are patterns for
next August, fabrics for next'
February and colors for ill'
months from now. And in t h e
partners' heads are ideas for thel  
future. But they're still a secret.
Governor Will Present
Award At Flower Show
SPRINGFIELD, 111.—Gov.
ham G. Stratton will present the'
, Governor's award at Chicago
World Flower and Garden show
at 11 a m on March 15.
The show will be held in the
made. , Amphitheatre in th e stock yards,
' opening on March 14 and continu-
ing for nine days
Int Years Of Experience
in Quality Paints. You
Should Try It.
Herbert Stretili Walter stew{
334 Gayest, At Wellington JA 3-1836
And 1263 Hollywood Near Chelsea
The governor's award is a sil-
ver bowl given for the garden dis-
play judged hest from 3 stand-
point of being a teaching garden
for youthful fans.
The design of 11 large gardens,
that will fill the arena, will be
the focal point of the show.
Arrangements of the gardens
will be colorful and at the same
time practical for the average
home gardener.
Tulips, blooming rose bushes,
flowering trees and shrubs, grow-
ing plants in patios, ornamental
pools, terraces and court yards,
will transform the Amphitheatre
into a flower wonderland for
green thumb enthusiasts .
Glamorize Your Diamond
with a NEW MOUNTING
If your diamond ring ix dated—sad we all know that settings
do go out of fashion—bring It to us for a beauty treatment.
We have • wide selection of fine mountings and you'll fled
a price range to stilt year pecketboele.
Arrange Terms—Nit Carrying Oars*
Open Thursday Evenings
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111411r1INUniiiiinnintitungillenninnintlintnuninginninwentinentestoneumetta
Just as lotions and creams
protect your beauty, "Lysol"
protects your daintiness!
For douching with
"Lysol" stops odor by killing
odor-causing germs. You know
you can't offend!
Yet new "Lysol" is mild.
Can't harm you. Leaves you
sweet and clean!
Discover new daintiness.
Use "Lysol" brand disinfectant







Y-Teen activity for the Vance
Ave. branch of the YWCA;
Mrs. Marie I,. Adams, vice




Mr. and Mrs. E. F. LaMondue,
jr., of 1470 S. Barksdale at., had
as their recent house guests, Mrs.
Lawrence P. I Bobbie) Middleton,
jr., and three-year-old daughter,
Mary Beth, af Chicago,
Mrs. Middleton is a cousin of
Mr. LaMondue and the daughter-
in-law of Lawrence P. Middle-
ton, sr., of this city.
After a very enjoyable week of
visiting her many friends and Fella-
lives, Mrs. :Middleton was the
guest of honor at a farewell par-
ty given by the I.aMondues at
their spacious home. and a very
beautiful table of hors d'oeuvres
were prepared for the occasion
by Floyd News=
Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Isom Jackson, M. and
Mrs. Irvin Tillman, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Nor-
wood Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Clar-
ence Somerville, Miss Elsie Thom-
as, Theodore Branch, Mrs. James
Washington, Mrs. Mark Shipp and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Newsum,
Endorse Death
Penalties
MANILA — (UPI.) — The Su-
preme military court in Jakarta
has endorsed a special militaryvide by the school band, and tribunal's death sentences for theguests were welcomed to the ban- three men accused of the NOvCM-
quet by Prof. J. D. Springer. Mrs. her, 1957 assassination attempt onbranch's membership committee., Robinson was the sponsor for the Indonesian President Sukarno,Music for the program was pro-, program. Pia news agency reported.
FLYING TO ARIZONA — Get-
ting ready to board an air-
liner last week at the 'Mem-
phis Municipal Mrport are
Mrs. Ida Sims, second from
right, and her employer, Miss
Bessie Gardner, with whom
returning graduates at LeMoyne's
grand reunion the latter part of
May,
ministration; and Mrs. Mary
E, Murphy, former chairman
of the branch's membership
committee,
she lives at Gilmore apart-
ment and serves a com
before leasing for 
Eanion, POPLAR TUNES
Ariz., for rest of the winter.
On hand to wish them a pleas.
ant flight are, from left, Mrs.
Sims' grandson, James Brooks,
her daughter, Mrs. Ida Bonds,
Mrs. David Shanks and Broth-
er Shanks, pastor of the Klon-




Who Are The 10 Best Dressed
Women Of '59?
THE CATEGORIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
FILL IN YOUR ENTRIES IN THE BLANK SPACES
SOCIALITES
A. Professional Men's Wives 
B. Business Men's Wives 
C. Social Leaders 
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
A. Teachers . 
B. Nurses 
C. Office Workers, Secretaries, ate. 
EXECUTIVES AND ADMINISTRATORS
A. Business Women ..... 




B. Co-eds  • •IP ...... .0 9.3•0111.137. 110,
C. 'Working Girls •111•-
Clip Out and Moil To Tr -State Defender Newspaper.
236 South Wellington—Memphis, Tennessee ale
joyed.
Mrs. Jimmie Pernell was host-
ess to the Senior Missionary So-
ciety. The topic was delivered by
Miss Ethel L. Nichols and the de-
votion by yours truly. Mrs. C. A.
Blount, vice president, was spon-
sor for the month of February.
Last rites were said for Mrs.
L. G. Reed at Pleasant Gift Bap-
tist church where she was a life-
long member. The Rev. W. L.
Jones officiated.
The many friends of Mr. and
Mrs. LaVerne Handy sympathize
with them in the passing of their
little daughter who was severely
burned and later died in Kings
Daughters hospital here.
Funeral service was conducted
Monday afternoon for Mrs. Russ-
ell Singleton at St. Paul A. M. E.





Mr. and Mrs. Jack C. Jackson
of Vallejo, Calif., spent two days
here last week in the home of
Mrs. Dora Gene Addison Bridges
while they were visiting Mrs. Jack-
son's parents at Hammond, La.
Mrs. Jackson is the former Mrs.
Olevia Daniels formerly of t h i s
city.
Mrs. Irma Jean Breland Rodg-
ers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al-
Productions under the manage- yin Breland, Sr., left last week
ment of Mrs. Dawson, who heads for Waco, Tex., where s h e will
the NNOC have been staged at join her husband, Al C 1 a u d e
the Civic Opera House in Chicago, O'Harold Rodgers who is station-, meet the Earl Travillion H i g h
at Syria Mosque in Pittsburgh; at ed there in the Air Force. Mr. I school: the Pirate girls won over
Madison Square Garden, Carnegie Rodgers is the brother of Mrs.1Travillion girls and the boys were
Hall, the Golden Gates and the Lessie McCann. defeated by Travillion boys. The
Metropolitan Opera House in New Old Sleepy and his brother Mos. scores are not known.
York City as well as at the Water- es of Biloxi spent some time in' Mrs. Lizzie Bee Dyles was rush-
gate. the Urline Arena and at Grif- Bogalusa last Sunday with their ed to the local hospital last week
fills Stadium in Washington, D. C. sister who has been confined for with what was called some kind
The company has produced several weeks, and they were [ of a spell, and after two days
"Aida," "La Traviata," "Faust," proud to find her much better. I of examination it was ruled that
"Ouanga" by Clarence Cameron Mrs. Ida Varnado was called Lizzie Bee was insane. She is now
White, and R. Nathaniel Deli's last week to Brookhaven, miss., at the State Mental hospital at
The Ordering of Moses." to attend the funeral of her sic- Whitfield.
Among the items on the agenda ter, Mrs. Leans Coney, Mrs. Eliza. • • •
for the annual meet will be a re- beth Robinson, Mrs. Ruth Mae SHARON
organizational plan and structure Brown and brother Clint Baker ac-' All of Mrs. Lou D. Garrett's
of the opera company; extension companied Mrs. Moore. M r a. friends are pleased to know she
of Guilds; establishment of fund Brown is the daughter-in-law of has recovered from injuries re-
raising projects and the launching Mrs. Moore. ceived as a result of a recent auto
of a national drive for funds to Funeral service was held last accident.
guarantee a season of grand opera week at Lumberton, Miss., for Mr. E. E. Cone y of the CHby singers in the company. Levi Stockstill. Mrs. Stockstill died training center is getting his staff• • •
• while visiting relatives at Co- ready to open the picnic area for
I Excerpts from a new oratorio lumbia. Funeral service was held the entire public.o'My Servant Job" will be heard at Tabernacle Baptist church. Be- Linda V. Coney is starring Infor the first time on Sunday, aides her husband she leaves to a magnificent dance of rock andMarch 15, at 6 p.m., at the Park mourn her passing eight children .1 roll at the Cameron street school.Manor Congregational church, three sisters, Mrs. Carrie Moore,
7000 S. Park. Mrs. Ruby Williams and Mrs. Ma-
The program will be presented moo, two brothers, Clifton and
by the Imperial Opera Company Fred Parker all of Lumberton.
under the direction of Gertrude Cooks Funeral home was in Last Sunday was regular sm.,
Jackson Taylor. charge of arrangements. ice day at Goodman B a pt i atI
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Beck, jr., of church. Rev. F. Ls Gray, pastor,
Mobile. Ala., spent last week end Preached a wonderful sermon. At
here in the home of Mr. Beck's the close of the morning service
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eli Beck, the Central Mississippi College
Sr., and other relatives. singing group gave several selec-
Mrs. Mildred Moody of Mount tions. We all enjoyed it very much.
Olive spent last week here in the They were enroute to Bethlehem
home of her parents, Mr. and Baptist where they rendered s
Mrs. Jessie (Shorty) McDougle, special musical program. Mrs.
sr. CaieGarland is president of the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry college.samSamuel 
Dunn of Goodyear Community are Rev. Gray and Rev. H. C. Bill.
the parents of a little son born ingslea were dinner guests of '
to them last week in the local Mrs. Hattie Harrington last week.
hospital. a baby girl was born to Mr. and Mrs Henry Brooks,
Mrs. Shirley Ceaser, Mrs. Savanah Mrs. Florence Ambrose and Mr.








N  Hail '59 History Week As 'Most Successful'
Musid
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
In another effort to keep the
work of the National Negro Opera
Company alive the Board of Gov-
ernors of the National Negro Op-
era Foundation is holding its
first meeting of the year in Wash-
ington, D. C., Saturday, and Sun-
day, March 7-8, at 1601 R Street,
N. W. owner, H. B. Cooper. A very
The NNOC was conceived and, tasty supper of barbequed chicken
created in Pittsburgh, Pa., in and all the trimmings was en-
Mississippi
1941 by Mrs. Mary Cardwell Daw-
son, past president of the National
Association of Negro Musicians,
Inc.
This organization bas served as
a means of fostering performanc-
es of full scale grand opera (0 r
many gifted young singers through-
out the country and some of them
have since sung with the Metro-




The Lucy Jefferson Federated
club met with Mrs. R. C. Boyd
last Thursday afternoon.
Miss Nelwyn Mingo was hostess
to the Emma 8 Miller Federated
club Thursday night. Club mem-
bers and their guests were served
in the Tolliver cafe by the new
tar, Mr. Nicholson.
Last week a city wide "Evan-
gelistic" program was rendered
at Weems chapel church. Monday
night East Jerusalem with Rev,
Frank Woods; Tuesday night, St.
James Methodist church with Rev,
Frank Brown; Wednesday night,
Rev. Johnie Lee Baker will speak
for Weems chapel; Thursday night
Rev. Prof. .J P. Johnson spoke
for St. Matthews Baptist church;
Friday night, Rev. Frank Hob-
son spoke for Pilgrim Bound Bap-
tist church, and Saturday night,
Rev. Jackson of New Orleans,
La., closed the meeting.
Carver High Pirates girls and
boys basketball teams won their
third and fourth Conference
games last week.
On Wednesday night the Carver
High teams played host to 33rd
Ave. High of Gulfport in Carver's
gym. Carver High girls defeated
33rd High girls by a close mar-
gin; the score was 39 to 38 with
the high scorer being Miss Gussie
McCoy with 21 points. Carver
High boys seeking revenge topped
33rd High boys 80 to 63. T h e
high scorer for the boys were Eu-
gene Parker making 31 points fol-
lowed by Arthur Turner with 19
points.
On Friday night the Pirates
want to Bay St. Louis where they
met with St. Rose Catholic school
Carver High girls defeated St
Rose girls 63 to 41.
Carver High girls seeking re-
vvive defeated V. C. J.'s girls 49
to 47. The high scorer was Miss
Gussie McCoy with 23 points fol-
lowed by Miss Sylvia Moore with
19 points. The Carver boys defeat-
ed V. C. J.'s boys 68 to 35 with
James Williams making 18 points
and Arthur Turner snaking 15
points.
On Monday night Feb. 9 the Pi-
rates went to Hattiesburg to
Newberry a baby boy. Others con-
fined to the local hospital last
week when old Sleepy made h I s
round were Neal West, Claude
Johnson. little Matthews Forten-
berry, Betty Griffen, J. L. Pay-
ton, Clarence Moody, Joe Bryant,
Below Bullock, little Charles Fer-
guson, R E. (Kitty) Robinson,
This composition is from the Lizzie Everett, Lucile Gibbs, Hall
pen of Betty Jackson King who is Summeral, Jessie Marie Foster,
well-known in Chicago music cir- Gladys Nixon, and the old regu-
cies. A graduate of Roosevelt uni-
versity, Mrs. King has served as
of Bertha Ott. The famous pianistaccompanist for the Chicago Um- is recorded on Angel, Capitol,brian Glee Club, the Merchandise
EMI, and Columbia records.Start chorus; as organist at Car-
MARGIT JONNSEN mezzo so-eY Temple AME church. Pilgrim
no with taut Ulanowskv at one son. two aunts and a host ofBaptist church, Quinn Chapel
the piano will appear in recital other relatives and 
friends. The
at
AME church; and as director of . the Goodman Theater. •ednes- American Burial was in charge ofthe Pre-Professional Artists Study
day,March 1 
a
., t 3:2e. UD the remains.Guild and presently director - or-
unr the manAgement of Bertha- On the sick list is Rev. .1 L.ganist at Park Manor Congrega- 
Ott. Miss Jonnsen will offer songs Black, pastor of Pilgrim Resttional church.
from Mozart, Schubert, liugo Wolf Baptist church. We pray for hisAlso featured on the programs
Dubussy, Ravel and Faure on her recovery.will be excerpts fom "Saul of Jake Ford is also confined to his'Janus" which was rendered at rimgrarn, 
 bed. We hope he will soon he upDuSable High school, Roosevelt
university and the University of again.
The Mother Band club had aIllinois during the convention oi l
Bingo party last week. Everyonethe National Association of Negro
had a wonderful time. TwentyMusicians in August. 1958.
prizes were given. Mrs. AdellarAn added ,attraction will, be the j Crump won the door prizeappearance of the Youth Chorus' • • •
from the Jtekebtilan ColembnitY'
Center sieging spirituals arranged' OKOLOBNy
Amptrrly mooRE
by Mrs. King.
The Four Star Singers will beSoloists for the program include!
Calvin MeAdory, Williame An-4 heard at Eastern Star M. B.
church sponsored by the pastor'sthony, Bernard Adams. laiLaC
Hawkins, .1lattye Miller. Dorothy
cluFbuneral for Cleophas RaskinKennard, Lorenzo Stallings, 'Tho-
mas Bolden and Herbert Wilson. was held at New Zion Baptist
church. He leaves his wife, moth-
MYRA HESS's program will in- er, a cousin, nieces and nephews.
elude Ettich'S 'Prelude and Fugue
In E minor Mock' 11,• No. 9; Pre-
lude and Fugue in B minor, Book
11. No. 24 and the Toccata in D Texas
major. Wine *hi Will also Plat
Mozart's Senate In -C minor, Ks
457: Sebuberl'e.Sonsta in A major, JASPER
Opus 120, and Beethoven's Sonata MARIAN LEWIS, memo-con - Rev. J. E. Farr died last Thurs-in A flat major. Opus 110 when She trait° aid member of the 14- day in Hancock hospital and wasappears at Orchestra Hall, Tues. tic Opera will be beard In re- buried in Biloxi.
day, March 17, at 8:20 p ii dial Sunda. March •!2. al Ref King David, ee, died lastAppearing here in her only ('hi 3:36 p. m. at Coppin AME Friday at his home.
cern recital this season Dame church, at 5633 8. Michigan • Rev. N. P. Johnsen officiated




to see their daughter, Mrs. Kate
Ella Brooks Smith who is a pa-
tient in the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. James Garland
of St. Louis, Mo.. and family are
here visiting his father and moth-
er. Mr. and Mrs. James Garland
and other relatives.
ABERDEEN
By HENRY F CRUMP
Funeral service was held for
Mrs. Roberts Reynolds who pass-
ed away after a long illness Rev.
Weatherspoon was the speaker.
She leaves to mourn her passing.
CH REFRESHMENT TIME —
Members of the 4-If club or.
ganized by 14.year-old Ida B.
Williams of Stringtown, Miss.,
are ready to march into her
home for refreshments after
their meeting under trees In
her sard. Ida is at the door
inviting them in. Altogether
there are 22 members in the
club. It is the first out-of-
school 4.0 club organized in
Mississippi. — USDA Photo











WASHINGTON, D. C. — Dr.I Wesley, president of the Associa- eery
Charles H. Wesley, president of tion and president of Central woul
the Association for the Study of State college, Wilberforce, Ohio.
Negro Life and History, stated Dr. H. Councill Trenholm of Mont-
successful in the 34-year history Ga., second vice president.
of the celebration.
that the 1959 observance of Negro gomery, Ala. first vice-president;
Histo-y Week was one of the most Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, Atlanta,










celebration of Negro History
Week." The theme for the week 
secretary-treasurer. Other mem-
bers of the national Executive 




"Americans everywhere," he era office is Albert N. D. Brooks,
freshstated, "joined in the 34th annual Washitgon, D. C., who is national
Icy pounted out, the Board of
Commissioners Issued a prod's-
In Washington, D. C., Dr. Wes-
A—merAtraEoun. Council of the Association are:
dent and promotional director, .
se, Nashville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Richmond, Va.; Dr. Merl R.
Dr. J. Rupert Picot, vice presle
equip
week in February as Negro His-
mation designating the second 
McCoy Gaines, Chicago, Ill.; r.
shouttory Week. Mo.; Dr. C. A. Jackson, 
Okmul-
Lorenzo J. Greene, Jefferson City,
In one state alone — Virginia— 
gee, Okla.; Dr. Harvey C. Jack-
Jackson, Chicago, Ill.; othertak o
through the state teachers' asso- son' 
Detroit, Mich.; James H. 
Yelation, 200 Negro History kits 
were distributed. 
Attorney Louis R. Mehlinger, value
Washington, D. C.; Dr. Benjamin TheyA special feature of the 1959 Quarles, Baltimore, Md.; Dr. Wit;
distingutshed Americans, A b r a- ham M. Brewer, Washington, D.
ham Lincoln and Frederick Doug- C.;
athseset.Negro History Week was the liam P. Robinson, Houston, Tex.
second observance of P r o u d as; Dr. A. M. Schlesinger, or,,
American Day The day was ob- Cambridge, Mass.; Dr. J. Reubea




The Association for the Study geles, Calif.; Mrs. J. J. Hannibal, migh
of Negro Life and History oper- Kinston, N. C.; and Dr. C. A.
ant .e
las, February 12 and 14 respect- John H. Johnson, Chicago, Ill.; value
ively. Mrs. Vassie D. Wright, Los An.
That
You
ales on a nationwide basis with Bacote, Atlanta, Ga. of ca
branches and members in all sec- The Association issues a month. kitch
ions of the United States a n d ly magazine called The Negro CAN'
abroad. The organization had its History Bulletin, edited by Mr. It .
origin in 1926 and was headed for Brooks and the scholarly Journal your
1 •- ear- ss ss an Dr. Carter G. Woodson.
many years by Harvard - trained of Negro History, edited b tooy r.
Present officers include Dr. 







STRINGTOWN, Miss. — Among community clubs. I, Ida's parents, Mr. and Mrs 
gtt ooe Ot t ynyi :the achievements that the 354,000 One of the leaders in thfs move-lobert Williams, who had been ,,,..,..,.,,,,r served ice cream and cake. TheNegro 4-11 club boys and girls ment is 14:year-old Ida B. Wil•!tenant farming from farm to farm '''''''''''''
reported during National 4.H Club Hams of Stringtown, Miss., who le her life, got their first resfl 
By ARCHIA WOODS cake was red, white and blue in
ldiinigvi:idnt,
glas accompanied her,
Week, held last week is the trend organized the first out-of-school chance to settle down early last Mrs. Lilly Mai Walker went 
to honor to the Flag of the United
toward establishment of local 4-If club in her State.
• 
year when the Farmers Ho m e
Administration made them a loan
Dou
physical check up. Mr. Ralph
Memphis hospital Monday for a State 
sers.
and Mrs. Clyde Raymond
fto buy a 60-acre farm of their -
will
• ' 
Robinson, jr., of 487 S. Thomas
Mrs. Louise Anderson and Ruth sto are the Parents of a baby boy 
off
e
own. Saunders are much improved Also born to their union Feb. 21, 1950. 
taint;




Mound Bayou CH club before the Little Francene Mayberry, IY•
family moved to Stringtown, Ida daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lacoy The Inter-racial Ministerial Aft.
Mayberry, was rushed to Park-missed her club in her new cam- Hance met Monday. Feb. 22, at
munity where the schools had view hospital in Dyer St. Luke Episcopal church. Rev.tiberg for Inez,been and were situated so m a treatment of serious burns. F. D. Coleman, sr., presided at
miles away. So she set about Rev. A. D. Whitemore was
Vera S. Rainey, her home demon- woods last week.
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
ley, jr., pastor of Wesley Chapel 
tohtehe,1
organizing her own 4-H club. Mrs.
the meeting. Rev. F. N. Butler
we host pastor. Rev. M. L. Eas-
tation. Donuts and coffee were leiolinrinrndi'
stration agent, and County Agent Mrs. Rose Cutheby visited Methodist church gave the medi-
I. D. Thompson gave her a hand. St. James C. P. church last Sun-
Within months, Ida h ad an day. She was accompanied by served. 
apol
active progressive club with 22 Mrs. Bertha Pierce of Dyers- Rev. M. L. Easley, jr,, 
sgas they
of Wesley Chapel Methodist c.
livestock and poultry projects to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
help encourage their parents to
shift from one-crop cotton farm-
ing.
club members, has three projects!
members. Most of them h a v e burg.
WINS AWARD
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wiggins, Mrs.
Aussie Wiggins and Dolly Jones
all attended the funeral of T 0 m
Beasley.
Wesley Wiggins were in Jackson
Wiggins' R. Washington, District Superb.
for the Evangelistic Mission, So,
6. Rev. Easley accepted the invi-
tation and his sermons were in-
received a telegram from Dr. J.
ing him to be the guest speaker
Pittsburgh, Tenn., March 2, thrill
tendent, Chattanooga, Tenn., invit-
spirational and informative and 
411" ciatfinYdPhho::rIda, like many of the other 
Kirk Patrick. Mr. and Mrs. 
innh;'..'
Is of
made a combination hassock and
An Angus calf, a garden, a n d last week'
home improvement. Last year she CLARKSVILLR
cast-off chair into an attractive 
tor of the Fifth Ward Baptist
Rev. John H. Rouse is now pas -
By EDWARD BROWN, Jr. 
was blessing to all who were priv-
ileged to hear him.
will observe an Anniversary cele-




sewing kit and converted an old 
time
and reupholstering it.
an award as one of Mississippi's I visiting her aunt, Mrs. Edna Gil-
make a slip cover for their sofa.
These achievements earned her mimehr.8,.
Also she helped her  mother , 
of Indianapolis, Ind., was t h e
'day, March 1.
church. Rev. Thurman Washington
Sun-
piece of furniture by refinishing
guest speaker at Fifth Ward -
hBaesa trriecteo rJoaerda nhoofmeDetarfoteitr present. Mrs. Priscilla Howard, Gi
, 
They are urging the public to be
president, Rev. C. F. Odom, pass
Rev. J. Beebee Jowers of Lane
college will be the guest speaker,
bratfon Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m.
IPWiniaroganc.
men
top 4H'ers in home improvement. more who has A Fellowship Program was rend(
- been ill, but is now 
tor.
Miss Alberta Dishmon, State much better. 
lob,
agent for colored 4-H club girls, Mrs. Annie Evans who Is ill is
noti.ered at St. Paul CME church Iasi
says out-of-school 4-H clubs are now living in Newport, Ky., with 
Friday nite for the benefit of Sae loop
tern CME church which is near. self-
catching on. She expects to have her daughter, Mrs. Billie McMil- ing completion. Several of t h 0 has
tmuaniyyty sru4c.Ihioucelltu.obfs.sobahryoeot he end of lian. Mrs. Evans is reported to churches of the city participated is only
onortheconlin-- 
be better at this writing. th
A number of Clarksvillians In- 
e program. Rev. N. Mitchum il it a
he 
year. 
pastor. Mrs. Essle Boone, tires,- the
crease in several States. eluding Rev. M. Peace, pastor of dent of the choir.
"They help fill a vacuum left St. Peters AME church attended The 77th Annual Celebratilkof 
the
ik.ty,
in communities by the consoli- the 93rd anniversary of Freeman Founder's Day was observed at 
versary Sermon.




dation of schools," says miss Chapel CME church, Hopkinsville, Lane college, Jackson, Tenn., on
Dishmon. Ky., Sunday, March 1. Bishop Lu- march 1, at 5 p. m. with Pred- andther Stewart delivered the Anni- dent C. A. Klrkendoll presiding,
It was a very touching and las 
port




  -- --- 
are on the sick list. 
day, March 3, was celebratd as
Recent deaths: Sammie Gary, 
Bishep Isaac Lane Day by
BESSEMER
city of Jackson and the state St
BATESVILLE and child Richard visited in Dar- 
who died In Chicago, Ill., was large. Bishop Isaac was the fowl&
By G. W. IVEY buried here; Miss Emily Ander- er of Lane college.By REV. M. WATKINS danelle last week. son, John C. Rives, Mrs. Roberta The Federated Choirs of t Is aThe Usher Board met Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Luther Williams Funeral rites for Mrs. klarzette'I R. Minns, M. rs. Helen W. Harrison city rendered a musical at Great-and family visited in Sweet Home Robinson were held at New Zionevening.
er Bethel AME church last SundayMissionary Baptist church. Eulo- 
who died m her home in Cleve-
Rev. Jessie Ford attended serv- last Sunday. , 
ices at Walnut Ridge Sunday. He Rev. E. A. Arnold of North gY by Rev. S. H. Ravizee. She ;
land."
Ohio was also buried here. afternoon at 3 p. m. Mrs. E. W.
.  
is pastor of ;he Baptist church. Little Rock held services at the leaves to mourn her passing a 
JACKSON Hunt directed the Musical. Prof.
T. R. White served as master ofRev. Huff of Newport was guest New Zeal Baptist church h e r e husband, two brothers, a son and, . 
By C. A. AGNEW
daughter-in-law Joseph and Rubye 
Friends and relatives of Mrs. ceremonies. The occasion Wasin Rev. Ford's home last week Sunday. . ., who sponsored by Mr. E. W. Hunt.and attended services at Friend' Mr. and Mrs. Torrence Henry Robinson and othed relatives and
friends. Interment: Lincoln ceme- 
had an eye operation recently atI ReTvh.e FG. oDape. lCoTrleamraentersar.o paleatotae.•ship Baptist church. visited in Conway recently. Jackson-Madison County hospital 
The Junior Buffaloes basketball Mr. and Mrs. Sammie J. Scott tery. ,
son, and the Sons of Jehovah,glad and interested to
Woodson
' gram at Chester County Ti ,g
team won all games at the and son Richard visited in Fort Funeral service for Mr. Charlie'
tournament. They will participate Smith. Lanier was held at Wheeling Chap- I.8( home again and doing
knowwill 
he
ehat Mrs. Mary • , from Memphis, rendered *
Mr. Kennard of LaCross visit- at the Trinity Methodist church Lipscomb. Ala. Rev. W. M Hunt- "''''
Sunday at 3 p. m. At 8 p. m. t 
•
In the nationals this month. The M. Y. F. held a meeting el Missionary Baptist church ini_,__,y.
school, Henderson, Tenn., i
ed his sister and brotherdn-law, Sunday night. Miss Bettye Gilbey en officiated. He leaves to mourn,1
i Mrs Hattie Pendon of Browns-
ville. Tenn., died relentily. She were at Washington DouglassIs president; Miss Hattie Henry, a devoted wife, one son, two sis-I
mentary school, Jackson,' Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Rucker.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair counsellor, ters, two brothers and a host of;
Bryant of this city. The funeral In a recent financial drive
W55 the last aunt of Mr. Frank
attended services at Friendship Mrs. Inez Harris who is teach- other relatives and f r i e n d s.
Baptist church last week, ing school in Conway spent Sun- Shortridge funeral directors was •(,A last Sunday from Brown's First Baptist church where R
A tea was given at F.thol 0. day and Monday here with her Asbury Howard who was con- Creek Baptist church. Rawls Fu- W. G. Terry is pastor, the me
Miller high school last week in children Allen and Sharon at the victed and fined $100 an sentenc- peril home of Brownsville was in abearsandefrre thiendased at he 
whirls 
chwerhchlos
honor of the junior boys team who home of her parents, Mr. and ed to 180 days for possessing a I charge. 
teti m 
are the district champions. Mrs. T. V. Henry. poster of a Negro in shackles, 1111 Mr and Mrs. L. Hunt and their
Mrs. Johnnie Bowls of P i n e The evangelist. Rev. R. Brown still being held without bond. His daughter. Alene, were recent vis-
AYe.Bluffs and Mrs. Lillie Hickerson of Texarkana, preached a few attorneys. David II. Hook, jr., and itors in the homes of and Mrs.
were recent ituests of Mr. and nights at Trinity Methodist church. Arthur Shores are asking the L. B Finley of 278 W. Chester
Mrs. Lonnie Flemming. He was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alabama Supreme Court to review street and Mr, and Mrs. James building last Sunday morning*
ThBible Band met in the home T 9 a. m. to their new beautftV. Henry and family. the Records Court conviction. Mr. Glenn of 406 S Liberty.
of Mrs. Rosie Craven last week. The Rev. R e. Brown. Rev. Howard is president of Bessemer Mrs. Sharon Stays left recent- church on Madison it. It was a
Ruben Johnson or Prescott was Lloyd Smith and Miss Hattie Voters League a n d international IS for Fernandina Beach, Fla., to great day.
guest in the home of Evangelist Henry visited Harris Chapel re- representative of Mine Mill a a d Join her husband. Mr. James The funeral of Mr. Joe Worth,.
1 Stays, where they will make their Ington was held last Tuesday at
DANVILLE 
• • • lix Thompson went to Little Rock bar High is a patient at the of Mt and Mrs. Raymond sr. of officiating at Ford Funeral hots.,
Luther Williams and Mrs. Est. Curtis Garner. student of Due- home. Mrs. Stays is the daughter 12 noon with the Rev. C F. Odes%
Smelter Workers.
Mr Worthington had been in fig
Hattie Watkins and Mr. Genipher cently.
Watkins.
where Mrs. Thompson had a West End Baptist hospital He 487 3. Thomas st.
little Miss Rachel Louise Bell, Inc health for some time. HPBy HENLEY TORRENCE checkup at the University hospit- has pneumonia.
Neita J. Torrence and Annie at. Eugene Studivant's 3.year.old daughter of Mr. and Mrs Tom- a member of Mother IAbe
Wier spent the week end in Dar., Mrs. Marie Baoby and daughter grandson who suffered three /wok- rale Bell of 204, Burton st., cele- M F. church and is sum,.
0danelle with Mr and Mrs Buster Debra of Dardanelle visited t h e en ribs and a broken arm is home brated her ith birthday with le IMP son, Jewel Worthington
Perry. Mountain View school and t h I a from the hospital and doing nice- of her little friends on last Sun- granddaughter, 81 I at Car
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie J. Scott writer rerntly. ly. day after/woo, The guests werel Worthington.
Starts Local 4-H Club
IDA R. WILLIAMS, center,
of Stringtown, Miss., had much
to celebrate during National
4-11 ('huh Week, February 28
to March 7. Her achievements
Include organizing the first
out-of school 4-H club in the
State, raising a calf, and mak-
ing the combination hassock
sewing kit which she is show-
ing her home demonstration
agent, Mrs. Vera S. Rainey,
right, while her mother, Mrs.
Robert Williams, looks on. Ida
also refinished and reuphol-
%lewd the chair and helped
her mother make the slip cov-
er for the sofa. — USDA Photo
leading up to their Men's 13 gy
on the fourth Sunday in 
be 
Malt.
The members of First Rapti t
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Merits Of His Craft
, By RUFUS L. COLEMAN I grow stronger, and then get light-Certified Graphs Analyst er, down to a fine point."The unexamined life is not This variation means he startsworth living." These words were out with little purpose and thatuttered some 399 years ago, BC, the purpose, or will to stay,by the great philosopher. Socrates, grows, he wants to make good.are deliberating through our minds Suddenly his purpose fades. Heas we write today, which brings loses interest and quits.us to this question. The reason for his loss of inter-WHAT ABOUT YOUR FUTURE? est is that he really does not want
to make good. He does not want
to take responsibility; he does
not want to carry through. The
way he dashes those cross-bars
•
would no expect reveals his weakness. He dodges
to assume the responsibility.
management u n- When we sum up we have an in.'
til you knew that •ial*K9' dividual who first deceives him -
you had in stock with which to., self, then tends to overestimate
work. You would want an inven. his value to himself through his
tory. You would want to vanity, and last. but not least, he
what wa saloble, the quantity of lacks seriousness to responsibility.s 
So to our readers the reason isfresh merchandise you could use
or sell. No matter how much dead clearly apparent why he cannot'
merchandise you might find in the hold a job.
stocks you would want to know To get the truth your handwrit-,
the FACTS. ing reveals enclose a page of
YOUR personality is not unlike your writing written in ink and
such a stock of merchandise and Inclose $1.00 and a stamped re-
ply envelope. If you desire to
learn more of the rules for analyz-
ing handwriting enclose $1.50 for '
the book entitled "Secrets Your
Handwriting Reveals." Address R.
L. Coleman, Graphs Analyst, 233
S. Wellington, Tri-State Defender,
Memphis, Tenn.
If you are go-
ing to buy a res-
taurant, or a gro-
cery store, you
equipment. You undoubtedly have
some traits of character that are
a liability; they are useless and
should be discarded or at least
taken out of active use.
You almost certainly have some
other qualities that are much more
valuable than you have realized.
They need to be brought out into,
the open, used and made active'
assets.
If you were buying the restaur-
ant or the grocery store - or a
hardware store - you would want
an experienced man, trained in
values, to make your inventory.
You might have such training, and
might make your own inventory.
That would be possible in the case
of cans of corn, or hammers, or
kitchen utensils.
CAN'T DO IT YOURSELF
It is not possible in the case of
your own personality. You are
too close to yourself to properly
estimate your own capabilities,
your weaknesses, and your pi).
tential strong points. You are YOU
and your own inventory will be
entirely out of balance and unfair
to yourself.
On the other hand if you listen
to your friends you are merely
getting friendly opinions. Such op-
inions are biased by their own in-
dividual views. One frienl will
see you in an entirely different
light, with the results that Y,n
will be worse rather than better
off for these opinions. Most cer-
tainly your own family, influenc-
ed by the intimacy of family ties,
cannot give you an unbiased view
of yourself. They may try but it
I. entirely impossible.
You may be dreaming, wander
lug, shifting from one job to an-
other, dissatisfied without knowing
the reason why. Your friends and
family may say you are worthless
and will not succeed. They may
'condemn you sererely. Others will
apologize and back you up, but
they cannot help because they
do not know how to do so.
! The same condition holds true
If you are having family troubles.
Part of the family will support
you and others will blame your
marriage partner. They see you
through eyes that are partially
open. They are biased, their focus
Is off-center, and BO is worse than
no view at all.
BETTER EQUIPPED
It is under such conditions that
the trained Grapho Analytical Psy-
chologist trained over a period of
time is equipped to give you sound
practical assistance in understand-
ing yourself - or in understand-
ing your associates.
Giving attention to today's speci-
men, it's from a young man who
wonders why he cannot hold a
Sob. Beginning in the top line
notice the presence of an initial
loop in the letter "0;" this shows
self-deceit, it means the writer
has formed the habit of getting
only part of a truth and accepting
It as a full truth. Next notice
the tall "t and d" stems being
the height they are reveals vani-
ty. It is an exagerated pride, an
extreme desile for approval. These
people overestimate themselves
and expect approval out of pro-
portion to their ability.
Now give attention to the way
he crosses the "t-bar," study




Miss Maydell Partee was on the
sick list last week but is reported
to be fast improving.
Mrs. Gracie Lee Ball and her
two children, Evie Dean and Da-
vid M. Ball, jr., were here recently
to visit her mother, Mrs. Daisy
Arnold and family.
Citizens here are looking for-
ward to joining the Easter parade
in a few short weeks in Spring
finery..
Miss Mildred Louise Arnold was
an overnight guest in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Ball on
Saturday night. Stopping by for a
visit on Tuesday were Willie
Earl and Odell Arnold.
J. L. Arnold and Miss Mary
Elizabeth Jenkins visited Miss
Zeta Mai Bailey and members of




Plans were made for the com-
ing golf season in Memphis at the
recent meeting of the Sam Qualls
Golf club held at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Bridget Pyles,
of 787 David st.
Plans were also formulated for
a fashion tea to be held this
Spring.
During the session, Robert
Wright. who recently resigned as
the president of the club was nam-
ed President Emeritus for life.
Newly elected officers present
were Mrs. Althea Pyles, presi-
dent; Aubrey Pierce, vice-presi-
dent; Dollar Sanders, treasurer;
and Mrs. Edna S. Jones, secre-
tary.
Others present Included Robert
Wright, Bobber Jeter, Mrs. Mari-
delle Lewellyn, Willie Hill, Bridg-
et Pyles, Charlie Rogers, Owen
Tuggle, Isom Wilson, Alfred Rey-
nolds Paul Jones, all members,
and Miss Frankelle Ward, a visit-
or.
Club reporter Paul Jones re-
quests that all golfers interested
in the game attend the next meet
ing of the club which is scheduled
for March 19, 8 p. m. in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Pyles,
Tombstone Kills Child
TRI-STATE REFINER 13
Sat., Merck 14, 11159
Off To State Tourney In Nashville
DISTAFF CHAMPS - When
the final buzzer buzzed to end
the Regional III Tournament
play to decide who naiad go
to Nashville representing the
region the Fayette County
Training school girls team
was looking around for more
opponents. They had whipped
everything in sight and are
hoping to continue the same
streak of hot shooting they
displayed in this tournament.
Standing at the left is their
roach, Edward Carpenter.
The girls are, from left to
right, front row, J. Washing-
ton, L. Brewer, A. Shields, B.
Jones, J. Brewer and J. Co.
burn. In back are M. Donald-
son, L. Granberry, E. Horton,
D. Hunt, V. ('leaves and A.
Jones.
MUSING; Winning Friends and!
Influencing People. When dealing
with people, always remember
that you are dealing with creatures
of logic, but also with creatures
of emotions, bristling with preju-
dices, and motivated by pride and
vanity.
If one does not use the correct
tactics he may stir up more re-
sentment than anything else. And
believe me, this resentment may
rankle across the decades a n d
"endure lit death," if you indulge
in too much stinging criticism,
no matter how certain you feel
that it is justifed. (To be contin-
ued.)
Dear Carlotta:
I have been married for five
years and at first my marriage
was perfect. But lately my hus-
band has been acting queer. I have
threatened to leave him, but that
seems to have no effect on him.
I do want our marriage to suc-
ceed, but he has hurt me so much




GUEST OF THE WEER
This week Miss Katherin H u ci
I Mall. She belongs to the Columbus
!Baptist church where she is a
member of the junior choir, secre-
tary of the Senioi Red circle and
an assistant teacher of the BTU.
At BTW Katherin is a member
of the Motor Club, picture editor
for the school paper, chaplain of
the Washington Press club and a
member of the Library Science
club.
She Is also assistant secretary
of the Jaycrettes.
BIELLA, Italy - (Cm - Au. JUST As BIG
thorities reported today that five- The juniors defeated the seniors
year-old Eduardo Machetto was
crushed to death by a falling
tombstone while visiting his
grandfather's grave with his I held it all the way.
mother. me' high point man for the jun-
iors was Carroll Holman with 19
points, while Ray Smith was tops
for the seniors with 12 points.
Standing tall and proud, the sen-
iors said: Well, you see we are
leaving the school something to
take the championship with next
year."
FOUNDER'S DAY
The game was the first of what
will be an annual affair to be
sponsored by the Student Council. ??
JAMES CROW
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KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 
stsCROW DISTILLERY CO,FRANKFORT,KY,DISTRAY NATIONAL DIST.PROD. CO
Foster Adams is president.
The PTA Founder's Day w a
son is writing our column, We will observed with a program on Wed-
have another student - one each nesday afternoon in the school's
month - to be our guest column. library. A cordial welcome w a a
ist and write the BTW School extended to all of the parents
Notes. by the chairman, Mrs. B. G. Bar-
A 17-year-old senior, Miss Hud_ her, and the program opened with
music by the Senior Glee club.son lives with her mother, Mrs.
Bessie L. Hudson, at 337-C Dixie On hand to extend greetings
from the student body was Foster
Adams, Student Council prexy. The
guest speaker for the day was At-
torney Benjamin L. Hooks, who
was introduced by the presiding
officer, Mrs. M. L. Draper.
Founder's Day had a meaning
to all Washingtonians, because it
was the last one that Prof. Blair
T. Hunt will attend as principal
of the school.
Appreciation was expressed to
all parents and friends of the P.
T. A. who were on hand for the
program.
CAMPUS MELODY
In and around the school we
see certain couples who are seem-1
ingly in love. The current couples
are Dorothy Nubia and Markhum
Stansbury; Corrine Banks a n d
Ifiderson Hill; Danella Cleaves
and William Peppers; Carroll Hol-'
man and Louis Johnson; CorrMe
Barnes and Isaac Brown; Anne
Person and Charlie Cobbert; Jua-
nita Johnson and Roosevelt Green
Maxine Thomas and Arthur Sat-
erfield; Thelma Davis and Fonnie
Harley and Jeanette Wallace and
51-45 on Feb. 19 in a basketball
game in the gymnasium. They
took the lead at the beginning and
What can I do? I have left him,
and I am sorry. Mae.
Dear Mae:
There comes a day in the life
of almost every bride when a h
threatens to go home. If she goes,
she is usually sorry.
It is interesting to note that a
man, though he has contributed
his full share of the difficulties,
rarely moves out of his house un-
less he intends to make it a per-
manent separation.
Acknowledge your errors. There
are no problems in marriage in
which no partner is entirely right
or the other entirely wrong. Can
you honestly say that your atti-
tude and behavior were altogether
blameless' By admitting your mis-
takes you will help your husband
to see where he was wrong. It is
important also that you accept his
excuses graciously.
Any explanation he offers, how-
ever feeble, is a gesture of good-
will. Accept It in that spirit with-
out questions or reservations. To
demand promises would imply a
lack of trust, and without trust











Tb• esiOn ebbis b arr is. St•••11 Tram ••
BEST IN TOURNEY - Last
Thursday, March 5, the Re-
gional III Tournament got un-
der way at Melrose and on
Saturday night the home court
team was croKned the champs.
They are now preparing for
the trip to Nashville and the
State Tournament starting on
Friday, March 13, at Tennes-
see A&I State university's
gym. On the extreme left is
Coach Frank Lewis. guiding
light of his charges. Next to
him is the proud principal of
Melrose, Prof. Floyd Camp-
bell. Members of the team in-
clude, from left to right, is
LeMoyne Seniors
Take PAD Prizes
Two LeMoyne seniors, Sidney
McNairy and Miss Claresia Wash-
ington, have received prizes for
selling the highest number of
Proud American Day buttons dun.
ing the recent observance of Ne-
gro History Week on the campus.
The two students sold a total
of 100 buttons. Prizes were award-
ed by Howard E. Sims, assistant
professor of social sciences and
chairman for the Negro History
Week program.
Nebraska means "Flat Waters"
in the Indian dialect from which
the state got its name.
front, L. Butler, C. Hussey,




Registration for the final quar-
ter's college work in extension
classes at Booker T. Washington
high school was held on last Sat-
urday and will be conducted again
here on Saturday morning, March
14, at 9 a.m.
In town from Tennessee A
and I State university to assist
in the registration will be Dr. 0.
W. Crump, the director of t h e
university's extension program.
Any high school graduate who
wishes to begin hie college educa-
tion is eligible to enroll for class-
es. At the present time only un-
dergraduate subjects are avail-
LIST OF SUBJECTS
The program includes subjects
in art, education, muSic, physical
education, health and the social
studies.
Classes are conducted only on
Saturdays, and a student may
take as many as six hours a
quarter.
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal of
Booker T. Washington High school,
iv the director of the extension
school.
row, L. Hoskins, B. McCaster,
J. Estes, D. Taylor, W. Flynn
and L. Strickland. Others on




iii net, wn a. is tournament
Feb. 26, 27, and 28. Rosenwald
school played host to the visiting
Lincoln, Bruce and Miles g is
schools, under the direction of
Coach Nathaniel Penn.
Capturing first place for t h
girls was Miles high and Bruce
High for the boys. Both Rosen-
wald teams won second place.
After the final games were
played, the all-star teams were
presented along with their merit
symbol, the all-star ball. The all-
star girls' team was represented
by Melba Stricklin and Edna
Turner of Miles, Shirley Johnson
and Fay Moore of Rosenwald and
L. Taylor of Lincoln.
The boys' all-star team consist-
ed of George McKnight of Rosen.
wald, Picken of Lincoln and Thom-
as and Graves of Bruce.
Our Principal, W. L. Burnett,
is on he sick list this week.
Each teacher is doing his beat




CASH CONTEST FOR NEWSBOYS
$25000 Given Away
The Rules are Simple:
1. This contest will be based on your average increas• for the fourteen week period.
2. Starting base will be the number of papers you sold February 21.
8. Newsboys must make complete report by Thursday of each week.
4. Non-payment of your bill will disqualify you.
5. Must sell papers every week, rain or shine.
6. Customer list must be given to your supervisor.
Tell Mother and Father about contest. They will be glad to help you win these cash prizes.
IT'S EASY TO WIN
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Sat., March 14, 1959
Stork Stops
Born at John Gaston hospital:
Feb. 28, 1959
A son, Jonathan, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Walter Weathersby of 2244
Howell.
A son, William, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Dudley of 499 N. Fifth.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Brown of 1680 Box-
town.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Webster of 1102.S. Lauder-
dale.
A daughter, Cordia to Mr. and
Mrs. George Spears of 801 Laurel.
A daughter, Elaine, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lonnie Franklin of 1955
Frisco.
A son Artie, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Dumas of 1320 Englewood.
A daughter, Myrtle, to Mr. and
Mrs. Riley McConnell of 2135 Tur-
ner.
A son, Freddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard McClain of 710 Georgia.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Montgomery of 156 Com-
merce.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
MA. Houston Hayes of 2143 Eld-
ridge.
March I, 1959
A son, Milton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Baines of 619 Neptune.
A daughter, Melba, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Adams of 1072 Clay-
brook.
A daughter, Addle, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Patterson of 539 Du-
tro.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Brown of 363 Winchest-
er.
A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Willie of 3138 Alta.
A son. Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Edwards of 2258 Eld-
ridge.
A daughter, Susie, to Mr. and
Mrs, Henry McDoug', of 1671
Kansas.
A son, Elton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Turner of 119 Temple.
A daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Rivers of 1869 Hunter.
March 2, 1959
A daughter, Mariah, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Stanback of 979 Ray-
mond.
A son, Wilbert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Waller of 1037 Tupelo.
A son Spencer, to Mr. and Mrs.
Spencer Monson of 2350 Silder.
A daughter, Regina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Boyd of 1420 Elliston.
A son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Childress of 1239 Volien-
EARLE.
7 ARK.
Mrs. Bennie Ruth McCorkle,
your scribe, was chosen by the
PTA to attend as a delegate, the
PTA Congress, held at A. W. Wil-
son Ye^,h school, in Malvern, Ark.
E. E. Bailey is the principal of
the school.
This was the 31st annual con-
vention of the Arkansas Congress
of Parents and Teachers Branch
of the National Congress of PTA.
Mrs. Dovie H. Anderson is the
president of the state organiza-
tion.
MRS. McCORKLE
The theme, of the session was
"Imperatives for Growth in Home,
School and Community."
Mrs. Anderson who gives the
annual address, spoke on "What
is a Responsible Society." Also on
the program was a talk from Jef-
ferson Farris, jr., state health de-
partment official, whet OiSs Miro*
duced by Charles A. HiAsi. fife
rector of education.
The objects of the PTA - is to.
promote the welfare of children
and youth in the home, • achobl:
church and community.
It also serves to raise the stand-
ards of home life: bring- into eloss
Cr relation the home .and school
that the parent and teachers may
cooperate intellieeMly in-the.teains
ing of the child: to develop be-
tween education and lhe •gerieral
public mcii united efforts. .a wilL
secure for every child the highest
advantages in physical. mental,
.ocial and spiritual education.
Mrs. J. A. Heiligh was the visit-
ing mother of the week. Mr. Heil.
igh lives in Chicago, III.
Twenty-one hot, were burned to
death at • MetiV1110,' rn" tha
.state Boys r •1' .c.
"'WIT . .1Yr
hems amtin,' irs
and let the boys out. The Initor
was repot/idly in the hospital.
C_Liy
tine.
A son, Rene, to Mr. and Mrs.
Prentiss Standard of 763 Marrian-
na.
March 3, 1951
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sammie Lusk of 584 Brown Mall.
A son, Wesley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Nelson of 1628 S. Lauderdale.
A son, Gentry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Banks of 589 S. Lauder-
dale.
Twins, Josephine and Joseph, to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crossley of
205 Radar.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Spencer of 1281 Bruce.
A son, Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Pitchford of 1460 Ray-
ner.
A son, Floyd, to Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Vellentine of 1416 Fite st.
A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse West of 593 Handy Mall.
A daughter, Frances, to Mr. and
Mrs. M. L. Horgrow of 774 David.
A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Harper of 4381 Malone.
March 4, 1959
A daughter, Darthea, to Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Payne of 2424 Brooklyn.
A son, Winston, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Walter Cox of 2358 Marble.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Grady Gulledge of 73e Walk-
er ave.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Bohannon, of 333 N.
Dunlap.
A son. Dexter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Hill of 927 N. Second at.
A son, Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Parrish of 32 W. DeSoto.
A son. Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Owens of 1073 Indiana.
A daughter, Edward Jenna, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Burcks of
816 Pendleton.
A daughter, Tommie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Van Lee Williams of 625 St.
Paul.
A son, William, to Mr. and Mrs more.
SCHOOL NEWS
A 4-14 Workshop for Crittenden
county was held at the McNeil
High school in Crawfordsville re-
cently with the agents, Miss Mar-
tha R. Turner, Thomas Vaughn
and State 4-H Agent L. L. Phil-
lips conducting the workshops.
Wonder High school members
of the 4-H clubs who attended
were Velma Caradine, Maggie
Johnson, Lavern Brown and
Shirley Reddick, representing the
senior club. •
Miss Reddick gave a demonstra--
lion on how to cut out and place
news clippings in 4-H record books.
The students were accompanied
by Mrs. L. P. Mason to Crawfords-
ville. Refreshments were served
by the McNeil 4-H club. Following
the workshop, county leaders or-
ganized a council, and Mrs. Ma-
son was elected secretary.
BASKETBALL VICTORIES
Three basketball games were
won here last week when Wonder
High school defeated teams from
Moton High school, Marianna in
the Wonder High gym.
The Wonder High senior girls
won by a score of 25 to 23, the
junior cagers overcame their op-
ponents 55 to 37, and the seniors
gained a victory by outpointing
the visitors 72-42.
ATTEND FUNERAL
In Benton Harbor, Mich., last
week to attend the funeral of their
nephew, Pvt. I. B. Robertson were
Mrs. W. L. Rodgers and Mrs. Oba-
diah Rodgers, sr., of West Mem-
phis and Elder and Mrs. E. W.
Rodgers, of Memphis.
The soldier is survived by his
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Roberson, of Ber'on Harbor,
a grandmother, Mrs. Mattie Frank-
lin of les same city, and three
brothers.
Funeral services were held at
the Church of God in Christ with
Elder N. Wells ering t h e
eulogy.
William Farrell of 1706 Oakwood.
A son, Morris, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Royston of 2720 Enter-
prise.
A daughter. Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lenny Smith of 177 Holland.
A daughter, Calvin, to Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie Saulsberry of 364 S.
4th it.
March 5, 1959
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Bobo of 1222 Argyle.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ever Miller of 59 E. Utah.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Moore of 1085 Argyle.
A son, Alvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Bess of 852 D. LeMoyne Mall.
A daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elihue Shipp of 2690 Mid-
land.
March 6, 1959
A daughter, Amanda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Patton of 853 Mis-
sissippi.
A daughter, Bernadine, to Mr.
and Mrs. David Qualls of 860 Le-
Moyne Mall.
A daughter, Helen. to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Hayslett of 1453 ,
stonewall.
A son, Angelo, to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas McGhee of 605 Jes-
samine.
A son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hayward Merriweather of 1496 S.
Ave.
A son, Carlos, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Shannon of 5967 Hamlett.
A daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sammie Fletcher of 652 Ay'
era.
A son, Lovell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Oliver of 1630 S. Orleans.
A daughter, Jean, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Cunningham of 445 S.
Lauderdale.
A son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Monger of 224 Flynn.
A daughter, Natalyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elitha Young of 797 Balti-
SOCIAL NEWS
Rev. W. E. Battle, pastor of
the New Mt. Zion Baptist church,
and Rev. S. L. Henry. pastor of
Beautiful Zion Baptist church were
guests when the members of the
South Side Civic club met recent-
ly at the home of Mrs. Paris Wat-
son at 522 S. 15th at.
Also attending were Mesdames'
Rayner, Brown, Purdy Smith,
Freeman, Henry and Roberts,
along with the club reporter, Wal-,
lace Carradine.
Mother Hattie Taylor who lives
at 210 N. 14th at., celebrated her
80th birthday on Wednesday, Feb.
25, and visiting her were her
daughter, granddaughter and her
grandson.
The mother of Morning Star
Baptist church, Mother Taylor,
has been on the sick list but is
now improving.
The eighth grade Wonder high
school will feature a three-act com-
edy entitled "Keep Moving" in
the school auditorium on Friday
March 13. at 7 p. m.
Sponsors for the show are Mrs.
I. H. Lawshe, the principal L. R.
Jackson and others.
Mother Taylor, who resided at
210 N. 14th st., eclebrated her Ilfith
birthday Wednesday, Feb. 25, with
her daughter, grand daughters,
grand sons and friends.
She is a mother of the Morning
Star MB church, in Hulbert, Ark.
Rev, C. Bolden is the pastor.
The Wonder High NI-LA met
Tuesday to make plans for lb e
State Convention to be held at Lit-
tle Rock, April 11, in Robinson au-
ditorium. The !YHA has 60 active
members.
Mrs. Lillian Morris is the ad-
visor.
The First Grade of Wonder high
school held its play in the school
auditorium last Friday night. The
subject was "Wedding Flower."
It was sponsored by Mrs. Al-
bright, Mrs. Steel, Mrs. Terrell
and Mrs. Weddington.
Field Trials For Bird
.Dogs At Fort Campbell The dining table was .mteredwith lovely Sprino flowers over-( • . laid with a beautiful lace cloth.NASHVILLE—The 12th annual
"Bird • Dog Field Trials of the
Nashville Sportsmen's club is
scheduled to he held on March
21 ind 22 over continuous courses
at. Fort. Campbell. Ky.
Licensed by the Amateur Field
Trial 'Clubs of America, Inc.. the
eueot. awards trophies for each
stake.
Nippy and derby stakes will be
run on Saturday. March 21, while
shooting dog and all-age stakes
will he featured on Sunday,
March 22
CONSISTENT WINNERS
In past years this event has ex-
hibitosi outstanding produet s
from the nation's bes1 blood
lint—. Some of the most consis-
tent tr•ers have come from the
kennels of Dr. Matthew Walker.
of Nashville; and Dr. J. IL.
Young, Hopkinsv.ilte. KY• .
J. Earl Glover, of Old Hickory.
Tenn . will judge the field
The president of the Neshville
Sportsmen's club is Sidney Harris,
of Shelbyville, -Tenn. H. 0. *Rudy
is chief manager of the trials.
All entries should I; sent to
Earl L. Saner; •clubs 'secretary,
1041 Thirty-first Ave. N.. Nash.
vine.
The deadline for entries is Tues-
day. March 17. Drawing for hrace-i
mates is scheduled for 8:00
Mare's 19, at Price's Pharmacy,i
18th and Jefferson Streets, Nash.
The first automobile to travel
Juore than a mile, a minute aped
down a straightway course on
Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
on Nov. 16, 1901.
Mrs. C. B. Moody and Mrs.
Clarence Smith poured tea at dif-
ferent intervals.
An attractive tea menu was
served. Around 40 guests called
during the appointed hour
On next Sunday the Missionary
women of the church will attend
the Missionary District Tea which
will he held in Iloneshoro, Ark.
Mrs. J. W. West, the first grade
teacher of the Stewart Elementry
school, and Mrs. S. Porter of Mad-
ison, Ark., an elementary teacher
an the Eldridge Rutter elementary
school, were remembered with
beautiful pot plants on National
Teacher's daywhich was oberv-
1 Ed recently. Mrs. Fred Wilkens
(Muriel) and Mrs. E. M. Pettus
(Mable) remember them being
their first teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralf Crumbly
and two children of Chicago,
were popular visitors this week
in Forrest City, with relatives and
friends. Mrs. Crumbly is the form-
er Rose Mary Euwing. Both are
former Forrest Citians.
Mrs. V. T. Bond has been name
City Chairman for the Red Cross
campaign. Volunteer workers,
along with the country chairman,
Mrs. U. S. Bond, will hold their
"Coffee Hour" at the Lane Chap-
el Fellowship house. Each worker
was given his or her area. The
drive began F'riday. March 6.
Lincoln junior and senior high
school will be the host of t h e
Junior Boys State Tournament.
The total assets of life Insurance
companies in the U. S. passed the
I 100-billion-dollar mark in 1957. The Salem choir did the sing-I die Thomas and Eva Mood
HUMBOLD
Imam
ager; C. B. Campbell, district
manager; Dr. Pinkston, and
J. H. Haswell, staff manager.
The insurance men were on
the campus for their third






I wondered, in the Winter drear ,
and cold,
Why snowflakes covered all the
flowers so dead,
But now the pleasant story soon
is told,
They make a blanket white for
every sleeping bed.
Yes, everything asleep in t h e
earth has been covered with the
blankets of Winter winds and snow
but I notice lately this blanket is
being thrown hack and signs of
Spring is evidenced more and
more everyday.
We are always glad to live
through the Winter and walk into
March well and healthy. We often
remark, "If I can make it through
January and February. I can
Starch myself." Well, start march-
ing soldier, because your com-
mand to "bout face" was giveR
loud and clear several days ago.
Let's all keep time to the tune
of Spring. March truly came in
like a lamb — need I say mor(•''
It seems that a lot of people
around Ripley were born in
March. Seems that another birth-
day has slipped up on Mrs. Ger-
aldine Clay, Mrs. Mary R. Lake,i
Mrs. Magnolia Johnson, Mrs. Jo-
sephine Burns and Miss Julia
Cytoys Wilson and Little D. C.
Johnson has drawn a ring around
March 15.
The M. A. club Is busy now
with community projects. They
are presenting W. Brown in a pi-
ano recital on Sunday, March 15,
in the LHS auditorium. Mr. Brown
was recently employed as music
instructor in the Halls Consolidat-
ed school and is an accomplish-
ed musician.
Mrs. DeEtta Brown left for Ar-
kansas last week where she visit-
ed her sister, who was taken ill
Rev. B. F. !Terris lost his pock-
etbook last week, containing his
driver's :icense and other valu-
able papers including $8 in money.
The Morocco club met at Mrs.
Lille Mae Sanders last Wednesday
night, and oh boy! what nice time.
She served wonderful refresh-
ments.
The president, Mrs, Emma Lee
Gibson, Miss Ora L. Burnett, and
other members of the club are
asking everyone to be looking for-
ward to the Friday before Easter
when there will be a pre-Easter
dance. Admission at the door will
be $0.50 for singles, and $0.75 for
couples. Halls band will play.
Joe Burns was in Nashville,
Tenn. last week on a business
trip.
Funeral of Mrs. Jennie We b-
ster was held at the Morning Star
Baptist church, Sunday, March 8...
The youth of Morning Star
Baptist gave a program March 1,
and we thank the youth of Holly
Grove Baptist church for their
presence.
Miss Georgia Ella Wilson is In
the Lauderdale County hospital.
Methinks 'as time for the
wearing of the Green,
Comes Larch 17, plenty will
be seen.
All true Patriots of Eire (Art-eh)
They who remember will not
vary,
Will honor the Blessed Saint,
St. Patrick of old,
All because of a story that is
told
He planted the Shamrock with
its leaves of three
In remembrance of the Holy
Trinity.
Now if you are short on Party
ideas, there is one. A decided
change from the patriotic reds
that we've seen so much lately.
The Booklovers' Club met with
Mrs. Laverne Newhouse Friday of
last week. A delightful menu was
served and enjoyed by all. Prizes
in sequence went to Mmes L.
Radford, Nelda Williams and Es-
ther Johnson,
Mrs. Lillian Boush, Mrs. Emma
Wynne and your scribe met with
the Gloxinia club in Humboldt at
the spacious home of Mrs. Earline
Crooms where the Shamrock was
plainly evident in the tasty and
attractive dessert course served.
Mrs. W. D. Jenkins gave a sur-
prise party for her daughter. Mol-
lie Mae, Feb. 28. Ten children, in-
cluding the honoree, were served
a delicious menu that was enjoyed
by many of the younger set of the
Beech Grove community.
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
Palm Sunday will be observed
in many of the churches in the
area. Beech Grove is observing
it with a program and dinner at
the church. Dyer CME's are soon.
soring a Palm Sunday Missionary
Tea at 5 p. m. Fairview Baptist
in Dyer is sponsoring a program
at 3 p. m.
The Junior Sunday school class
of Mt. Pilgrim CME church had
a SilverTea Sunday p. m. in
the home of their teacher, Mrs.
Lena Lee. Twenty-six were pres-
ent and enjoyed the menu of Cokes
and ice cream.
Stewardess Board No. 2 spon-
sored a stewardship rally at the
CME church in Dyer, Sunday,
with Mrs. Hattie Williams, Beat-
rice Ivie and Erma Wynn as group
leaders. Sunlav night, the Stew-
ards presented John Higgs of Hum-
boldt with some of his WIRJ Quer-
tetts. Those participating were
the Royal Hearts of Paris, South.
ern Jubilees, Spirit of Humboldt,
Heaven Bounds and Evening Dov-
es. All of the groups didn't sing
but most were present. It was an
enjoyable evening for those pres-
ent.
HERE AND THERE
Mrs. Fairy Jenkins was called
to the bedside of her daughter,
Mrs. Margie Gardner, who lives
in Chicago. Miss Audrey Cozart of
Sharron. Pa., is visiting her sis-
ter, Mrs. Semen& Lucien. Mr. Al-
bert Carnes of Chicago spent sev-
eral days with his slip-motive,
Mrs. Lottie Carnes Mr. and Mrs.
Isiah (Foots) Elder of Be on
Harbor, Mich., accompanies. 'At
Mrs. Melvin Babbitt are honie %
iting friends and relatives, Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Elam and son,
of Paducah, Ky., made visits to
their parents on Sunday last.
Mrs. Elam's mother is in
Humboldt and Mr. Elam's moth-
er is in Trenton. Mrs, Charlie
Lary,
Cecil Harty of the Agriculture
Department of Tenn. State college
spent a few days in Gibson coun-
ty collecting data for his thesis.
Nathaniel Penn and Dr. J. T.
Seat toured the county with him.
Mrs. Carrie Seat, Jeannes sup-
erintenclant, attended the ASCD
meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio. Re-
turning with her Friday were Mess
dames Pansy Graham, Fannie
Dobbins and Algie Outlaw, super-
visors of Crockett, Madison and
Haywood counties, respectively.
Miss Effie Agnew of Trenton won
a phone quiz through Station
WKBJ of Milan. The prize was a
sack of flour.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stanback,
Mesdames Lillie Herron, Matti*
Ellingtbn and James Harris motor-
ed to Jackson to visit relatives in
the Old Folk's home, and Mrs.
Waldine Hutson, who ig at Madi-
son County General hospital.
Mr. Louis Herron, Sr. has re-
turned from the hospital where
he underwent his second ampules
tion. At this writing he is reported
to be recuperating nicely. Mrs.
Sallie Carr has moved to her new
home on East Fourth at,
W. D. Jenkins of Chicago is visit-
ing his family.
R. J. Hunt has moved his Bill-
iard Parlor to a new location in
the 0. W. Bough building adjoin-
ing the Legion Clubroom.
Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Ball of
Trenton were Sunday dinner guest
of Mrs. Daisy Arnold and fami-
ly of Beech Grove.
Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rogers and
Mrs. Imagine Burnett were Sun-
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Patterson.
Dr. and Mrs. 0. W. Roush of
Trenton, were guests of the Dyer
CME Missionary Society on Thurs.
day night last. Dr. Boush gave
many encouraging remarks to the
ladies that were present.
THE SICK
Jim Hunt, who has been very
sick is recuperating nicely at his
home.
Mrs. Emma Simpson has return-
ed to her home and is recuperat-
ing fine.
Mr. Will Mullins and Mr. Sid-
ney Cooke are ill in Rutherford.
Mrs. Willie Phillips is improving
nicely, as are the others who
have been reported ill.
Be sure and read Rosenwald






STUDENT OF THE WEEK Johnson.
This week we are placing the
spotlight on Hardin C. Franklin,
son of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Frank-
lin, a member of the 12-C home-
room.
On the campus he is president
of the NFA and a member of the
NFA quartet, and the VID club.
Last summer he attended Boys
State camp in Nashville which
was held on the campus of Ten-
nessee A and I State campus.
Next fall he plans to continue
his education by enrolling as a
student at the university.
Hats off to Hardin Franklin!
SPORT NEWS
The FCT Hornetts placed first in
the District III meet held at the
Allen White High school by defeat-
ing the sextet from Covington.
The Hornets won third place in
the District.
Top players of the Hornettes
are Lorice brewer. Ada Shields,
Gerry Washington, Areatha Jones,
Valeria Cleaves a n d Icyphine
Grand berry.
I Leading Hornets are Leroy
Rhodes, Charles Bowers, Elmo




2. Leroy Rhodes and Harding
Franklin.
3, James Futtrell and Leon King.
4. Willie Bolden and Herman
ing. The Gloxina Art and Garden club
The Book Lovers club met with held its February meeting in the
Mrs. Lave rn Radford, of home of Mrs. Et-line Croom, with
Trenton, last Fridaj. The :oem- I Mrs. Croom and Mrs. Louise Coop-
berg present spent a most enjoy- Cr. hostesses.
able evening. A delicious Italian The meeting was presided over,
menu was served. Mrs. Mattie Da- by Mrs. Jemice Vance, president.
via is president. A special feature of the meeting
was a demonstration of corsage
making given by Mrs. Louise
Goldsby, florist at Jane's Flower
shop.
Mrs Goldsby also gave the club
some helpful information on feed-
ing and watering indoor plsnts.
St. Patrick's Day decoration was
PLAN SUMMER INSTITUTE
— Never missing an oppor.
tunity to plan ahead, Dr. Mary
Clay Pinkston, head of the
Tennessee A and I State unl.
versity's business education
department, joins North Caro-
lina Mutual Life Insurance
company's Nashville staffers
to plan for National Insurance
Association Institute to be
held nert summer. From left







Although its kind of late for a
school to start trying to correct
the wrong things a student has
been doing ever since he started
schoo/, Manassas and Booker T.
Washington high schools are giv-
ing it a try.
Manassas has organized a Guid-
ance Committee while Washing-
ton has begun to send out question-
naires seeking information as to
why some students become delin-
quent. Miss Alice Dobbs. senior
and member of the committee at
Manassas, said the organization
"is designed especially for stu-
dents who seem to think that
fighting, smoking and other such
acts lead to popularity:'
The group has four members,
all seniors and student leaders.
They are Countess Johnson, Billie
Mack, Finley Lanier and Al i s s
Dobbs.
The Washington questionnaire
sheet contains such questions as:
Should a boy or girl be allowed
to stay out past midnight? Is it
proper for a girl to let a boy kiss
her on their first date out? and
Should a boy and girl go places
on a "Dutch" (where each pays
his or her own way) basis?
WOMEN AND WOMEN
Compare the modern woman
with woman of ancient times and
you will find great differences in
their makeup. During the latter
part of the 1800's and the early
part of the nineteenth century,
men looked upon women fold as
just another niece of furniture
around the house, needed for
cooking only, and to do with as
the man felt like doing.
Women did not come into their
own until 1869 when the state of
Wyoming gave them the right to
vote. And look what that led to:
the women immediately began to
Invade schools, sports and almost
every government position. Now
they have almost taken over the
place.
A famous religious reformer
once said: "Women are weak,
frail feeble-minded, impatient,
and have no sense of value." This
statement could and could not be
true. If it is true, then the fact
that there are more women at-
tending college than men must
mean that they are trying hard to
develop their cute little feeble
minds and sense of value.
HOLMAN AT FAULT
The BTW Warriors lost (61-59)
the first night of the regional
three tournaments at Melrose. IC
was forward Carroll Holman's
fault. Carroll was highpointman
for the Warriors with 18 points.
If he had hit three more, the
Warriors would have won the
game . . . Holman will just have
to do better in this game!
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
The Ministers' wives held their
monthly meeting at the home of
Sirs. Vertis Lofton. Mrs. R. J.
Christmas is president.
Thelma Burke Guild, one of the
junior clubs, which is sponsored,
by the Simper Fidelis club held•
their hi-monthly meeting at the
home of Mrs. S. B. Banks.
Mrs. Walter Moorehead enter-
tained members of the Eureka
club at her home last Friday on
East Garland. Members attending
were Mrs. V. C. Starland, Mrs.
E. P. Shannon. Mrs. L. In•2,ram,
Mrs. M. O. Livington, Mrs. T. R.
Delaney, Mrs C. Chambers, Sirs.
"Jimmie Lee Woods and Mrs. A.
I Stewart.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dozier en-
tertained at their lovely home
with a birthday luncheon given
in the honor of Mr. and Mrs. Isms
Moorehead, Mr and Mrs. 'sag
Wilburn, Sr. The living room was
denrated with lovely Spring Flow-
ers A delicious Menu WEIS served.
Others attending the luncheon
rere Mr. and Sirs. Tom West,
Sir. and Mrs. W. H. Floyd and
Mr. and Mrs. Hubbored Anderson.
Informal games of whist were
played.
W/TH OUR CHURCHES
At this writing Youth Week isThe Missionary Society held
being observed at St. James Bap-their Missionary Tea at the lovely
tbst church. Two very fine pro-home of Mrs. Ezzie Jackson.
grams have been given. MondayServing as hostesses were Mrs. night the Young People presentedJohn Clark and Mrs. Clyde Moore. a panel discussion, "Crown Him
Lord of All."
The participants were Bobby
Barnett from Lane Chapel CME;
Misses Bernice Carr and Donna
Fly, Morning Star Baptist: and
Miss Patricia P a c k, from St.
James Baptist church. Miss Char-
lie Lou Rutherford served as mod-
erator.
Wednesday night a Candle Light
service was presented. Devotion
was conducted by Miss Doris M. The Thursday Sewing club met
Croons. Mack D. Lacey conducted in the home of Mrs. Lerla 'Tins
the services. on Twelfth ave. The meetin vas
Mesdames M. D. Porter. Eliza- presided over by Presides' ,rs.
beth Ballard and Dorothy !tcKin- A. B. Roe. After the business sea-
ney are supervisors of the youth i abs. the members were served a
Week activities. Rev. I. R. Rob- casserole dish, fried chicken, hot
erts is the pastor. More next week I rolls, ice cream and cake.
about the rest of the program. I The club spent the rest of the carried out by the hostesses withl SAFETY RECORD IMPROVESBTU day was observed at thel evening sewing on quilt made even the menu in keeping with SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —Morning Star Baptist church Sun; of birds of the 49 states. the day. California chalked up a 5.8 per-day, March R. at 3 p. m. Rev. Members present were Meg. Members present spent an en-, cent reduction in the number rifN. B. Austin, pastor of Salem BaP- dames Addle Rawls, Sub; Elli- joyable evening. Two new mem-i traffic fatalities during the firstlist was the guest speaker, son. 'Amelia Thompson. FAjta. hers were welcomed into the club,I seven monthe of 19S8. when acci-CLUB MEET beth Ballard, Enid Simms. Fred) Mesdames Alberta Jamison and dents killed 1,895 persons in this
5. Mose Williams and El m
Thomas.
6. Harry eoleman and Walter
Dean,
7. Charles Dunlap and John
Williams,
8. Charles Price and James
Holmes,
9. Durell Cleaves and John How-
ell.




2. Shirley Pye and Nannie John-
son.
3. Delois Cartawright and Lola
Robinson.
4. Brook's Twin and Janice
Brewer.
5. Maggie Thompson and Bar
bars Morrow.
6. Bloomie Jones and Viola
Jones.
8. Helen Bolden and Barbara
Powell,
8. Vera Durham and Juanita
Poole.
9. Doris Coleman and Lola Jef-
ferson.




NEW YORK, N. Y — Effective
April I, holders of Hilton Carte
Blanches credit cards may file
international messages without
prepayment at any of the world-
wide offices of the ACAR System,
it was announced by B. B. Tower,
president of American Cable &
Radio Corporation.
It is expected that Hilton Carte
Blanche members will find this
feature of its service extremely
useful, particularly when traveling
abroad where conservation of cash
funds is sometimes a problem.













































































































































Boa Stop," a three-act romance
the members of the bc...
William Inge, will be presented
silon Omega chapter of the Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority in Bruce
Hall, LeMoyne college, on Friday
night, March 13. starting at 8:15.
Starring in the play as Cherie,
a chanteuse, will be a Memphis
girl, Miss Bertha Hooks, a fresh-
man political science major, who
is a member of the Stagecrafters,
of Lincoln university, Jefferson
City, Mo.
A graduate of Hamilton High
school, class of 1958, Miss Hooks,
the daughter of Mrs. Bertha Hooks,,
of 1480 Ely at., will be seen in
her second starring role. Last
fall she appeared in "Tiger At The
Gate."
OTHER MEMBERS
Other members of the cast are
Theresa Brown, Jefferson City,
Mo., who will play the waitress,
Elms Duckworth; Evelyn Horton,
St. Louis, Mo., as Grace Hoylard,
-restaurant owner; Robert Sanders,
-,g Will Masters, a sheriff; and
Lawrence Cayce, a graduate stu-
dent, playing Dr. Gerald Lyman,
I a former college professor.
, as
, Carl the bus driver: Ronald Fut.
cher as Virgil Blessing, a ranch
'hand; and Claude Gulliford as Bo
Decker, a young rancher and cow-
boy.
Mr. Cayce will be making his
eighth appearance with the Stage-
crafters while Mr. Gulliford will
be seen in his fifth production.
THE DIRECTOR
"Bus Stop" will be directed by
Thomas D. Fawley, director of
dramatics at the university.
Miss Margaret Johnson is gen-
eral chairman for the project and
Mrs. George A. Stevens basileus
of the chapter. The project win
benefit the sorority's program ts
health, scholarship, housing and
human rights.
Reserve seats for the play are
82, regular admission is one dol
lar, and 75 cents for students. Fm
reservations call WHitehall 8-0653
The ZuberRynum Council, which M. C. A. for adults. These class-
presently is composed of parents
and teachers in the Special Educa-
tion division, is concentrating much
of its efforts towards recruiting
new members during this year.
Druing their last meeting held
recently at the YWCA, the mem-
bers expressed a desire to increase
their membership by appealing to
more parents, teachers and profes-
sional workers, not excluding any
other citizens who feel they are
In sympathy with the purposes of
this organization.
ts main purpose is to promote
negeral welfare of any physi-
ly or mentally handicapped in-
dividual. The members are trying
to work towards this goal by aid-
ing them socially and economical-
ly. Last year a recreational pro-
gram was provided for the chil-
dren during the Summer months.
This was made possible through
volunteer workers and services
offered free of charge by some
of the Negro businesses.
CONDUCTED CLASSES
For a short duration, evening
classes were conducted at the Y.












760 Union - JA 7-2631
2263 Park Ave. - FA 34507
Open Nights Free Perkin,
interesting.
Back in very ancient times, var.
ious tribes and large families
would move from place to place.
The earth's population was much
smaller than it is now, therefore,
much land was uninhabitated.
When one group moved on unin-
habitated land, nothing happened,
but when they moved on inhabitat-
ed land, there was usually a fight.
The winner would enslave the de-
feated. Thus the conqueror be-
came the ruling class and the con.
quered the servant class.
With all of the opportunities for
social and cultural development in
the hands of the rulers they ad-
vanced, while the servant class
often degenerated.
The rulers came to think of
themselves as alone, capable by
nature, to rule. Some even
thought it the will of God.
The story goes that many years
ago a group of hens asked a roost.
er why he crowed before day ev-
ery morning. The rooster said he
had to do that so the sun would
rise. In time he told that so often
that he came to believe it him-
self.
He overslept one morning an d
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Art you discouraged? 11 any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
'Hoe, on the way to Ilerosodo. Her home is 2 Maas below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
Lo look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll And her there
at all times. (She never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at Stase Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.M, to 5 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't makt any home calls or answer any letters. Be lure
I. look for the right sign and the right name.
ing more information concerning
this may contact the president by
calling WH 8-1415 or attending the
meeting.
es consisted of typing, art and
crafts and speech. Due to lack of
fund the classes had to be ter-
minated.
The aims and morale of this or-
ganization are high. When they
last met, a new program was out-
lined for the year. The cooperation
of the Park Commission is being
sought for the Summer program.
With this kind of support, a more
effective and well-planned pro-
gram can be guaranteed, the coun-
cil reports.
Several new ideas were submit.
ted to raise funds and also to in-
form the general public as to the
nature of the organization.
NEEDS FUNDS
An appeal is also being made
to social and civic clubs to adopt
the Zuber-Bynum Council as its
annual project. The Council feels
certain that the needs of the phy-
sically and mentally handicapped
can be met with necessary funds
and a well.planned program.
The next meeting will be held
on Wednesday, March 11, at 8
'BUS STOP' REHEARSAL —
At a recent rehearsal for "Bus
Stop," a three.act romance by
William Inge, members of the
Stagecrafters of Lincoln uni-
versity who will present play
in Bruce Hall, LeMoyne col-
lege, on Friday night, March
13, look on as Memphian,
Miss Bertha Hooks, sings "That
Old Black Magic" to the ac
companiment of music by Ron-
ald 'Stitcher, of Jefferson City,
who plays part of Virgil Bless-
ing. Looking on are Claude
Gulliford, left, of Dodge City,
Kans., as Bo Decker; Lyman
Cayce, of Fayette. Mo., right,
who has role of Dr. Lyman;
and Theresa Brown. Jefferson
City, who will be seen as Elms
Duckworth.
Star In KC Playoff Says Blight
By EARL S. CLANTON, Ill Clendon—coached Blues waltzed Co
off with the James A. NAI Smith INASHVILLE—Bossing the smalE Dangercollege rating at the season's, trophy and did a repeat in 1958.
close, Tennessee State univer-t This year the team has a chance By C. L. SMITH
ally's 27 to one record gives them to go down in basketball history
the top-seeded spot at the NAIA as the first team to ever win the NASHVILLE — "Any city that
32-team national playoff in Kan. NAIA National crown three years does not set in motion by 1960 a
sas City from March 9 through 14. a row. comprehensive program to halt
p. m., at the home of the presi- When the big dribble derby gets When Mr. McClendon. 
1958. blight will be flirting with munici-
dent, Mrs. Minerva T. Hancock, underway, Tennessee will be NAIA Coach of the Year, floors 
pal ruin by 1965," stated Federal
Housing Administrator Albert M.1099 S. Wellington. Anyone desir. shooting the works to establish the hardwood artists in Kansas 
 
City this year, he will be giving
the fans a last peek at the "Whiz
Kids" edition of Tennessee State
cagers. The Whiz Kids have com-
pletely rewrote Tennessee's rec•
ord book and scored a few firsts
for themselves.
The fabulous Dick "Skull" Bar-
nett. an original Whiz Kid, set
every Tennessee State individual
basketball scoring record during
his four years. Topping his own
efforts, Skull's 818 points is a
new single season's record. and
his 3,044 points to date is an all
time high for a four-year output
for the Big Blues,
The fast-breaking Whir. Kids
have won 115 games while drop- 1
ping only le. During the four sea-1
sons they have played string mu-
sic to the tune of 11,785 points or
2,041.3 points per season — all
new hardwood marks for the
Nashvillians.
another first. The Big Blues were
the first Negro college cage squad
to play there, way back in 1953.
Four years later the .1. 13, Mc-
By EDGAR T. STEWART (awakened to find the sun up and
Just who started the idea of su- the hens running about scratch-
perior and inferior races is not ing for worms The old rooster
known but how it got started is was so shocked that he fell dead
People are just like that roost-
er. They tell a thing so often that
they believe it themselves.
All races have been slaves and
branches of all of them have been
progressive. The nations and races
up to today are standing on the
shoulders of those who have gone
before. Without the work of such
nations as Babylon Egypt, Ethio-
pia, the Arab states, China, In- I
idia, Greece, Rome the United' nvte Vets ToStates, England, France, Japan,
d
race would not be where it is to-
ay. So-called superior that is.
Russia and others, the superior —
om Pos
When the ancients stood on
the sea shore and decided that
the mighty ocean was composed
of molecules of water and not one
solid sheet it was the beginning
of information that led to moon
rockets.
Which nation is on top depends
upon which period in history, and




Despite what some veterans
may believe, there is no grace
period for the late payment of In-
stallments on GI loans, William
E. Keith, manager of the Veter-
ans Administration Regional Of-
fice in Chicago, said.
Thus, he added, veterans should
make their GI loan payments on
or before the date they are due.
Negro veterans of World Wars
I and II and the Korean War are
invited to come to 393 Beale st.
on the first and third Tuesday
nights of each month and to
join the local Post No. 27.
The invitation is extended by
Grover Burson. commander of the
Autress Russell Post No. 27, who
is also state commander.
A number of services, he said,
are available to veterans and their
dependents, including the filing of
claims for pensions, jobs, insur-
ance, and social security. He said
that the post, in which he also
serves as service officer, gives as-
sistance to veterans of the Ken-
nedy VA hospital.
The local post is also assisting
in the drive to get all Negroes
registered for voting privileges.
Failure to do so may prove
costly, he pointed out, since GI
lenders may make an extra serv-
ice charge when payments are re-
ceived late.
IT'S FREE! YOUR BIG CHANCE! ACT NOW!
which is a school to teach people how to sell, and make
big money—will be held at the Fuller Products Com-
pany offices, at 492 South Main St., Memphis, begin-
ning Monday, March 16, for six weeks. THE TRAINING
IS FREE TO ALL. Space is limited. Register NOW.
You will learn to sell EVERYTHING and command
GOOD JOBS.
Course will be taught by W. Louis Davis, nationally
known public relations consultant, and director of public
relations and publicity for Fuller Products Co., of Chi-
cago, Ill.
r.
Toward this end, Tennessee
State university's scheduled Hous•
ing and Urban Renewal Clinic for
April 9 and 10 proposes to sup-
port the theme of the American
Council to improve our neighbor-
hoods by developing the current
theme: "How to Make Your
Neighborhood a Better Placa to
Raise Your Family."
Recognizing that urban renewal
is basically a community under-
taking, the Second Annual Clinic,
directed by Tennessee State's W.
V. Harper, coordinator of Indust
nal relations, RIMS to provide the
participants with needed informa-
tion and stimulation that will
prepare them to cope with their lo-
cal problems and to give them in-
telligent cooperative leadership to
the renewal program in their lo-
cal communities.
Key industry people, representa-
tives from local housing authori-
ties having approved "workable
programs" and representatives of
lay leadership from Tennessee and
Southern Kentucky have been in-
vited to participate,
The Girl Scouts in this area
are not superstitious in the least;
in fact they expect Friday, March
13, to be their lucky day. That's
the day they begin their annual
Cookie Sale.
When the energetic Girl Scouts I
invade the neighborhood they will
ignore black cats and ladders to
get to the doors and offer the oc-
cupants three kinds of cookies.
There will he mint chocolate
cream sandwich and butter flav-
ors
Cookies are heat sealen in foil
to insure freshness.
Ail proceeds from the cookie
sale ore used to improve the
camping facilities for the Girl
Scouts in this area.
There ic a rouse why people lik•
se de busiest, with we. You, sort
will lik• our ceurtoeue trootroent
and desire to help yew.
"Open Thursday and Maley
Night, WWI COP P.M.
%strawy' 9:00 to 7:00
NOW Two Locations, 152 Madi
son Ave.. JA 5-1811: lea s
Main St., IA 5-1351. Examined
and Supervised by The State
Department of Insurance and
Ranking Home Operated Home
Owned.
STAR OF PLAY — A Mem-
phis girl, Miss Bertha Hooks,
the daughter of Mrs. Bertha
Hooks, of 1480 Ely at., will
have the role of ('hens', a chan-
teuse, when the play. "Bus
Stop" is presented here on
The women at LeMoyne college
— and some of the men too —
are taking advantage of the self-
improvement demonstrations sport-
Bored by the Women's Affairs
Committee.
Expert adviCe was offered the
students during the last two weeks
on the proper way to set a table
and on hair styling. Proper dress
for all occasions will be the sub-
ject this week and general decor-
um will be the topic for next week.
The demonstrations will be cli-
maxed with a Charm Clinic in
April.
Friday night, March 13, In
Bruce Hall, LeMone college,
beginning at 8:15 p. in. under
the sponsorship of the Beta
Epsilon Omega chapter of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
It is the second starring role
for Miss Hooks as a member
TOP HAIR STYLIST
Mrs. Andrew was in charge 01
the first demonstration. Miss
Davenport conducted the activity
last week. Chief demonstrator was
Mrs. Millicent Dixon-Bolton, prom-
inent hair stylist of Memphis.
Mrs. Rayner will be in charge
of the proper dress demonstration,
and Mrs. McLemore will direct
the general decorum discussion.




of the Stagecrafters of I. I n-
coln university. she appeared
last fall in "Tiger at the Gate."
A 3158 graduate of Hamilton
High school, she is majoring
In political science In the
school at Jefferson City, Me.,
The Edmondscn Avenue Barks-
dale Cove Civic club held its regu-
lar monthly meeting recently at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Dumas of 1424 Barksdale.
The president, Charlie Walton,
presided over the business session
which featured a talk by Guy
Morrow, who spoke on "The Mean-
ing of A Civic Club."
The next meeting of the club
will be held at the home of the
president.
Refreshments were served.










s Defender Classifieds Reach More of The
Lucinda Edwards, Miss Mae People You Want to Sell for the Cheapest I
Price in Town. Telephone The Defender
your Classified Ad today — JA 6-8397. 1
ramminnimmiummiimminminnimmumuniiiiiiiiiiniimmuninnimmumo
Members of the committee, all
When your feet hurt you
hurt all over. You lose pep
and energy, become easily
irritated, cranky and hard
to get along with. Worst of
all, people begin to shun
you because of your
changed disposition.
Dr. Graves offers you re-
lief from all this. Dr.
GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC goes to work FAST
to ease the ache and tired-
ness . makes you forget
those foot discomforts. Or-
der your bottle TODAY ...
You'll be mighty glad you
did!
Davenport, Mrs. Velma McLe-
more, Mrs. Lila' Andrews and t
Mrs. Juanita Rayner.
— CHICAGO. ILLINOIS —
"Through Parent Education"
will be the topic of the Tilden Tech-
nical High school P. T. A. meet-
ing Wednesday, March II, at 1
p. m., in the school's reception
room, 4747 S. Union a‘e.
Mrs. Stella Stoej, school lunch-
room manager, will speak on
"Management and Menu Planning
of a High school Lunchroom."
Election of P. T. A. Officers
for 1959-1960 will be followed by
a social hour and tea.
REAL MONEY




on tracks and weighing seven tons
are capable of going up to 1,700
miles an hour. The sleds a r e
used to test the reaction of his'
mane, aircraft and missile parts
to sudden acceleration, decelera-
tion and wind blast.
CASH FOR PROPERTY
Will buy any type house or lot
for all cash, try us today.
ABSOLUTELY NO DELAY
C. V. DODD REALTY CO.
JA 5-0505 432 Hickman Bldg.
HOICK CASH for ,our NOVS1 it Noah
race IS 0a7 IX. 1-7562.
HU RH 741477.
DR.GRAVES'
It Soothes. . . It Softens. . Jr: Wonderful!
MADE FROM THE VERY SAME PRESCRIP-
TION THAT HAS GIVEN BLESSED RELIEF TO
THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS IN BOTH THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
ASK FOR IT AT YOUR DRUGGIST!
Or Mail Coupon Below with only $1.50 T0DAY1
DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT TONIC
P. 0. Box 5737, Dept. D, Menge 80, fillatilo
enclose $1 50 (M. 0. or Check. No. C.O.D.) Please
send my brittle of DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC at once.
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Two Local Firms To Host Insurance Agency Meet•
Negro Still Has
Hotel Problem
Washington, D. C. - Trav-
eling about the country is still
very difficult for Negroes who de-
sire first class accommodations.
The Negro traveler is welcome
in not more than 6 per cent of
the nation's better hotels and mo-
tels, it was revealed today in a
preliminary report issued by the
public relations firm of Andrew
F. Jackson and Associates here.
According to the Jackson firm
more than 2,500 of the finest ho-
tels and motels participated in the;
survey, which excluded 13 South-
ern states. They were not survey-
ed because of the existence of
state laws prohibiting the inter-
mingling of races. One of t h e
states, Virginia, did show up in
the survey because the ownership
of two motels was by absentee,
out-of-state, landlords,
TOP HOTELS
All hotels and motels surveyed
are members of the most respect-
ed trade organizatioss including
American Hotel Association,
American Motel Association,
Quality Courts United, Best of
Western Motels, American Auto-
mobile Association and Superior
Courts. Standards for membership
are high; inspection of facilities,
services and morality are regular
and rigid. Some merit the approv-
al and recommendation of Dun-
can Hines, Diners Club and Gour-
met Magazine. They are first class
in every respect.
The survey proved conclusively
that discrimination and prejudice
are very much in evidence in
states where Negro travelers are
sulmosed to be protected by Civil
Rights Laws. These laws are easi-
ly circumvented as most travel-
ers know. Even with a bona fide
confirmed reservation, prejudiced
room 'clerks and managers, de-
vise all kinds of excuses to deny
Negroes the use of rooms and thus
evade prosecution under the law.
A widely accepted theory that
when competition is intense, racial'
bigotry is wiped out, is both true
and false. It is a fact in some
areas; utterly false in others.
IGNORE COMPETITION
For instance in southern New
Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania,
southern Indiana and Ohio, even
where competition is intense
among the motels in those re-
gions, it is almost impossible for
Negro travelers to secure accom-
modations in the best places.
On the other hand, the survey
showed thot Negroes will be ac-
cepted in other areas where, here-
to-fore. they were shunned. A New
York motel chain with first class
installations in Allentown, and
Pittsburgh, Pa., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Wilmington, Del., Stevensv ill e,
Md. and Kiptopeke Beach, Va.,
welcome all well-behaved persons
regardless of race, color and
creed.
First class motels are accept-
ing Negroes in Woyming, Montana
Utah, Idaho, Arizona and New
Mexico. Some of the most luxur-
ious summer resorts in New York,
Vermont, New Hampshire, where
competition has been keen for
many years, are gradually letting
down the bars of prejudice.
The University of Minnesota was
founded by the Minnesota Terri-
torial Legislature in 1851 but was
closed from 1860 to 1867 because
of an economic depression. Indian
uprisings and the Civil War. On
reopening, it had 18 students.
COMPLETE COURSE S- 5 at the Henderson Business Williams, Loretta Young. Per- Annie Bell Tilmon, Rose Gil.
Twelve students completed ex• college and will return to the nell, Minnie Edwards and Lou. lespie, Betty Lou Haymon, Pa•
ecutive secretarial and higher school for graduation in June. ise Shipp. Standing, same OF. tricial McCann, Miriam Bow.




Boys State for junior high
school boys from all parts of
Tennessee, sponsored by the
American Legion, will be held on
the campus of Tennessee A and
I State university from June 7
through 13, and the organization
has issued an appeal to all clubs,
churches and patriotic organiza-
tions to sponsor at least one boy
this year.
Grover Burson, state comman-
der and chairman of the Boys
State, said that the cost for eachj
boy will be $25, plus the pricik
of transportation to and from
Nashville, for the course in citi-
zenship training.
Sponsors iRed Cross Sets
Boys State . 
rnerican citizenshin is the 
 
First Aid Class
priceless possession of all of us,"
Commander Burson said, "and we
believe that a prepared and
trained youth will more effective-
ly preserve and perpetuate this
precious heritage and be ready
to assume the trust and respon-
sibilities that go with it "
TEACHES RESPONSIBILITIES
Through the program, he said,
it is hoped that future generations
will have more leadership and
will realize what responsibilities
and duties they have to the public.
Persons interested in sponsor-
ing a boy this Summer, he said,
are invited to contact him at
WHitehall 2-5470.
- CHICAGO, ILLINOIS -
Registrations for free Red Cross
First Aid classes at Chicago Chap-
ter Headquarters, 529 S. Wabash
ave., are now being accepted ac-1
cording to Roy D. Day, volunteer
First Aid chairman.
Three courses, providing instruc-
. .
Aid techniques, will be held each
Thursday evening, for five weeks.
beginning March 5.
Beginners, 15 years of age and
older, may enroll in the 10-hour
standard first aid course which
will meet from 7 to 9 p. m.
Girl Scouts
Their 47th
Happy birthday to the Girl
Scouts of the United States!
On March 12, 1959, the Girl
Scouts celebrated their 47th birth-
day.
In 1912 there were only eight
Girl Scouts in Savannah, Ga.,
and a determined woman„ Juli-
ette Low.
In 1959, on March 12, there are
more than three million Girl
Scouts, and 9,000 of them are
members of the Tenn.-Ark.-Miss.
Council which serves this area.
The days of the Girl Scout Week
are called Seven Service Days,
The first automobile to use the
steering column gear shift w a
the Benz in 1893.
Celebrate
Anniversary
and this week, from March 8
through March 14, the Girl Scouts
of the Memphis community are
making a special effort to show
what they are doing.
WORE UNIFORMS
Each girl was asked to wear
her uniform to church services
on last Sunday, and on the other
six days attentions was to be di-
rected to homemaking, citizenship,
health, safety, international friend-
ship, arts, crafts and the out-of-
doors.
The theme of Girl Scout Week
is "You Can Count on Her to be
Creative." Through the 47 years
of Girl Scouting the community




Memphis will be the scene of,
the 20th Annual Mid-Year Agen-,
cy Officers Conference when it
convenes March 18 through 20
with Union Protective and Univer-
3111 Life as host companies.
Homer Coke, vice president of
the National Insurance associa-,
lion, and chairmas of the agency
section will preside over the con-1
ference. Mr. Coke is agency di.1
rector of Protective Industrial
Insurance company of Alabama,
located in Birmingham. J. B. Wil-
liams, secretary of Richmond .
Beneficial Life Insurance company
is secretary of the agency section.
The Conference theme is "Accel-
erating our Growth throegh Pro-
gressive Department of the Man,'
the Product and the Market." Uni-
versal Life's G. T. Howell is
program chairman, and 0. T.
Westbrook, of Union Protective is
program co-chairman. H. A. Gill-
iam of Universal Life is chairman
of the local arrangement commit-
tee.
Among the top officials ex-
pected to greet the insurance ex-
ecutives from 56 member com-
panies are Mayor Edmund Orgill,
and Insurance Commissioner John
R. Long of the State of Tennessee
Insurance department. Other not-
able persons addressing the con-
ference will include W. 0, Bryson,
Ph.D., CLU, Head of the Depart-
ment of Economi^s and husincssd
Morgan State college and Lester
Student Attends
Nashville Meet
Miss Josephine Isabel, a sopho-
more at LeMoyne college, repre-
sented the college's Student Gov-
ernment as a delegate to the
Kentucky Tennessee Regional
Workshop of the United States Na.
tional Student Association which
was held last Friday at Peabody
college in Nashville.
Miss Isabel is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Isabel,'
of 582 Lipford st.
The first concrete rural road
was laid in Wayne County, Mich.,
in 1909.
TOWER OF STRENGTH





CASH ( 1.711) 1 303,381.18
United States, Political Subdivision and other
High Grade Bonds (Amortised and Investment
Value) (43.137) 7,645,866.41
Stocks-Preferred and Common
(Market Value) ( 3.303) 585,488.65
Mortgage Loans (40.848) 7,240,187.69
Real Estate ( 4.737) 839,569.73
Policy Loans ( 3.842) 681,002.00
Premium Notes ( .006) 1,116.36
Advances to Mortgag... a ( .005) 618.53
Interest Due and Accrued ( .770) 136,562.84
Net Uncollected and Deferred Premiums ( 1.641) 290,897.22
TOTAL ASSETS (100.000) $17,724,690.61
LIABILITIES
Statutory Reserve on Outstanding Policies (80.776)
Disability and Additional Reserve ( 0.381)
Reserve for Outstanding Policy Claims ( 0.349)
Premiums Received In Advance ( 0.242)
Unearned Investment Income ( 0.109)
Commissions and Bills Due and Accrue., ( 0.224)
Accounts Retained by Cotnpany as Truz' ( 0.111)
Reserve for Taxes ( 0.833)






















TOTAL INSURANCE IN FORCE
TOTAL CLAIMS PAID TO POLICYHOLDERS
SINCE ORGANIZATION
"To give real service yoll most add sOMethIng which cannot be measured with money. and that is enmity
and bltegrity."
The Officers, Directors and Stockholder. of Universal 1.Ife Insurance Company feel that with the purchase
of Itsceisior Life Insurenre Company In 195a, more than financial strength was added; a group of sincere men
and women 50tned the ULICO family and the company is deeply Indebted to them for the Progress made during
the past year. The team spirit, sincerity of purpose and integrity shown by the entire field personnel in cony
phsse of the work are genuinely ePPreeleied.
This spirit. together with prudent management and the .upport of. loyal and trusting tneuring pObile. pushed
the Company's awets over the $17.000,000 mark and business In force over $108.000,000.
1958 was a progressive year. Al the Company. assets and hu,ness In force incressed, so did Its service, to the
nubile. The mortgage loan account-reflecting the Company', interest in better housing-Increased to 17.140.00h,
and the bond ermunt was raised In 57,845.000, The bond account showe capital working for the public through
bonds In building schoois, supplying utilities, railroada and other needed semices and rowertoditiest, Universal Life
Is proud of It. contribution to this direction.
The Officers realise that you-the personnel and Insdring puhlio-are tha heickhone Of this . They









Rosen of the local office of Union
Central Life Insurance company.
FACT-FINDING
Dr. Bryson will conduct a fact
finding discussion on "Develo,iing
our Markets." His discussion will
be challenging because of his up.
to-date and continuing study of
markets and his recent participa-
tion in the American Economic
congress.
Mr Rosen will address the
Thursday luncheon. His subject
has not been announced.
Also in attendance will he E. L.
Simos, FLMI, president of the
tional Insurance association, a
Murray J. Marvin, the associa-
tion's executive director. Mr. Si-
mon is Also a”encv director of At-
lanta Life Insurance company.
$17 BILLION
In announcing the Conference,
Mr. Howell said: "The growth of
NIA companies is imperative if
we are to keep up the needs of
our markets. For the Negro con-
sumer has a $17 Billion annual
disposable income and we owe it
to him, his family, and the future
of our country to see to it that
part of these earnings are placed
in life insurance to safeguard the
future of our country.
"Growth will be the watchword
at the conference because the
United Sta;es is on the brink of an
era of prosperity that is greater
than the world has ever known
and beyond the dreams of the av-
erage American citizen. M
economists predict a rise in
output of goods and services. a
a steady risesin our gross national
product. The outlook for 1959 is
for increased business activity.
There is no doubt that competi-
tion will be keener, but this chal-
lenge can be met by better re-
eruiting, better seleetion, ton-notch
training, and now improved tech-
niques in supervisios, stimulated
by an aggressive leadership."
Approximately 80 agency men
are expected to attend the confer-
ence, which is a subsidiary of
the Nations Insurance association
Inc. Si!ssinns will be held at the
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA with
the Thursday luncheon at Univer-
sal Life Insurance company.
- Protecting
More than
100,000
FaRiOies
Against
INSECURITY
Brought on by
SICKNESS,
ACCIDENTS,
OLD AGE,
and
DEATH
VOL. V
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